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Exaugural Address
By Donald W. Cushing
Delivered on January 4, 1965
For the past two years, I have had the high honor of serving as
your Mayor. This has been a rich and rewarding experience for me.
I have thoroughly enjoyed conducting the affairs of the City and rep-
resenting you at various civic and social events. In making decisions
and recommendations, I have tried at all times to promote the best
interests of the City. I sincerely thank you, the people o f Franklin,
for giving me the honor of serving as Mayor.
At this time, I would like to review some of the accomplishments
of this administration in 1964.
The word "Planning" was given real significance in Franklin dur-
ing the past year. Our preliminary sewer planning project, made pos-
sible by a Twenty-Three Thousand Dollar interest-free loan from the
federal government, has been completed. The written report and rec-
ommendations of our consulting engineers to be received this month
will be invaluable in making plans for expansion of our sewer system
and in preparing for construction of interceptor sewers and sewage
disposal facilities in the not too distant future.
In 1964, the City appropriated and paid over to the State of New
Hampshire the sum of Six Thousand and Three Hundred Dollars
for cur share of an Eighteen Thousand and Nine Hundred Dollar
general planning program for the City. Our Planning Board has selecit-
ed a planning consultant, and it is expected that this program will
be conducted this year. The information and recommendation obtained
tha^ough this program will be a valuable guide for the future develop-
ment of the City. It is hoped that it will also provide the necessary
basis for a workable and effective zoning ordinance.
We continued our policy of friendly cooperation with our industries.
At my recommendation, the Council appropriated the necessary funds
for the construction of a new 500,000 gallon water reservoir off the
Salisbury Road. It is expected that this project will provide the neces-
sary water pressure and volume to solve a serious fire prevention
problem of one of our leading industries and also help to promote
industrial growth in the South Main Street anea.
The wages of our city employees vvere raised in 1963. This past year,
we appointed a citizens committee to study wages, and wage increases
were granted in acccrd with the recommendations of the committee.
Our street lighting committee continued its program of improv-
ing our street lighting. One thousand lumen incandescent lights were
converted to 3500 lumen mercury vapor lights in all of Daniell Park,
lower Sanborn Street. Aiken Avenue, Beaton Street and East and
West Bow Streets.
Our program of highway improvements this year included laying
new hot top surfaces on Church street. Orchard Street and East and
6
West Bow Streets, and the construction of twenty-five hundred feet
of new sidewalks.
With the purchase of a new grader, loader, back hoe, and three
new tnacks, our highway equipment is now in the highest state of
readiness that it has been in for many years.
New street signs have been erected on all streets in Daniell Park
and at all Central Street intersections. These attractive signs not only
point out the streets but also point to a progressive city.
Subdivision regulations have been established which should make
uniform the policy of the City in regard to acceptance of nsw streets.
All engineering survey and study was made on Daniell Bridge. No
action was taken on the recommendations made by cur consulting
engineer, and it is one of the serious problems we have passed on to
our successor.
Major changes were made in our police department. A new chief
was appointed on a one year probationary basis. This appointment
was made after an open competitive examination and after inter-
viewing all qualified candidates. We feel that the City has taken a
giant step forward in improving our police protection and in laying
the groundwork for an efficient and capable police department.
If this administration has met with any success, it has been due
to the hard work of the members of the Council, our city officials and
many of our citizens who gave us their advice and cooperation. I
sincerely thank each one of you. I also wish to thank my wonderful
wife for the many sacrifices she has had to make during the past
two years. Above all, thank you, for your prayers.
Inaugural Address
By Roland J. Desrocher
Delivered on January 4, 1965
Seventy years ago tonight Mayor Frank N. Parsons delivered his in-
augural address as the first Mayor of the City of Franklin, I won-
der what he would say if he could be here with us tonight. Would he
be amazed at the sight of his community as it is now? Would he be
pleased with the progress and growth that has been accomplished?
Would he be proud of us, the citizens of Franklin of 1965? I think he
would for Franklin has come a long way since 1895.
Tonight the City of Franklin stai'ts its seventieth year. Since 1895
thirty-two different men have guided the course of this community
as its Mayers. Countless others have served it well as councilmen,
school board members, park commissioners, water commissioners,
etc. To all of these people we owe a graat debt of gratitude for it is
these individuals who by giving untiringly of themselves to the ser-
vice of their community that have made Franklin what it is today
—
•a fins place in which to live, work and raise our families.
As we embark on another year in history let us hope that we can
be as fortunate as those of the past. Let us hope that our ccinamunity
spirit, our actions, our decisions wiU be the proper ones. If we ane
fortunate and God is with us then I am sure that Franklin will continue
on the road to prosperity and will one day achieve its rightful place
in history.
Here in Franklin we are blessed with many of the things that are
needed for a healthy growing community. We have a good location,
good climate, good sound industries, good schools, fine churches, an
abundance of water, varied recreation activities, but above all we
have good solid, intelligent, industrious. God-fearing people which is
the biggest asset that any community can have. All that remains
to be done is for all of us to work together, to forget our petty differ-
ences and our own personal ambitions, and our community will forge
ahead and we and our children will reap the benefits.
During the coming year m.any important items will confront us. As
they do, we must each of us study the matter carefully, we must
consider the benefits and drawbacks from all angles and then we
must oome to our decisions. As we study these items let us not
be overly swayed by the small pressure gi'oups either for or against,
tout rather let us consider each item as it affects the entire community
for the whole community is what we serve.
One of the most difficult tasks which will confront us this year is
how to achieve some economy in government. By economy I do not
mean the curtailment of any service to the community but rather
an increase in service to the community without an increase in
spending. In other words it is a matter of costs. We must try to
reduce our costs of government by increasing the efficiency of govern-
ment. In this day and age costs and efficiency go hand in hand. It
is very easy far any departmeint to give better service by adding
more help or buying more equipment - anyone can do this. What
must be done is for each department to try to give more and better
service to the community by better utilizing the personnel and equip-
ment which is pi-esently available.
During the past few years the city departanents have received much
new equipment, some of which was replacement for worn out equip-
ment. I believe that most of the departments are now in good shape
so far as equipment and personnel are concerned. Departmental re-
quests for appropriations are going to be veiT carefully scrutinized.
Department heads are going to be quizzed about their requests and are
going to have to really justify any requests for new equipment or
personnel.
Soimetime during this coming year the city will be taking over the
old Armory. This is going to be an important step for us to undertake.
Three years ago when the matter of a new armory was first brought
up it was suggested that the old one covild be purchased by the city
for use as a recreation center. I was in favor of that at that time and
I am still in favor of it but just how this should be accomplished is the
big question in my mind now. This matter will require much study
and I will be working very closely with the Land and Buildings Com-
mittee on this.
The report on sewer planning is due to be presented to us sometime
this month. Here is another matter which must be given very care-
ful consideration. It wUl be a very lengthy and thorough report and
will therefore require considerable time in the study of it. This matter
is of such great importance that it will not be refeiTed to any com-
mittee but rather will be considered by the entire council sitting as
a committee of the whole.
Planning wUl get underway on a full scale sometime this yeaa',
early I hope. Full scale planning is a necessity for an active and
growing community, just as much as it is for industry or the home.
I am very happy to see this come about and I am certain that the
Council will cooperate fully with the Planning Board.
Another item to which we must give careful consideration is the
subject of bridges. There is a report on the study made of the
Daniell Bridge and we must consider this subject at gi-eat length
before coming to any decision. However, a decision should be reached
within the next three months as to what cur course of action will be.
We have discussed some of the problems which will be facing our
city this year. I do net want to take all night so I have touched only
on some of the important ones. There ai'e many many others which
wUl come up for consideration during the year and I hope that the
Council will give all of them the same serious considieration.
In closing I want to take this opportunity to wish each of you a




Elected annually on the fourth Tuesday of November. Salary
$2,000.00 a year.
Roland J. Desrochers
Members of City Council
Elected by wards for three years. One member from each ward.
Elected on the fourth Tuesday of November annually. $15.00 for
each regular Council meeting attended.
Ward 1 Term Expires
Raymond Emerson January, 1966
Sheldon Morrill Januany, 1967
Howard Kelley January, 1968
Ward 2
Kenneth Larrivee January, 1966
Richard Paulhus January, 1967
Richard Gosselin January, 1968
^Resigned. July 5, 1965
Alexander A. Lachiatto elected Nov. 23, 1965
Ward 3
Preston Stewart January, 1966
Rogei' Pouliot January, 1967
Charles Pierce January, 1968
City Clerk, Tax Collector, Paymaster, Clerk of the Assessor's Office
and Custodian of Memorial Hall
Appointed annually by the City Council. Salary $5,300.00 a year.
Mildred S. Oilman
Overseer of the Poor and Purchasing Agent
Appointed annually by the City Council. Salary $3,582.00 a year.
Expense allowance $20.00 per week.
Albert M. Ayotte
City Treasurer
Appointed annually by the City Council. Salary $375.00 per year.
Loda Larrivee
Deputy City Clerk




Appointed annually by City Council. Salai-y $1,500.00 per year
Donald W. Cushing
Tax Assessor










Commissioners of Water Dep'artment
Two members appointed annually by City Council for three years.
No salary.
Term Expires
Howard Kelley, Wiggin S. Gilman January, 1966
William Barber, Olivier Lagace January, 1967




















Highway Commissioner and Engineer
Appointed annually by City Council. Salary $7,450.00 per year.
Gordon H. Hanchett
Superintendent of Water Works
Hubert Parker
Welfare Commission
One member appointed annually by the City Council for three years
Term Expires
Frederick Kulacz February, 1966
Patrick Flanagan February, 1957
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Board of Health
Appointed annually by the City Council, Chairman of the Board of
Health and Milk Inspector $250.00 per year. No salai-y for second and
thii'd members.
Delias Lambert, Chairman; Robert J. Morin, M. D., Prescilla Doucette
Parks and Recreation Cocmission
One member elected annually by the City Council for five years.
TeiTn Expires
Kenneth Crosby January, 1966
*William Alexander January, 1967
Theodore Soter January, 1968
Harold Hunter January, 1969
Reginald O. LaPlante January, 1970
*Deceased. Paul Lemire appointed.
Trustees of the Public Library
Two elected annually by the City Council for three years. No Salary,
Term Expires
Elizabeth Krueger, *Luella Dempsey JanuaiT, 1966
John Shepai'd, Leda LaBonte January, 1967
Thomas Murray, Mary S. Piper January. 1968
^Deceased.
Sylvia Lemire elected.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber and Fence Viewers
Appointed annually by the City Council.
Earl Picard, Martin Crowley, Milo Unwin, Colin Jones, Israel Barg
and Aldred Wilson.
Janitor of Memorial Hall and Heating- Plant
Elected aimually by City Council. Salary $64.25 per week.
Ralph Colcord
Trustees of Trust Funds
One member elected annually, by Council, for three year term.
Tei'm Expires
Arthur Leonard September, 196G
Albert J. Garneau September, 1967
M. Guy Oilman Sieptember, 1968
Board of Education
Consists of one member from each ward and two members at large,
elected annually at regular city election, fourth Tuesday in Novembea-.
Members at Large Term Expires
Paul Smith January, 1967
Aime LaRoche January, 1966
Ward One
Clark S. Fuller Januai-y, 1967
Ward Two
Raymond Lawrence January, 1968
Ward Tlu-ee
Arlene Roach January, 1966
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Election Officers
Elected biennially by the ward.
Ward One
Moderator — L. Eloise Kelley
Ward Clerk — Delia Smith
Supervisors of Check List — J. Langdon Prescott, M. Jvtne Dolloff,
and Virginia Dufault
Ward Two
Moderator — Roland Desrochers
Ward Clerk — Theodore Grosselin
Supervisors of Check List — Roger Desrochers, Bemadette Ber-
geron, Loda LaiTivse
Ward Three
Moderator — Warren Gove
Ward Clerk — Thelma Duncan
Supervisors of the Check List — Joseph Mercier, Rachel Mercier,
John Chapley
Ballot Inspectors
Deda LaBonte, Nancy LaBonte, Muriel Collins, Gladys Glines, Yvonne
Desrochers, Elizabeth Ki-ueger, Angeline Hebert, Lillian VanderMast,
Helen Clark, Julia Turcotte, Nancy Frost and Arthur Leonard.
Franklin District Court
Justice
Appointed by Governor and Council. Salary $2,500.00 a year.
Robert T. Hoyt
Special Justice
Appointed by Governor and Council. Salary $500.00 a year.
Malcolm H. Thompson
Clerk
Appointed by the Justice. Salary $1,000.00 a year.
Stanley Berube
Probation Officer




Salary $99.00 a week.
Moise Mercier
1st Assistant Engineer
Salary $89.00 a week.
Bernald Cook
2nd Assistant Engineer









Hose Company, No. 1
William Glines, Sr., Captain, 10 men
Engine Company, No. 1
Arthur St. Jacques, Captain, 15 men
Hook and Ladder Company, No. 1
Ai'thur Tilton, Captain, 15 men
Superintendent of the Fire Alarm




Salary $111.00 a week.
*John F. Carey, Jr.




































Charles W. Adams, Jr
Henry J. Proulx



















































Election and Registration Expenses 761.50
City Hall Maintenance 9,800.00




Planning and Zoning 200.00
Damages and Legal Expense 500.00
Civilian Defense 800.00
Health Department and Hospital 4,617.00
Vital Statistics 150.00
Visiting Nurse Association 2,500.00
City Reports 1,350.00
Street Lighting 16,500.00
Public Works Department 128,780.00
Town Road Aid 910.56
Library 16,986.00
Welfare Department 49,000.00
Memorial Day and Veterans' Day 500.00
Parks and Recreation Department 19,184.00
Community Center 4,180.00
Cemeteries 30.00
Tax Assessor's Office 5,725.00
N. H. Municipal Association Dues 268.71
Daniell Park Development 1,000.00
Capital Expense - Purchase Old Armory 11,500.00
Payment on Debt 103,706.32
Interest on Debt 43,000.00
Total Appropriations $548,687.34
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Less: Estimated Revenues and Credits
Interest and Dividends Tax $10,172.11
Savings Bank Tax 4,279.25
Parking Lot Bonds 3,000.00
Reimbursement a/c Flood Control Land 2,700.00
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 1,510.39
Interest Received on Taxes and Deposits 3,500.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 2,000.00
Dog Licenses 1,100.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 42,500.00
Parking Ai'ea Contracts 1,400.00
Fines and Forfeits - District Court 2,000.00
Parking Meter Income (Contra) 3,000.00
Watei' Department 2,937.50
National Bank Stock Taxes 1,627.00
Poll Taxes at $2.00 5,944.00
Cash Surplus 24,000.00
Other Revenue: School Building Aid 11,190.00
Class B Town Road Aid 5,160.00
Head Tax Income 1,200.00
T. V. Corporation Lease 250.00
Total Revenues and Credits $129,470.55
Net Appropriations $419,216.79
Net School Appropriations 461,740.94
County Tax Assessment 52,420.54
Total $933,378.27
Add: Overlay 4,782.03
Amount To Be Raised by Property Taxes $938,160.30
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Summary Inventory of Valuations
Lands and Buildings $11,483,320
Factory Buildings and Land 1,041,385
Factory Machinery 890,940
Public Utilities - Gas 47,400
- Electric 1,851,800
House Trailers, Mobile Homes and Travel Trailers 135,562
Stock in Trade of Merchants 756,494
Stock in Trade of Manufacturers 2,110,030
Vehicles 8,500
Boats and Launches 16,950
Neat Stock - Dairy Cows 17,340
Other Cattle 540
Poultry 905
Gasoline Pumps and Tanks 21,645
Road Building & Construction Machinery 32,120
Wood, Lumber, Logs, etc. 1,085
$18,416,016
Less Veterans Exemptions & Blind Exemptions
and Neatstock and Poultry Exemptions 546,295
$17,869,721
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Polls, Valuations and Taxes Assessed
The number of polls, and the taxes assessed on the real and personal
estate in the city of Franklin since 1895:
Year
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CITY OF FRANKLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE YEAR 1965
Januaa-y 21, 1966





Complying with our agreement, I have made an examination of the
books and underlying records of the City of Franklin for the year
ended December 15, 1965 and, am submitting in this connection, my
report consisting of exhibits and supporting schedules.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
The examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and accordingly included such tests of the account-
ing records and of the supporting evidence as was considered neces-
sary under the circumstances. A substantial number of verification
letter were mailed to the open accounts on Property and Poll Taxes.
Except for the Taxes, Accounts Receivable and some year-end adjust-
ments, the general books of this> City are kept on a cash basis and
hence reflect cash receipts and disbursements only.
BALANCE SHEET — GENERAL FUND
EXHIBIT A
Tn.e Balance Sheet, General Fund, presents the financial condition of
the City of Franklin as at the close of business December 15, 1965.
Exhibit A, Schedule 3 is a Comparative Balance Sheet showing the
increases and decreases in the various accoimts between the years 1964
and 1965.
CASH ON HAND AND IN BANK - $8,342.98
The cash on hand was verified by count while the cash in the bank
was reconciled to both the bank statement and the independent confinn-
ation received directly from the depositci-y. All checks canoeE'Sd during
this period were compared with the cash disbursements records
and the receipts were traced to the bank deposits.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE — $262.93
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE —
PARKING AREA CONTRACTS — $4,277.90
9P.
The balances were listed and the total found to be in agreement
with the General Ledger control. The Accounts Receivable, Parking








Some of the accounts appear imcollectible and I would urge the
Council consider abating them, particularly those which no longer
have a place of business in Franklin.
TAXES RECEIVABLE — $145,326.20
Exhibit A, Schedule 1 shows the activity in the Taxes Receivable
account. The cash receipt stubs representing collections on Poll, Pro-
perty and Head Taxes were checked to the cash receipts records.
Both the cash receipts and the abatement postings to the Tax Warrants
were tested. Several hundred verification letters were mailed to the
open accounts and any differences reported to me were thoroughly in-
vestigated. A substantial number replied concurring with the balances
carried on the books.
The 1965 Tax Warrant was completely footed and compared with
the Tax Warrant control. The tax rate of $52.50 per thousand was
confirm'ed directly with the New Hampshire State Tax Commission.
Approximately 85% of the 1965 Property Tax was collected as com-
pared with 87% the preceding year.
UNREDEEMED TAX SALES — $17,830.51
PROPERTY ACQUIRED BY TAX DEED — $1,602.99
These items were accepted as shown on the books and represent
property acquired because of nonpayment of taxes.
HEAD TAXES RECEIVABLE — $7,306.18
A listing of the Head Taxes for the year 1965 was in agi'eement with
the control. These taxes are payable to the State of New Hampshire
whien collected.
TEMPORARY LOANS IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES — $100,000.00
The Temporary Loans in Anticipation of Taxes was independently
verified with the First National Bank of Boston.
RESERVE FOR HEAD TAXES — $7,644.78
This amount represents the City's Liability to the State of New
Hampshire on ihe 1965 Head Taxes and is liquidated with the receipts
from the Head Tax Levy.
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PARKING METERS — $5,507.27
The above caption is the balance in the Paa-king Meter account after
charges of various expenditures and transfers approvied by the Council.
SURPLUS — $92,286.16
Exhibit A, Schedule 2 details the changes in the Surplus account.
BALANCE SHEET — GENERAL INDEBTEDNESS
EXHIBIT B
The Balance Sheet discloses the City's liability with respect to bonds
and notas as at December 15, 1965.
The cash in the vai'ious banks wus reconciled to both the bank
statements and the independent confirmation received from the deposi-
tories.
All bonds and coupons cancelled during the year were produced for
my inspection and. the outstanding coupons reconciled to the bank
statements.
BALANCE SHEET — TRUST FUNDS
EXHIBIT C
The Balance Sheet, Trust Funds records the Assets and the sources
of such Assets in the custody of the tnistees of the Tioist Funds.
CASH IN THE BANKS — $40,938.43
The cash in (thie Commercial Bank was reconciled to the bank
statements and the direct verifications from the deixisitory while the
cash in the savings accounts was verified by examination of the pass-
books and the confirmation from the savings banks.
INVESTMENTS — $171,262.47
The seciuities listed on Exhibit C, Schedule 1 were examined in
the presence of a trustee of the Trust Funds.
OVERSEER OF THE POOR — STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS
AND DISBURSEMENTS
SCHOOL DISTRICT — STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND
DISBURSEMENTS
PUBLIC LIBRARY — STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND
DISBURSEMENTS
I examined the books and records of the above departments and
reconciled the bank statements as at the end of the year. All checks
cancelled during the year were compared with the cash disbui'sements
records and the receipts were traced to the bank deposits.
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PAYROLL
All payroll checks cancelled during the year were examined and
the payroll charges proved to the payroll accounts.
CITY CLERK
I tested the books and records in the office of the City Clerk and
traced the daily register tapes to the cash receipt books. In addition,
I tested the entries on the automobile permits, dog licenses, as well
as other business licenses.
I wish to express my appreciation to all the City Officials and the







GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET














Tax Levy of 1965 143,214.55
Tax Levy of 1964 1,365.94
Tax Levy of 1963 426.53
Tax Levy of 1962 129.34
Tax Levy of 1961 189.84
145,326.20





Unredeemed Tax Sales 17,830.51
Property Acquii-ed by Tax Deed 1,602.99
Head Taxes Receivable 7,306.18




GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET
AS AT DECEMBER 15, 1965
EXHIBIT A
LL^ILITIES
Temporary Loans in Anticipation of Taxes $100,000.00
Withholding Tax Deductions $602.38
Social Security Deductions 2,235.21
Accounts Payable 1,921.20
4,758.79
Reserve for Head Taxes 7,644.78
Parking Meters 5,507.27
Unexpended Balanoas Carried to 1966:
Webster Lake Development 317.53
Community Center 1,311.59
1,629.12







STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN SURPLUS
AS AT DECEMBER 15, 1965
EXHIBIT A — SCHEDULE 2
Surplus December 15, 1964 $89,009.82
Add
Balances from Current Year Operation
(Exhibit A - Schedule 2A) 36,060.08
125,069.90
Deduct
Transfer per Council Resolution to 1965 Budget $24,000.00
Ti-ajisfer to High School Remodeling Fimd 7,839.37
Cash Expenses 944.37
32,783.74
SURPLUS DECEMBER 15, 1965 $92,286.16
CITY OP FRANKLIN
STATEMENT OF BUDGETARY OPERATIONS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 15, 1965
EXHIBIT A — SCHEDULE 2A
Budgetary Credits
Current Year Tax Warrant:
Property Taxes
Deduct:




BALANCE CREDITED TO SURPLUS (SCHEDULE 2) $36,060.08
CITY OP FRANKLIN
STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED REVENUE
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECECMBR 15, 1965
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SUMMARY OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 15, 1965
EXHIBIT A — SCHEDULE 2D


















COMPARISON OF BUDGETARY ESTIMATED REVENUE
WITH ACTUAL REVENUE
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 15, 1965
EXHIBIT A SCHEDULE 4
CITY OP FRANKLIN
GENERAL INDEBTEDNESS BALANCE SHEET











Due Fi-om Water Works













GENERAL INDEBTEDNESS BALANCE SHEET







Permanent Public Improvements 15,000.00
Parking Area 20,000.00
Public Improvements and Water Systena 55,000.00
School Additions 374,000.00
Public Works Water System and Equipment 140,000.00
Water System Improvement 165,000.00




Odell Park Cottage 4,000.00
Odell Memorial Arch 4,000.00
Total Notes 8,000.00
Total Public Debt 1,063,000.00
Unexpended Balances
:
Permanent Public Parking Ai'ea Bonds 2,875.55
Permanent Public Improvement Bonds 7,796.49
School Additions Bonds 130.25
School Remodeling 19,400.46
Water System Improvement Bonds 11,996.54




SCHEDULE OF BONDS AND NOTES OUTSTANDING
AS AT DECEMBER 15, 1965
EXHIBIT B — SCHEDULE 1
Date
of Date of Original Bonds
Description Issue Maturity Rate Amount Outstanding
Bonds:
Water 1948 7-1-66/68 2 1/4% $145,000.00 $21,000.00
Elem-entaiT
School 1957 9-1-66/77 3.97o 324,000.00 169,000.00
Street Con-
struction 1957 6-1-66/71 3.5% 136,000.00 56,000.00
Pei-manent Public
Improvement 1958 7-1-66/68 2.7% 50,000.00 15,000.00
Parking Area 1959 7-1-66/67 3.5% 80,000.00 20,000.00
Public Improve-
ment 1959 9-1-66/68 3.5% 45,000.00 15,000.00
Water System 1959 9-1-66/69 3.5% 100,000.00 40,000.00
School Additions 1962 8-1-66/82 3.37o 444,000.00 374,000.00
Public Works Water
System and Equip-
ment 1964 9-1-66/74 3.1% 160,000.00 140,000.00
Water System
Improvement 1964 2-1-66/79 3.0% 180,000.00 165,000.00
Water System











TRUST FUNDS BALANCE SHEET








TRUST FUNDS BALANCE SHEET




Charity Trust Funds $21,948.79
Cemetery Tioist Funds 87,038.13
Other Cemetei-y Ti-ust Funds 1,100.00
Franklin Public Library 36,656.52
Odell Park Trust Fund 51,714.87
Fi'anklin History Committee 3.32
I>aniel Webster Memorial Committee 577.89
Duffy Scholarship Fund 2,101.02
Total Trust Funds $201,140.54
Other Funds
:
Franklin Park Commission 1,785.45
Odell Memorial Ai'ch Notes 4,000.00
OdeU Park Cottage Notes 4,000.00
Franklin Parent^Teachers Award 100.00
Franklin Hig^h School 517.65
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OVERSEER OF THE POOR
STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENT
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 15, 1965
EXHIBIT D
Cash in Bank December 15, 1965 $ -0-
Receipts











UNEXPENDED BALANCE REFUNDED TO




STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENT
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 15, 1965
EXHIBIT E






































































STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 15, 1965
EXHIBIT F
Cash Balance Deceonber 15, 1964:
Franklin National Bank $219.61
Franklin Savings Bank No. 13155 250.21




TO THE HONORABLE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL:
I hereby submit the following Police Report for the year, 1965.
Arrests and Court Cases
Criminal
Drunk 40
Committing a brawl 3
Non-support 9
Larceny by check 1
Minor in possession of alcoholic beveragieis 6
Malicious damage 5
Contributing to the delinquency of a minor 4
Lewd and lascivious behavior 3
Assault and battery 1
Assault with intent to commit rape 1




State Hospital escapees 2
AWOL 1
Disturbing the peace - Peace bond 1




Fugitive from justice 3
Arson 4






Stop sign violations 12
Failing to yield right of way 10
Traffic light violation 1
Yellow line violations 27
Depositing rubbish on the highway 3
Unregistered motor vehicle 6
Driving while intoxicated 26
Parking violations 100
Uninspected motor vehicle 17
Operating after suspension 12
Failure to stop for a school bus 1
Operating to endanger 7
Operating without a license 8
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Trailer safety chain violation 1
Overloaded motor scooter 2
Junk yard violation 2
Following fire apparatus too close 1
Passing on the right 2
Operating a motor vehicle w/o financial responsibility 10
Leaving the scene of an accident 1
Misuse of registration plates 2
Minor transporting alcoholic beverages 2
Allowing an unlicensed person to operate a MV 3
Defective equipment 2
Following too close to another motor vehicle 1
321
Juvenile Court cases 21
21
TOTAL 460











Larceny by check 12





Prank and anonymous phone calls 19
Drunk 5
Brawling 4






















Hit and run accident
Suspicious motor vehicle
Non-support































Assists to other Law Enforcement Agencies
Assists to the public
Mental cases - Committiment to State Hospital
Ledgers put up

































Parking Lot meters 2,022.65
Fines paid at office - 475 at .50 237.50
Fines paid at fine boxes - 1807 at .50 903.50




Gasoline consumed (gallons) 3,765.0
Oil (consumed) (quarts) 119.5
Respectfully submitted,










SUPERINTENDENT OF FIRE ALARM
Charles D. Cunningham
Permanent Firemen: Moise H. Mercier, Bernald Cook, William E.
Beckford, Charles D. Cunningham, Lewis Marsh, Andrew Nadeau.
Three Captains, $152.00 each per year. Three Lieutenants, $133.00
each per year. Three Clerks $107.65 each per year. Captain Rescue
Squad $25.00 per year. Janitor Hose One $20.00 per year. Twenty six
call men at $86.00 per year. Five subs $6.00 per year each. Captain
$1.80 per hour. Lieutenant $1.65 per hour. Privates and subs $1.55 per
hour.
Call Firemen
Hose One, South Main St. Station, Cap. William Glines Sr., 9 men,
1 substitute
.
Engine One, Central Station, west Bow St. Capt. Ai'thur St.Jac-
ques, 13 men, 2 substitutes.
Ladder One, Central Station, West Bow St. Capt. Arthur Tilton, 13
men and 2 substitutes.
Rescue Squad, Central Station West Bow St. Capt. John Wescott,
10 men from the other Company.
House Men for the Central Station. 2 men.
Total Manpower, 42 call men and 6 permanent men.
Total number of bell alarms answered (6 false) (accidental 1) 29
Total mnnber of still alarms answered 212
Total number of out of town calls 4
Total number of Mutual Aid calls answered 11
Total number of calls for mutual aid 1
Total number of miles traveled 3099
Total number of gallons of gasoline used 1203
Total number of quarts of oil used 35 1/2
Total number of hours pumping 109 hr. 10 min.
Total number of feet of 2 1/2" hose used 8050
Total number of feet of 1 1/2" hose used 19,600
Total number of feet of ladders raised 3314
Total number of hours light plant used 16 hrs. 45 min.
Total number of gallon of soda and acid used 17 1/2
Total number of C02 Extinguishers used 6
Total number of hours with Scott Air Pak used 1 hr. 50 min.
Total number of hours Forest Fire pump used 5
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Total number of calls Rescue Squad answered 30
Total number of hours using Oxygen 2 1/2
Total number of trips flushing Tel. & Tel. Duct 1
Total number of trips unlocking doors 4
Total number of trips putting up signs 6
Total number of hours investigating fires 99 1/2
Total number of trips replacing flag pole ropes 5
Total number of hours working on fire alarm from station 73
Total number of hours using smoke ejector 1/2
Total number of gallons of foam used for drills 5
Total number of gallons of Jet-X used for drills 5
Total number of trips flushing sewers 8
Total number of trips flushing boiler 1
Total number of gallons antifreeze used 2
Total number of soda and acid extinguishers recharged 216
Total nunDber of foam extinguishers recharged 8
Total number of trips flooding skating rink 2
Total number of hours shoveling hydrants 44
Total number of hours installing hydrant markers 24 1/2
Total number of hours testing hydrants 28
Total number of hours installing radios 42
Total number of hours changing tires (3 men) 6 ea.
Total number of hours painting hydrants and fire alarm boxes 48
Total number of trips with Ladder I on fire alarm 1
Total number of trips with Ladder I at City Hall 2
Total number of trips with Ladder I on Christmas lights 2
Total number of hours checking extinguishers (C02,
foam, dry powder) 18
Total number of hours on building inspections 183 1/2
Total number of hours on oil burner inspections 37
Total number of trips burning around dump 2
Total number of hours working on reports 119 1/2
Total number of hours with Tank Truck on stand by 3
Total number of hours working on Training Grounds 18
NEW
Installed new fire alarm wire from Cheney St. to Box 21
Purchased 750 ft. 11/2" hose
Purchased 2 new 11/2" fog nozzles
Purchased Jet - Foam package
Purchased 20 gal. Jet-X
Purchased one smoke ejector
Record of Fire Loss over $100.00 for 1965:
Bldgs. Est. Val. Ins. Carried Est. Loss Ins. Paid
$59,875.00 $58,000.00 $40,528.93 $29,653.93
Cont. Est. Val Ins. Carried Est.Loss Ins. Paid
$33,125.00 $16,700.00 $24,8569^ $13,353.57
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We wish to take this opportunity to thank the Mayor, Fire Committee
ajid other members of the City Council for the fine cooperation given
us this past year.





William Beckford, 2nd Assistant Chief
Gasoline Report for the Year 1965:
On hand Jan. 1, 1965 1958
Delivered in Jan. 3470
Delivered in Feb. 2765
Delivered in March 2640
Delivered in April 1800
Delivered in May 2665
Delivered in June 2315
Delivered in July 1000
Delivered in Aug. 1200
Delivered in Sept. 3200
Delivered in Oct. 1500
Delivered in Nov. 2755
Delivered in Dec. 4810
Total Delivered in 1965 32,078
Total used by slips 30,321
On hand Jan. 1, 1966 1.757
Meter Reading Jan. 1, 1965 50,377
Meter Reading Jan. 1, 1966 80,667
Total passed thru the Meter 30,330




While the past year has not been one of spectacular achievements,
we feel that it has been one of steady progress.
Accumulated gifts have been sorted and many not needed in the
collection disposed of by sale or gifts to other libraries. Assistance
in weeding law and religious books has been given by Mr. Daniell,
Mr. Hatch, Mi-. Campbell, and Mr. Hild. Much work remains to be
done, and. it is hoped to repeat last summer's siuccessful book sale
next summer.
1,7£3 books have been withdrawn from circulation and 1,115 have
been added to the collection, resulting in a total of 31,965 volumes
in the library. 753 books were purchased, and 362 donated volumes
were added.
A total of 41,453 books were circulated, 10,291 of these being
juvenile.
These are the figures which represent that part of our work which
can be represented by statistics. However, in a service organization
the quality of the service, which cannot be evaluated by numbers is
of more real importance than accumulated statistics. If there were
some way to measure the satisfaction of the student who is helped to
find the particular material for which he is searching, the reader for
whom the library secures a book he has been longing to read, the
child who is guided to a book which becomes a treasured friend or
opens up to him a new horizon, the business man who locates a needed
fact, this would be a true measuj-e of library service. Unfortunately
such a gauge has never been devised, so we try to sense the quality
of the service we give, as we strive to reduce to a minimum the
questions answered by "I'm sorry, we can't help you" - or "We
are unable to secure the book you want", and also to reduce the
time between the request and its fulfillment.
With these purposes in mind we have constantly examined our
policies trying to simplify work processes, and eliminate umiecessary
or less essential procedures. One result was to change from a 14 day
loan period on books to a 28 day loan period with no renewals granted.
This has saved considerable time formerly spent in sending overdue
notices and making renewals.
In April the State Library began making a centralized cataloging
service available at no charge to libraries affiliated with the Statewide
Library Plan. This has been working very smoothly and has saved
not only time in preparing books for circulation but has saved us
money since the catalog cards are free. With the money saved we
have been able to buy more plastic book jackets which not only add
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to the attractiveness of our books but prolong their life.
Under the new Statewide library Plan, the state has been divided
into four districts, each having a council made up of delegates elected
by the trustees of each library. In Franklin the Librarian was elected
delegate, and Mrs. Piper, Chairman of the Library Board, alternate.
The quarterly meetings during the past year have been concerned
with seitting up the rules by which the Statewide Plan will operate.
The Franklin Librarian served as chairman of the commiittee to
recc<mmend procedures in regard to a library card permitting the
reader holding one to use any affiliated library in the state.
In May your Librarian was elected Vice-President of the New
Hampshire Library Association and in this capacity has attended
monthly Executive Board meetings in Concord.
The two New Hampshire Libi'ary Trustees' meetings held in May
and October were attended by several from the Franklin Board, and
Mrs. Krueger took an active part in these and in the New Hampshire
Library Association Workshop in October. Staff and trustees also
attended the New Hampshire Library Association meetings in May
and the Fall Workshop of the Association in October.
Throughout the Spring and Fall Mrs. Krueger continued her stoiry
hours the last Saturday of each month. We would like to see a larger
attendance of little folk at these half hour entertainments. Mrs. Krue-
ger also told stories to Mrs. Wadleigh's special class dmlng Book
Week, and visits to both special classes during that week by the lA-
ibrarian and Mrs. Krueger resulted in regular monthly visits to the
library by Mrs. Wadleigh's class.
It has been the aim of the library to cooperate In every way possible
with teachers and students and it has been a pleasure to work with
Siisiter Janet of St. Mary's School Library, and Mrs. Robie of the High
School Library. Books this year have been bought with Mi's. Rose's
and Mrs. Nudd's English classes and Miss McGinnis's Economics
class particularly in mind. We are glad to be able to report improve-
ment in the use of the library by the young people.
We do not, however, feel that we are meeting the needs of our
juvenile borrowers. This need cannot be adequately met with the
present staff. At least a part-time worker to be in attendance in the
children's rocon in the afternoon hours, to be a liason with schools
and teachers, to organize a definite children's program, and, event-
ually to assume responsibility for improvement of the collection, is
our outstanding present need.
Looking ahead, we hope in the next year to establish, with the
assistance of Mrs. Keegan's Girl Scout Troop, a book delivery service
to inmates of Nui-sing Homes and other residents of the area who ai'e
unable to come for books in person and have no one who can under-
take to keep them regularly supplied. This program is just getting
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under way, and we hope to be able to report a successful venture
another year.
Another project for 1966 is the cataloging and making available
for circulation a gift of 78 rpm recordings. It is hoped that eventually
we shall be able to augment this collection with 33 1/3 rpm records
and tapes.
A third project which will be undertaken if time allows is an in-
ventory of the book collection. This has not been taken for several
years, and should be done, a section at a time, to verify and update
our records.
In May the Franklin Library suffered in the death of Mrs. John
Dempsey, the loss of a good friend who had served for several years
as the actively interested Chairman of the Board of Tinistees. In
October Mrs. Gerard Lemire was appointed to fiU her unexpired
term, and was reappointed at the expiration of that term in January.
Franklin seems to be exceptionally fortunate in its Library Boai'd
each one of which is willing to spend so much time and thought on
achieving the best possible service for their city. It has been a pleasant
task to work with them, cur loyal staff, and the officials of the





Report of Library Treasurer
1964 - 1965
RECEIPTS
Dec. 15 Balance in Franklin National Bank $219.61
Balance in Franklin Savings Bank 250.21
Balance at Franklin Public Library 73.19
G. G. G. Fund 73.70 $616.71
1965 City appropriation
Annual Report of the Superintendent of Schools
SCHOOL FACILITIES
Tlie Home Economics area completed this year has been a major
step forward in providing adequate facilities for the Franklin School
System. The modern design and equipment of this area will enable
the student taking this course to w^ork in surroundings and have ex-
perience with equipment that will be comparable to what they wall
be using when they become homemakers themselvs. Esthetically
it has changed this area of Franklin High School from a drab, di'eary
area to an attractive and pleasant place to work and study.
In the annual report of 1964 attention was called to the consistent
rise in elementary school enrollments. There was an increase again in
September of this year. It became necessary this fall to rent extra
space at Thompson Hall to reduce the size of the sections in the first
grade. This elementary class numbers over one hundred pupils and
is too large for the accommodations within our public school buildings.
The Franklin School System now uses three classrooms to house
young children away from the elementary buildings, two at Thompson
Hall in West Franklin and one at the Junior - Senior High School
Building.
TRANSPORTATION
During the school year 1964-65 school buses continue transporting
700 pupils to school in the morning and home again in the afternoon.
In September of 1965 this number increased to 800. This increase
made it necessary to make seme adjustments in the bus schedules on
the elementary routes. It has also brought the loads being caiTied
by each bus up so close to their capacity that there is practically no
reserve of seats for the future.
The school buses traveled 56,000 miles during the 1964-65 school
year at a cost of $14,553.26. This is a cost of 26 cents per mile for school
transportation. To contract would cost approximately 50 cents per
mile.
The following chart shows how each transportation doUaa* was spent:
Depreciation 20c
Drivers Salary 36c
Gas, Oil, Grease 10c
Insurance 04c
Parts, Tires, Repair 30c
In addition to the economy of school transportation, owning our own
buses provides transportation for the summer and winter programs
O'Perated by the Franklin Recreation Department.
FINANCE
Following are the operational costs of the Franklin Schools and the




Franklin State of N. H.
Elementary $284.24 $326.99
Junior High School 381.50 437.62
High School 442.57 493.76
School budgets have been rising each year in Franklin and the
costs per pupil have gone up. However, the average for the state of
New Hampshire has increased even more rapidly.
This has been due to the fact that increased em'ollments in our
school system has absorbed practically all of the budget inci-eases.
This trend should be reversed in the next few years in our secondary
schools since it is anticipated that enrollments will be faii'ly stable
for three or four years before increasing again.
At the elementary level the disparity between our costs and the
average for New Hampshire will grow even greater until adequate
housing and staff are provided for the numbers to be accommodated.
MAINTENANCE
The exterior of the Hancock Building was painted tv;o coats and
the interior corridors and stairwells painted one coat. A merrygoround
was added to the playground equipment for the primary children.
The Rowell School exterior was painted one coat, window shades
were installed in one classroom and small gas tanks were replaced
with a large bulk tank. This was installed to meet fire safety regula-
tions and will enable us to purchase gas at less cost. The oil tank
was opened and given a thorough cleaning to eliminate water from
condensation and sludge accumulation.
At the Junior - Senior High School Building fluorescent lights were
installed in the administration, music and physical education offices.
The boys locker and shower room was painted, also the physical
education offices.
The athletic field bleachers were maintained for i-ust spots by
scraping and repainting and a new chainlink backstop was installed
for the baseball diamond.
In addition many minor repairs on the buildings and equiponenit
were completed.
SCHOOL LUNCH
The School Lunch Program is continuing to grow bigger each year.
In terms of dollar volume during the 1964-65 school year this progi'am
did a $50,000.00 business. Since this program must operate on a non-
profit basis good management is of utmost importance.
The following table clearly shows the growth over the past seven
years by comparing the average number of pupil lunches served daily
foa* the month of November for these years.
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November 1959 427 lunches
November 1960 431 lunches
November 1961 468 lunches
November 1962 466 lunches
November 1963 582 lunches
November 1964 660 lunches
November 1965 733 luniches
LOOKING AHEAD
The major problem confronting our education system as we look to
the future is the lack of adequate elementary classrooms to properly
accommodate the number of children attending public school.
Earlier in this report it was pointed out that there are presently
three sections of. elementary school children housed away from the
elementary building. Next school year it is anticipated that it will be
necessary to find accommodations for another section.
Thds housing problem needs immediate attention so that these one
hundred children may experience a normal educational opportunity.
Another area that should be looked into is adult education. In the
light of requirements for obtaining and holding a position it would
seem that the school department could render individuals, the com-
munity, and business a genuine service by providing courses in adult
education.
Following are the reports from our school principals and super-




Report of the School Nurse
1965
School health services include a variety of functions designed to
assist in protecting or improving student health and to secure informa-
tion needed to assist in adapting school programs to the mental and
physical abilities and needs of particular students. The home, the
school and the community are jointly responsible for conserving the
health of all school children. This responsibility can be fulfilled only
with the interest, understanding and cooperation of parents and teach-
ers. The following report of the major health activities in the Franklin
Schools during the past year points up the cooperative role of the
school, the home and the community in conserving the health of the
Franklin School children.
Probaibly no srea of activity in school health and education bi-ing
so many benefits to so many childi'en at such a low cost in effort and
money as does a well planned and administered vision and hearing
program in which reliable and valid test procedures are used. Vision
and hearing are not only factors in learning which may need attention
but they are basic ones which directly influence educational and oc-
cupational activities. Vision and hearing can be measured accurately
and quickly. When they are below desirable standards they can be
improved so readily in a high percentage of cases. Inability to see or
hear well is a serious handicap. We in the Franklin schools are most
fortunate this year, the School Board has purchased a new T/O School
Vision tester. This instrument was designed specifically to fill the
need for a quick, accurate and reliable method for identifying those
children who are most likely to profit from professional opthalmic
services. During the past year over one thousand eight hundred vision
tests were given. Resulting in over one hundred thirty-one referrals
to the family Opthalmic Doctor. Of these, eighty-seven students
were fitted to new glasses. Five pairs of these were paid for out of the
Nurse's Fund. Equally important to the Health services provided for
our children is the purchase by the school board of the Maico Audi-
ometer, designed for use in identification test programs in school
and industry. Outstanding features include, individually calibrated
earphones and dual tone interrupters. Over two thousand hearing
tests were given. As a result of these tests over thirty-five children
were found to have a hearing loss in one or both ears. These children
are under treatment.
The New Hampshire Cripple Children Society spnsored by the
New Hampshire Board of Health continues to serve our children with
Orthopedic problems. Twenty-one of our students attended Orthopedic
Clinics in Concord, Manchester and Hanover. We have two pupils
attending Convulsive Disorder Clinics in Concord.
Early treatment is one essential safeguard of good dental health.
Prevention of dental disease is another. Dental disease can be pre-
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vented by good care of teeth and gums at home, care that includes
attention to diet and thorough toothbrushing. It is encouraging to find
throughout our schools tlhat a great many of our children are visiting
their dentist regularly. Equally disturbing are the many children who
quite obviously have never visited a dentist. Early and regular care
of the teeth cannot be over sti-essed. We were fortunate in obtaining
without cost teaching materials on dental oare for grades K-6. This
was accompanied with a talk by the nurse on the value of dental care
and health.
Our annual Toxoid Clinic co-sponsored by the Franklin School Health
Department and the Franklin Visiting Nurse Association was held
during the months of March, April and May with one hundred and
sixty children attending. Offered at these clinics were Smallpox Vac-
cinations, Diptheria Toxoid Shots, Toxoid Booster Shots and Sabin
Polio Vaccine Oral drinks. This clinic was held for the pre-schooler,
kindergarten and first graders.
A pre-school clinic was held on May 3rd, 4th and 5th. One hundred
and sixteen prospective pupils attended. Twelve blanks were sent to
parents of children unable to attend. These children were weighed,
measured, vision and hearing tests were given. All children are re-
quired to receive a complete physical examination by the family
physician prior to entering kindergarten. This enables us to tretat
any physical or mental handicap accordingly.
Periodic evaluation of our high school athletes' physical condition
continues. Under the direction of Dr. Robert Morin each boy and girl
partioipant receives a complete physical examination and urinalysis
before active participation is allowd. This service gives those yoimg-
sters maximum protection needed by active athletes. Over two hundred
and seventy athletes were included in this very complete program,
eighty-five received Tetanus Toxoid shots, ninety^six received chest
x-rays
.
Food baskets, clothing and toys were delivered to some of our needy
and deserving families at Thanksgiving and Christimas.
Proper nutrition is a vital concern in any healtlh program, particular-
ly in view of the important part that it plays in the scholastic achieve-
ment and the adequate personal and social adjustment of the child to
the school situation. One cannot over-estimate the value of the hot
lunches served to our school children. I wish to report that the nurse's
hot lunch program served two thousand six hundred six lunches during
the past year at a cost of three hundred and twenty-five dollars and
fifty-four cents. The money for lunches was made available thi'ough
the generous donations received from the Belinda Tobie Fund. The
Franklin Rotary, Franklin Kiwanis, Catholic Daughters. Lions Club,
and the Knights of Columbus. On behalf of the school children, I wish
to express my sincere gratitude for their financial assistance to this
hot lunch program.
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Over three hundred and eighty First Aid Treatments were given
during the year.
One hundred and sixty-four house calls were made during the
course of the past year.
It has been a pleasure and a privilege working for and with the
parents, teachers and the pupils of the Franklin Schools. My sincere
thanks to all who make this possible.





VISITING NURSE'S ASSOCIATION FOR 1965
Mi-s. Doucette, the Visiting Nurse, reported that 2202 visits were
made in 1965. Of these, 1717 were home visits and 485 were office
calls. There were 113 new patients admitted and 88 discharged. The
average number of visits per month was 184, the average case load
was 45. November was the busiest month with 259 visits.
Mrs. Doucette mentioned that the majority of work being done is
with the elderly. The Senior citizen is living longer. In 1965 there were
485 office visits as compared to 330 in 1964.
There were Immunization Clinics held in March, April and May.
The local physicians in attendance were Drs. Guay, Morin and Beaudry.
In June of '65 a TB clinic was held in lower City Hall, 47 people had
chest X-Rays and were seen by Dr. Robert Kerr.
In June of '65 the State Department of Health had a Mobile X'Ray
unit at City Hall for the benefit of the Community.
The following slate of officers was reported for 1965:
Pres. — Mrs. A. Edmunds
Vice Pres. — Mrs. B. Solomon
Sec. — Mi*s. S. G. Brown



































































Harold Robert Hunter, Jr.
Michael David Jones
= Melanie Edith Jowders
Bonita J. Keith

























































•Four Year Honor Students
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1965 SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS
CLASS OF 1965
SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS
AMC & BW of NA - FI>CIO
Local No. 455L of Penacook
Andover Lions Club
Andover P. T. A.
John Thompson Memorial Fund
The F-T-N Scholarship
The Franklin Woman's Club
D. A. R. Good Citizenship Award
Athletic Association Award
Aricn Award for Music


































Presented by Herman Krueger
Scholarship From:
Acme Staple Co., Inc.
Bessie Rowell - F. T. A.
B. P. O Elks
Mr. and Mi's. Eugene Daniell &
General
F. H. b. Aluimni Association
General
F. H. S. Classes
F. H. S. Classes
F. H. S. Classes, Student Council,
and General
F. H. S. Dramatics Club
Franklin Jr. Chamber of Commerce,
Rotary and General
Franklin Kiwanis Club & General
Franklin National and Savings
Banks
Franklin Rotai-y Club (above)
Giles Dairy, Kiwanis and General
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Krueger &
General
Tobie Trust and J. T. Employees
Winners
TABLE OF REGISTRATION AND ATTENDANCE





School Calendar For 1966-1967
SUPERVISORY UNION NO. 18
Belmont, Franklin, Hill, Sanbornton, Tilton - Northfield
SCHOOLS OPEN SCHOOLS CLOSE DAYS
Thui-sday, September 8, 1966 Friday, December 23, 1966 73
Monday, January 3, 1967 Friday, February 17, 1967 34
Monday, February 27, 1967 Friday, April 21, 1967 40













Novemiber 24, 25, 1966
May 30, 1967








BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF FRANKLIN










2 Wade P. Robinson
5 Eric R. Woods
7 Kemneth E. Taylor
8 Diane T. Hunt
11 Deborah L. Haas
14 Pamela G. Nowell
17 John K. Mansfield, Jr.
20 Tracy E. Johnson
22 Theodore D. Millis, 3rd
23 Linda M. Downes
26 Adam L. Rice
27 John J. Judkins, Jr.
27 Melissa A. Lam-bert
1 Karl L. Towers. Jr.
2 Pamela J. Magoon
2 Roger E. Duford, Jr.
4 Michael A. Muzzey*
7 Robert E. Beaudin, Jr.
9 Bruce M. Adams
9 Cindy M. Tinker
10 Scott A. Alati
11 David P. Marceau
11 Brian R. Sanborn
13 Arlene G. Howard
IG Robin S. Perron
17 Trisha A. Waldo
18 Rawlind J. LaQuire, Jr.
23 Brenda J. Dorval
23 Michael L. Kelley
24 Wendy J. Adams
25 Jeffrey A. Clarenbach












12 Michael A. Defosses
13 Sarah Jo Brown
13 Michael J. Turgeon
13 William L. Nyberg, Jr.
13 Douglas M. Hebert
14 Edward E. Douglas, 2nd
14 Rhonda L. Rayno
15 Joseph E. Bai-bon
16 Charity E. Nugent
16 Gina J. Duhamel
16 Brenna E. Abbott
21 Paula J. St. Laurent
22 Elizabeth K. Bennett
23 Roxanne M. Wiser
24 Bonny M. Davis
24 Lisa M. Merchant
27 Jade A. Gingerich
28 Daniel W. Foster, Jr.
29 Louis F. Perron
31 Lisa A. Amalfitano
Name
2 Patsy A. Davis
2 Bruce D. Adams
3 Robei-t A. Davis, Jr .
3 B«bty A. ColemaTi
4 Paula D. Gerlarneau
9 Karen M. Dustin
9 Robert N. Bourbeau
10 Cai-yn J. Gloddy
13 David H. Haskins, Jr.
15 Tina M. Blanchai-d
17 Brent E. Beaudeit
17 PaJtricia A. Dunn
17 Terry A. Gebo
24 Keith R. Herbert
28 Shelley M. Boynton
1 Brenda L. Colcord
3 Sally J. Ouelleitte
3 Donny L. Defosses
4 Roberta A. Morrill
5 William E. Jeansom
6 Stan E. Welcx>me
7 Lisa M. Collins
7 Mary E. Clark
10 Randy J. Duquette
16 Lawrence R. Leavitt, 3rd
18 Dicksie McAvenia
18 Scott J. Perreault
20 Andrew R. Peare
20 James E. LaBelle
23 Tanja A. Miller
24 Elizabeth R. Allen
26 Audrey J. Phelps
26 Michael G. Young
27 Robert J. Caron III
28 Dorothy A. Marsh
28 Michael J. Keniston
28 Wendy A. Shibles
29 Doreen A. Florence
29 Shen-y M. Gushing
Name of Father
DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF FRANKLIN
Date
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1965
Age
Name Yrs. Mos. Days
4 Lyman E. Main
5 Elizabeth E. Mavor
6 Nina M. Shepard
8 Bridget C. Barber
9 Elsie M. Lamos
11 Marie Nadeau
20 David Ronald Shaw
20 Martha E. Brogan
25 Frank W. Hobart
28 Wilbur H. Heath
31 Alfi-ed J. Rousseau
31 Dorothy E. Wallace
31 Russell C. Dearborn
2 Annette I. Small
2 George Shepard
G Elmer F. Jenness
6 Ellsworth E. Miller
9 Donat J. Therrien
10 Harry S. Johnson
11 George W. Perreault
15 Gilbert Hanks
15 Mary J. Judd
17 Florence B. Hinds
17 Natt Burleigh
23 Delphine Tei-reault
23 Irene E. Wilson
27 Louise Moylee
1 Etta B. LaFountain
2 Ralph F. Raffaelly
2 Winifred M. Burleigh
3 Edith M. MacFarlane
4 Joseph B. Moulton
7 William H. J. Kotzenlberg
7 Joseph House
9 Francis A. Conkey
10 Scott W. Conkey
14 Beulah E. Russell
21 Rose P. Perkins
30 Margaret M. Harvey
30 Girl Ornstein
2 Eugenie M. Nadeau
2 Ada Heath
3 Elmer E. Braley
10 Fernande R. Dussault
12 Mary L. Drouin
12 Obeline Tessier
14 Ruth M. Flanders
26 Lawrence McLaughlin, Jr.




29 Edna P. Liberman
3 Annie Graham Powers
5 Marjorie E. Beaupre
5 Bernard C. Smith, Sr.
11 Luella M. Demi>sey






4 Roy A. Glover
6 Henry F. Gillin
8 Essie B. Shaw
9 Mary A. Morrison
12 Anna E. Kayward
13 Eugene F. Perkins
19 Mary A. Landei-s
20 Pauline R. Durg-in
20 Raymond E. Gardner
20 Helen M. Meehan
26 Clarence L. Thompson
26 William E. MacDonald
28 Minnie Belle Smith
28 Burton W. Libby
3 Belle E. Trumbull
4 Carl V. Templeton
5 William Jeanson
5 Harry E. Burbank
6 Johanna C. Landry
7 Maude M. Bartlett
7 Ellen R. Auger
9 Earl H. Haney
12 Maltheno C. Clark
15 Lauretta P. Locke
16 Violet G. Guevin
18 Flora D. Verrill
20 Theresa Davis
24 Donald W. Tarleton
30 Archie H. Bucklin
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BODIES BROUGHT TO FRANKLIN FOR BURIAL
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1965
Date
Date Name Yrs. Mos. Days Place of Death
16 Eva Lapointe
18 Dorothy Colby
19 Ina E. M. Woodward
3 Thomas Piela
28 Marie F. Deshaies
3 Georgia W. Read
5 Barbara Smythe Sheeley
5 HaiTy Ayles
9 Stella M .Leach
10 Ernest J. Lowell
17 Edith C. Heibert





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-five.
A resolution relating to borrowing money in anticipation of taxes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
That for the purpose of paying current maintenance and operation
expenses, the Ti'easurer, with approval of the Mayor and at least a
majority of the Standing Committee on Finance, be and hereiby is
aiuthoirized, under and pursuant to the Municipal Finance Act, from
time to time during the current financial year ending December 15,
1965, to issue and sell at discount, notes of the City of Franklin in
anticipation of taxes of said financial year not exceeding in aggi'egate
principal amount outstanding at any one time six hundred thousand
($600,000) dollars; all such notes shall be signed by the Mayor and
countersigned by the City Treasurer, shall have the city seal affixed
thereto and shall bear the authenticating certificate of The First





Passed: Januai-y 4, 1965





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-five.
A resolution relating to the appointment of the Standing Committee
of the City Council:
That the Mayor be authorized to appoint the following standing












and a committee on Finance to consist of the Mayor and three





Passed: January 4, 1965





In the year of our Loa'd one thousand nine hundred and sixty-five.
A resolution relating to taxes and poll taxes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
That the Tax Collector shall not allow any discounts on taxes but
that twenty cents shall be added to all poll taxes not paid on or




Passed: Januai-y 4, 1965





In the year of oiu' Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-five.
A resoluiticn relating to the weekly payrolls.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
That the Treasurer be and bea-eby is authorized to draw her draft
each week for the payment of the weekly payrolls of the Highway,





Passed: January 4, 1965






In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-fi\ne.
A resolution relating to payment of necessary accounts.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
That the Finance Committee be and hereby is authorized to approve






Passed: January 4, 1965





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-five.
A resolution relating to additions to sewerage system, including
sewage treatment facilities.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin, New Hampshire
as follows:
Authorizing filing of application with the United States of America
for an advance to provide for the planning of public works under the
terms of Public Law 560, 83rd Congress of the United States, as
amended.
Whereas, the City of Franklin, New Hampshii'e after thorough con-
sideration of the various aspects of the problem and study of available
data has hereby determined that the construction of certain public
works, generally described as additions to sewerage system, including
sewage treatment facilities is desirable and in the public interest
and to that end it is necessary that action preliminary to the con-
stiiiction of said works be taken immediately, and
Whereas, under the terms of Public Law 560, 83rd Congress, as
amended, the United States of America has authorized the making
of advances to public bodies to rad in financing the cost of engineering
and architectural surveys, designs, plans, working drawings, specifi-
cations or other action preliminary to and in preparation for the
construction of said works be taken immediately, and
Whereas, the applicant has examined and duly considered such act
and the applicant considers it to be in the public interest and to its
benefit to file an application under said act and to authorize either
action in connection thenewith;
93
Now, therefore, be it resolved by the City Council, the governing
body of said applicant, as follows:
1. That the construction of said public works is essential to and is to
the best interests of the applicant, and to the end that such public
works may be provided as promptly as practicable it is desirable
that action preliminary to the construction thereof be imdertaken im-
mediately;
2. That Roland J. Desrochers, Mayor be hereby authoi'ized to file
in behalf of the applicant an application ( in form requii'ed by the
United States and in conformity with said act) for an advance to be
made by the United States to the applicant to aid in defraying tlhie
cost of plan preparation for the above described public works, which
shall consist generally of additions to sewerage system, including
sewage treatment facilities.
3. That if such advance be made, the applicant shall provide or
make necessary arrangements to provide such funds, in addition to
the advance, as may be required to defray the cost of the plan prepara-
tion of such public works;
4. The said Roland J. Desrochers, Mayor, is hereby authorized to
furnish such information and take such action as may be necessary
to enable the applicant to qualify for the advance;
5. That the officer designated in the preceding paragraph is hereby
designated as the authorized representative of the applicant for the
purpcfi-e of furnishing to the United States such information, daAa,
and documents pertaining to the application for an advance as may
be required; and othenvise to act as the authorized representative
of the applicant in connection with this application.
6. That certified copies of this resolution be included as part of
the application for an advance to be submitted to the United States.









In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-five.
A Resolution relating to additions to seweaiage system, including sew-
age treatment facilities.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin that:
Whereas the City of Franklin, New Hampshire accepted an offer
from the United States Government for an advance for preparation of
planning documents pertaining to a public work described as additions
94
to sewerage system, including sewage treatment facilities.
Whereas Cairip, Dresser & MoKee was engaged to prepare the plan-
ning documents for the aforesaid public work, and said architect and/
or engineer has completed documents and submitted them for ap-
proval ; and
Whereas the completed planning documents have been carefully stud-
ied and are considered to comprise adequate planning of the public
work essential to the community and witihin the financial ability of
the City of Franklin, New Hampshire to construct:
Now, Therefore, be it resolved by The City Council the governing
body of said applicant, that the planning documents submitted by
Camp, Dresser & McKee as the basis for detailed planning of the
Sewage Works Facilities dated January, 1965, and the statem^ents in
Form CFA-430, Request for Review and Approval of Planning Docu-
ments, in connection with Housing and Home Finance Agency Project
No. P-NH-3070 be and the same are hereby approved; and that certi-







Passed: Febnaary 25, 1965





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-five.
A Resolution relating to appropriations for the year 1965.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin that the follow-
ing appropriations be made for the year 1965:
Payment on debt $103,706.32
Interest on debt 43,000.00
Treasurer's office 2,986.00
City Clerk's office & Tax Collector's office 9,874.50






Parks and recreation 19,184.00
Public Library 16,986.00









































































In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundi'ed and sixty-five.
A Resolution Relating to the Supervision and Control of the Henry
J. Proulx Community Center.
96
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin that
1. The old National Guard Armory purchased by the City of Franklin
and named the Henry J. Proulx Community Center by a vote of
the City Council on May 3rd 1965 shall be under the general
control and supervision of the Parks and Recreation Commission
of the City of Franklin, except as herein noted.
A. Responsibility for Maintenance and Repair of the building
shall be under the control of the City Council through its
Land and Buildings Committee. This shall include the cost
of hea.t, electricity and lighting, gas service and repairs to
the building.
B. Responsibility for control of the Shooting Range located in
the building sihall be under the supervision of the Franklin
Police Department until such time as the City Council shall
direct C'therwise.
C. Rental of the gymnasium shall be under the control and super-
vision of the Parks and Recreation Commission but any in-
come from rentals shall be paid, by them, to the City Clerk,
to be applied as a credit to the Land and Buildings Community
Center appropriation.
D. Housekeeping and cleaning of the building shall be the res-
sponsibility of the Parks and Recreation Commission.
2. That the former Mess Hall located on the lower floor of the
building shall be designated as a public meeting room available
free of charge to any Franklin group by application to the Parks
and Recreation Commission.
3. That the former Day Room located on the main floor, the first
room on the left as you enter the building, shall be reserved
as a :meeting room for the Parks and Recreation Commission
and City Council Committees except that the Parks and Recreation
Commission may allow the use of this room for meetings to any
small groups (^not more than twelve persons) on nights when
it is not otherwise in use.
4. That the former Officie, the first room on the right on the main
floor of the building, shall be reserved for the use of Franklin's
senior citizens for rest, reading, and relaxation or for any other
use that these senior citizens shall determine.
5. That suitable space for use by boy Scout and Girl Scout troops
which request it, shall be allocated for their use by the Parks
and Recreation Commission.
6. That suitable space shall be allocated by the Parks and Recreation





Passed: June 7, 1965






In the yiear of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-five.
A Resolution relating to wages.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin that
1. The following pay grades be established in the Police Depantment

















The effective dates for the pay grades as listed herein ai'e for the
present members of the Police Department. Any new personnel em-
ployed would have to work at the lowest pay grade for their particular
job for one year, and one year at each of the other pay grades except
that they would have to work for eighteen months at the next to
highest pay grade before being moved to the highest grade.
2. The following pay grades be established in the Fire department












ed would have to work at the lowest pay grade for theix particular job
for one year, one year at the next grade, and eighteen months at the
next grade before moving to the highest grade for their job.
3. In the Highway Department all hourly rates are to be increased by
$.06 per hour (six cents per hour) effective July 5, 1965. The salary
of the Highway Commissioner to be increased by S150.00 per yeai'
making his new rate $7,450.00 per year, effective July 5, 1965.
4. The salaries of other personnel of the City be increased as follows:
effective July 5, 1965.





City Clerk - yearly 5050.00 250.00 5300.00
Deputy City Clerk - weekly 60.00 5.00 65.00
Tax Assessor - yearly 4900.00 150.00 5050.00
Librarian - yearly 4450.00 200.00 4650.00
Ass't. Librarian - yeai'ly 3350.00 150.00 3500.00
Library Ass't. - yearly 3000.00 150.00 3150.00
Overseer of the Poor - yearly 3432.00 150.00 3582.00
Janitor - weekly 61.25 3.00 64.25
5. That the rate of pay for Special Police shall be $1.70 per hour
effective July 5, 1965.
6. That the rate of pay for Call Firemieai shall be $1.55 per hour effective
July 5, 1965.
7. That the rate of pay for Election Officials be as follows, effeotive
7/5/65.
Supervisors of check lists $40.00 per election
Ward Clerk 20.00 per election
Moderator 20.00 per election




Passied: July 7, 1965





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-five.
A. resolution relating to an additional appropriation for County Tax
for 1965
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin that the foUow-
99





Passed: August 2, 1965





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundi'ed and sixty-five
A Resolution Relating to Borrowing for the Reconstruction and Alter-
ation of the Home Economics Area of (the Franklin High School
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin that:
(1) a public work and improvement of a permanent nature is
hereby authorized, namely the reconstruction and alteration of ithe
Home Economics Area, consisting of two rooms, of the Franklin
High School, situate on the southerly side of Central Street in siaid
Franklin, including the installation of counters, cabinets, storage areas
and plumbing, heating, ventillatmig and electrical facilities
(2) the sum of Twenty-seven thousand one hundred and sixty
Dollars and sixty-four cents ($27,160.64) is hereby appropriated for
the aforesaid project, said appropriation to be raised to the extent
of Nineteen thousand thi'ee hundred and twenty-one DoUax's and twenty-
seven cents ($19,321.27) by borrowing as hereinafter provided, and
the balance of Seven thousand eight hundred and thiiity-nine Dollars
and thirty-seven cents ($7839.37) is to be paid out of sui-plus funds of
the City of Franklin
(3) there be and hereby is authorized under and pursuant to the
Municipal Finance Statute and any other enabling authority the bor-
rowing of the sum of Nineteen thousand three hundred and twenty-one
Dollars and twenty-seven cents ($19,321.27) and the issuance of the
pi'omissory note of the City for said piincipal amount, and the dis-
cretion to fix the date, maturity, place of payment, interest rate,
form and other details of said note is hereby delegated to the City
Treasurer with the approval of the Mayor, provided however, that
said note shall be payable during a term of less than tiha-ee years
(4) the proceeds derived from said loan be, and they hereby
are appropriated for the purposes set forth in the first paragraph of
this resolution as specified therein
(5) it is hereby determined that said school project will have a





Passed: September 8, 1965






In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundi'ed and sixty-five.
A resolution relating to borrowing money in anticipation of taxes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
That for the purpose of paying current maintenance and operation
expenses, the Treasurer, with approval of the Mayor and at least a
majority of the standing committee on Finance, be and hereby is
authorized, under and pursuant to the Municipal Finance Act, from
time to time dunng the current financial year ending December 15,
1965, to issue and sell at discount notes of the 'City of Franklin in
anticipation of taxes of said financial year not exceeding in aggre-
gate principal amount outstanding at any one time one hundred thou-
sand ($100,000.00) dollars in addition to the $600,000.00 authorized at
the January 4th, 1965 msieting of the City Council. All such notes shall
be signed by the Mayor and countersigned by the City Treasurer,
shall have the city seal affixed thereto and shall bear the authenticat-






Passed: September 8, 1965




An Ordinance amending the Parking Meter ordinance
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-five.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows
:
That the "Parking Meter Ordinance" passed on April 5, 1954 be
amended as follows:
Amend Section 8 by striking out all of said section and substituting
in place thereof the following section:
Section 8. If any person shall deposit or cause to be deposited in
a parking meter any coin or coins of the United States for the
purpose of extending the parking time beyond the maximum time
limit for parking as designated en the face of said meter, he shall





Adopted: April 5, 1965




An Ordinance Amending the Ordinance Pertaining to Traffic Regula-
tions
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-five.
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Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows
:
Amend Chapter 13, Section 15, of the Revised City Ordinances as
amended by striking out all of said siection and substituting in place
thereof the following:
Section 15a. No automobile or other vehicle shall be parked or left
on Central Street between Chui'ch Street and Sanborn Bridge, or on
Franklin Street between Central Street and Church Street, or on Me-
morial Street between Centi'al Street and Canal Sitiieet, or on Main St.
between Webster street and Central Street, for more than two hours
continuously between the hours of 9:00 a. m. and 5:30 p. m. on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday, and on Fi'i-
day of any week between the hours of 9:00 a. m. and 9:00 p.m., legal
holidays excluded.
Section 15b. No person, firm or corporation, shall allow, pennit
or suffer any automobile, or other vehicle registered in his or its
name, or owned by him or it, to stand or park in any parking space in
violation of this ordinance, and the person, firm or corporation in
whose name such vehicle is registered or owned shall be prima
facie responsible for such violation.
Section 15c. It shall be the duty of the police officers of the City
of Franklin, acting in accordance with instinictions issued by the
Chief of Police, to attach to any vehicle parked in violation of this
ordinance, a noticis to the operator or owner thereof that such vehicle
has been parked in violation of this ordinance, and instnacting such
operator or owner to report immediately to police headquarters of
the City of Franklin. The date and time such notice is attached to
such Vehicle and the State registration number of such vehicle shall
also be given on such notice. Each operator or owner violating this
ordinance may, within twenty-four hours of the time when such notice
was attached to such vehicle, in lieu of Coui't proceedings under the
provisions hereof, voluntarily pay to the Police Department of the
City of Franklin the sum of Fifty Cents for each of such violations
as a penalty for and in full satisfaction of such violation. If such
operator or owner shall fail to pay said sum as required herein, the
Police Department shall send such operator or owner a notice by
mail, postage paid, notifying such operator or owner of such viola-
tion and instructing him to report at police headquarters of the
City of Franklin within ten days of the date of said notice. Such
operator or owner may, within ten days of the date of said notice,
voluntarily pay to the Police Department the sum of One Dollar for
each of such violations. Failure by such operator or owner to make
such payment within ten days as required herein shall render such





Passed: April 5, 1965





An Ordinance Amending Chapter 9 of the Revised Ordinances of 1932.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine himdred and sixty-five.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as follows:
Amend Chapter 9 of the Revised Ordinances of 1932 by striking out




Injuries to Highways or City Property
Sect. 1. No person shall displace, break or dig up the pavement or
ground in any highway in the City of Franklin, erect any staging,
or place or deposit any dirt, stone, gravel, concrete, brick, timber
or other building materials thereon without first obtaining a written
permit from the highway commissioner or the City Council.
Sect. 2 Owners of land adjoining any public highway in the City of
Franklin desiring to construct or repair any portion of any drive-
way giving access to their land <and which portion lies within the
limits of any such highway shall first obtain a written permit
From the highway commissioner or the City Council.
Sect. 3. No person shall erect, raise or place any sign, billboard,
or other obstruction on or within any highway in the City of Franklin,
or erect, raise, place or affix any sign, billboard or other adver-
tisement on any lands or buildings of the City without first obtaining
a written permit from the highway commissioner or the City Council.
Sect. 4. All construction, repairs, erections of signs, or o/thier work
or action permitted under the provisions of the foregoing sections
shall be done under the supervision of the highway commissioner
and in accord with nuaterials and sp^ecifications as may be required
by him.
Sect. 5. Any person violating any of the provisions of this ordinance
shall be liable to the City for all damages to such highway or
land or buildings of the City, and for all expense incurred by
the City in removing any unauthorized construction, obstniction,
sign or other material from any highway or land or building of
the City, and correcting or repairing any defects or damage to
any highway or land or building of the City caused by such viola-
tion.
Sect. 6. Any person convicted of violating any of the provisions of





Passed: July 7, 1965




A-n Ordinance Pertaining to Restraining of Dogs.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-five.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as follows:
103
Sect. 1. If any person shall make a complaint to the Chief of Police
that a person has been bitten or attacked by any dog, he shall
Investigate such complaint as soon as possible, but within three
days after receipt thereof. If, after investigation, the Chief of Police
finds that said complaint is sustained, he shall forthwith order the
owner or keeper of such dog to restrain said dog from running at
large.
Sect. 2. Every owner or keeper of a dog shall exercise proper care
and control of such dog so that the same shall not become a
public nuisance. Excessive and continuous barking, molesting of
PESsersby, chasing vehicles, habitually attacking other animals, or
damaging property by any dog shall be deemed a public nuisance.
Sect. 3. If any person shall make a complaint to the Chief of Police
that any dog is a public nuisance, he shall investigate such com-
plaint within three days after the receipt thereof. If such complaint
is sustained, he shall give written notice thereof to the owner or
keeper of such dog advising him of the nature of such complaint
and ordering him to abate said nuisance forthwith. If upon further
complaint and investigation, it is found that said nuisance has not
been abated, the Chief of Police shall order the owner or keeper of
such dog to restrain said dog from running at large and to abate
said nuisance.
Sect. 4. Whenever any dog is ordered to be restrained, said dog
shall be confined to the premises of the owner or keeper by some
suitable means, or when off the premises of the owner said dog
shall be under the control of a person of sufficient age and strength
to effectively restrain said dog on a leash or chain not longer than
six feet, provided, howeveir, that no person shall be compelled to
keep any dog in his possession on a leash while in or upon any
public street, alley, park, parkway, or cither public place in the
City, if at the tune said dog is securely confin'ed in an automobile
or any motor vehicle within which said dog can be securely confined.
Sect. 5. Service of any order or notice required by this ordinance
shall be made upon the owner or keeper of such dog by causing
a certified copy of such notice or order to be delivered to him.
Sect. 6. Any owner or keeper of any dog found violating any of the
provisions of this ordinance shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more
than twenty dollars.
Sect. 7. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and aU





Passed: July 7, 1965





1965 Real Estate Valuations
In reading the tabulations on this and the foUowng pages, note
that asterisks (*) indicate taxpayers who are credited with a vet-
eran's exemption, blind exemption, neat stock exemption or poultry
exemption under the law.
Valuations show the net assessments after the exemption have
been deducted. In this tabulation the abbreviation "L & B" are
used to designate Land and Buildings. Fractional parts of a dollar
are not shown.
Abbott, Prank L. & Nancy A., L & B, Lark St. $4,565
Personal Property 125
Acme Staple Company, North Main St., Machinery 51,000
Stock in Trade 249,000
Adams, Bruce & Jeanne, Webster St., Mobile Home,
Adams' Trailer Park, Webster St. 6,010
Adams, Doyle C. & Norma E., L & B, Rt. 11 5,730
Adams, Elsie, Guardian for HaiTy Burley, Webster
St., Land, Flag Hole Road 145
Adams, Frederick & Elsie, L & B, Webster St. 2,235
Mobile Home, Adams' Trailer Park, Webster Street 600
*Adams, H. Barney & Evelyn G., L & B, River Rd. 3,010
Adams, Lee & Barbara, L & B, New Boston Road 5,590
Adams, Roland E. & Eleanor L., L & B, Salisbury Rd. 3,270
*Adams, Ronald H. & Dorothy L., L & B, 319 Vic-
ory Drive 8,400
Addison, Cora L., L & B, Route 11 3,090
Albec, Edmond & Delia A., L & B, 2 Freedom Dr. 6,190
Albert, Leona T., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 2,080
'••Alexander, Heirs of William J., L & B, 16
Liberty Avenue 6,200
Allard, Edward N. & Mary N., L & B, New Hamp-
ton Road 5,765
Allen, Edward L., L & B, 109 Chestnut St. 5,910
Allen, Leon H., Buildings, 109 Chestnut st. 1,910
Allen, Raymond F. & WiUielmina, Mobile Home
& Land, Route 11 2,380
Personal Property 360
*All€n, Raymond R. & Gloria A., L & B, 100
Chestnut St. 4,340
*"Allen, Romeo G. & Antonia K., L & B, New
Haonpton Road 2,780
•'Alliscn, Thomas C, Jr. & Dorothy F., L & B,
15 'Charles St. 4,800
Alpert, Gertrude E., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 24,900
Personal Property 550
Aivord, Harry P., L & B, 9 Proctor St. 3,320
Amalfitano, Michael & Elizabeth, L & B,
South Prospect St. 9,420
105
Amelotte, Herman J., L & B, South Main St. 3,920
Land, South Main St. 320
-Ames, Richard H. & Florence R., L & B, New
Hampton Road 3,870
Anastas, Stephen & Gladys, L & B, 62 Sanborn St. 4,970
Anderson, Evangeline B., L & B, Salisbury Road 2,925
Andrus, Max, L & B, New Hampton Road 1,490
Angers, John G. & Claire A., L & B, 38 River St. 8,795
Aral, Fred A. & Anna B., L & B, Lark St. 4.300
Aranosian Oil Corp., L & B, Corner Main & Webster Sts. 8,190
Stock in Trade 1.100
Personal Property 1,980
Ai-chibald, William E. & Annette R., L & B,
75 Lancaster St. 1,200
Argenta, Joseph & Veronica D., L & B, Route 3A 1,100
Art Ray Realty Co., Inc., L & B, Central Street 137,290
Ash, Roy, J., L & B, 62 Valley St. 3,480
AstbuiT, Ernest L. & Viola B., L & B, 143 West
Bow St. 4,550
Atk'inson Oil Co., Inc., L & B, South Main St. 12,700
Personal Property 1,980
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., Stock in Trade 24,500
Atlantic Refining Co., L & B, Corner Central &
River Sts. 20,280
Personal Property 660
Atwood, Maria W., L & B, Route 3A 11,140
*Aube, Armand O. & Madeline, L & B, 95 Sanborn St. 2,650
Aube, Cyril, L & B, 60 West Bow St. 4,270
-Aube, Cyril J. & Gabrielle M., L & B, 71 Winnipe-
saukee St. 4,245
Aube, Ernest, L & B, 142 Winnipesaukee St. 4,860
Aube, Eva, L & B, 103 Salisbury St. 4.860
Aube, Heirs of Joseph, L & B, 83 Elkins St. 4,100
Aubuchon, W. E. Co., Inc., Stock in Trade 18,600
Auger, Charles W. & Ellen R., L & B, 21 Pleasant St. 6,840
L & B, 81-83 Pine St. 6,310
Austin, George & Freda P.. L & B, Salisbury Road 4,260
Austin, Herman L. & June R., L & B, Lawndale Road 1,100
Austin, Marion, L & B, 173 West Bow St. 2,420
Ayotte, Albert M., L & B, 145 Prospect St. 6,130
*Ayotte, Joseph O. & Catherine M., L & B, 32
Chestnut St. 4,770
Ayrton, Donald A. & Helen J., L & B, 407 North
Main St. 5,090
Stock in Trade 6,000
L & B, Robin St. 840
Land, Robin St. 240
Babineau, Clara A., L & B, Cross Road 2,640
Bailey, Charles & Eleanor. L & B, 41 School St. 4,400
Bailey, Chester B. & Ruth H., L & B, 45-47 School St. 4.270
Bailey, Clara S., L & B, New Hampton Road 2,320
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Bailey, Durward M. & Olive E., L & B, 155 South
Main St. 6,400
Bailey, Hattie A., L & B, 3 Wells Street 1,830
"Bailey. Richard W. & Geraldine A., L & B, 57 Clark St. 7,575
Bailey, Ruth L & B, 201 Pleasant St. 4,010
Bailey, Wayne & Janice Mobile Home, Adams' Trailer
Park, Webster St. 2,280
Bailey, Wayne, Mobile Home, on land of Durwood Bai-
ley 4,100
Bamargeon, Leo & Anita G., L & B, 721 Central St. 5,960
Baird. Robert L., L & B, 198 Summit St. 5,880
Bakeman, Mabel. Land, Clark St. & Lake Avenue
& Webster Ave. 645
^Bak'er, Bernard & Irene. L & B. 9 Orchard St. 4.070
Baker & Co.. Stock in Trade 10,000
'Barber. William A. & Janet R.. L & B. 33 Free-
dom Drive 8.300
L & B. 37 Beaton St. 6,075
L & B. Webster Lake 2,340
Barczak. Walter & Emilia. L & B. 14 West Bow St. 11,780
Barg, Bertram B., L & B. 35 Ma^le Square 5.790
Barg, David & Rebecca. L & B, 170 West Bow St. 5,435
L & B. N/S Central St. 14,035
Barg, Israel. L & B. 18 West Bow St. 6,320
Barg, Israel & Rosa S.. L & B. 330-342 Central St. 71.540
*Barna. Czeslaw J. & Dorothy M.. L & B, Wood St. 3,490
=-Barna. Joseph B. & Mabel A.. Mobile Home & Land,
Lawndale Road 2,975
Barna, Simon & Bernice, L & B, 933 Central St. 6,570
Barnes, Mrs. Joseph H., L & B. 60 View St. 6.360
Barney. Beata-ice M., L & B, 10 Hutchinson St. 2,180
Barney, Effie L., L & B. Salisbury Road 3.740
Barney, Raymond D.. L & B. Salisbury Road 4,950
Barnum, Leroy D. & Marjorie P.. Land. Salisbury Road 150
Barry. Dora. L & B, Daniell St.. (156 Railroad Ave.) 3,540
L & B. 160 Railroad St. 6,790
Land. Railroad Ave 240
Barry. John S. & Almena D.. L & B, 33 Glory Ave. 8.220
Barry. Joseph P., L & B, 348 Central St. 16,975
Stock in Trade 5.370
Barry. Joseph P. & Yvonne R.. L & B. 273 Victory Dr. 8.115
Barry. Stephen, L & B, 146 Railroad St. 5.010
Barry, Steve Co., Inc., Land & Restaurant, North
Main St. 10,830
Stock in Trade 180
Diner on N/S Central St. on land of Joseph BariT 5,430
Barry. Thomas W., Land. Off Salisbury Road 60
Bartlett, George H. & Evelyn E.. L & B. 59 View St. 4.075
Bartlett. Harland L. & Dorothy M.. L & B. 59 Park St. 3.810
Bassett. Eugene P. & Lydia M., L & B, 10 Laxon St. 2.580
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Bashaw, David L. & Annette C, L & B, 161 Pleasant St. 6,170
Batchelder, Ethel, Land. Giles Pond - MT. View Park 30
••Battersby, Joseph & Alberta, L & B, Lake Shore Dr. 3,345
Personal Property 50
^Battye, George A. & Muriel L., L & B, South Pros-
pect St. 6,150
'Battye, George & Corinne, Mobile Home & Land,
Lincoln St. 2,815
Baxter, Bruce, Land, Webster Ave. 90
Baxter, Margaret, L & B, Webster Ave. 1,755
Bay State Investment Corp., L & B, 798 Central St. 8,980
Bay State Petroleum Co., Stock in Trade 1,550
Personal Property 1,650
^:^Bsach, Raymond T. & Genevieve P., L & B, Ward
Hill Road 230
^^^Beach, Robert A. & Lucille M., L & B, 30 Glory Ave. 3.925
Bean, Heirs of Harold C, L & B, 17 South Sulloway St. 5,140
L & B, Route 11 5,710
*Beattie, Thomas C. & Jime M., L & B, 112-116
Pleasant St. 4,680
Beauchemin, Lea, L & B, 20-22 East High St. 4,160
^'Beaudet, Donald P. & Pauline T., L & B, 52 Cen-
tral St. 2,200
•Beaudet, Gerald P. & Anita L., L & B, 58-60 River St. 2,270
Beaudet, Robert O. & Josephine M., L & B, 220 Pros-
pect St. 10,215
Beaudin, Maurice J. & Lorraine M., L & B.
Frances St. 4,480
Beaudin, Robert E. & Patricia, L & B, Frances St. 5,240
Beaule, Roland & Madeline, L & B, 10 East High St. 3,350
Beaulieu, Rose M., L & B, 6-8 Grove St. 4,620
Beaupre, Alfred & Mary, L & B, 138 Sanborn St. 9,600
Beaupre, Alphonse, L & B, 11 Pleasant St. 8,330
L & B, 41-43 Prospect St. 5,340
Beaupre, Antoinette, F., Land South Main St. 300
*Beaupre, Armand H., Mobile Home & Land, North
Main St. 2,000
Beaupre, Armand J. & Emiline B., L & B, 35 Spring St. 4,380
Beaupre, Claremce E. & Eunice G., L & B, Giles
Pond Road 2,350
Land, Giles Pond Road 60
Beaupre, Clarence, Land, Webster St. 60
-Beaupre, Donald A. & Nancy A, L & B, 35 Duffy St. 5,985
*Beaupre, Eugene F., L & B, 161 Webster St. 2,430
Beaupre, Henry J. & Margareit W., L & B, South
Prospect St. 6,980
Stock in Trade 600
Beaupre, Heirs of Herve W., L & B, 16-18 Pine St. 6,740
Beaupre, Joseph E. & Merilda J., L & B, 50 Pearl St. 2,710
Beaupre, Heirs of Lorenzo J., L & B, 166 South Main St. 5,070
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Beaupre, Margaret W., Land, Punch Brook Road 300
*Beaupre, Robert P. & Vivian, L & B, 101 Pine St. 4,750
Beaupre, Roger D. & Mildi'ed D., L & B, Webster Ave. 4,545
Land, South Main St. 890
-Beaupre, Roger G. & Mary P.. L & B, 72 Chestnut St. 2,110
*Beaupre, Valmore W. & Bertha M., L & B, 9 East
ffigh St. 3,020
Beaupre, William J. & Laura G., L & B, 139-141 East
Bow St. 6,210
Beckford, Harry F., Land, Off Nelson St. 105
Beckford, Rena C, L & B, North Main & Nelson Sts. 6,050
Beckford, William E. & Theresa M., L & B, Fair St. 3,705
Land, Fair St., & Land, Nelson St. 535
Bedard, Leon P. & Josephine M., L & B, Robin St. 2,470
Beever, Howard & Rose M., Land, Webster Lake 575
Belanger, Anselm J. & Edmee, L & B, 133-135 Frank-
lin St. 5,680
Belanger, Ruth R., L & B, 23 Beaton St. 5,420
=i^Beliveau, Ernest F. & Lorraine, L & B, 81 School St. 2,550
Beliveau, Eva, L & B, 77 School St. 4,560
Beliveau, Rolland W., L & B, 79-79 1/2 School St. 5,630
-Bell, Everett & Gertrude A., L & B, Ward Hill Road 4,190
Bell, Shirley Morey, Mobile Home & Land, Hunt Ave. 660
Belt, Nathan, L & B, New Hampton Road, Waverly
Acres 5,740
Belz, John & Mary. L & B, Victory Drive 8,760
Benham, John R. & Dorothy S., L & , Webster Ave. 6,000
Benham, Milo H. & Marguerite R., L & B, Webster Ave. 2,190
Bennett, Dorothy S., L & B, 18 Lancaster St. 5,780
Bennett. Edgar A., Jr. & Irene I. M., L & B, Salis-
bury Road 5,330
Bennett, Edgar A., Sr. & Maude M., Land, Off Smith
Hill Rd. (Lyons Lot) 50
Bennett, Edgar A., Sr. & Maude M., L & B, Smith Hill Rd. 1,390
Bennett, Edgar S. Sr. & Maude M., L & B, Smith Hill
Road 5,880
^Bennett, Edgar S. Sr. & Maude M. Personal Property 1,040
Bennett, H. Asa & Esther C, L & B, 56 Depot St. 4,160
Stock in Trade 3,600
Personal Property 50
'=Bennett, Harold I. & Marjorie L., L & B, 900
Central St. 2,830
Bennett, William A. & Dava L., L & B. 35-39 Franklin St. 6,000
Benson Auto Co., Inc., L & B, 28-32 North Main St. 12,190
Stock in Trade 33,500
L & B, 34-38 North Main St. 8,090
L & B, 50 North Main St. 7,210
Benson, Earl H. & Pauline O., L & B, 40 Freedom Dr. 7,730




Benson. Lida, L & B, 111 Summit St. 6,040
Benson, Marion B., L & B, Nelson St. 5,250
Berg, Louise A., L & B, 27-29 Spring St. 5,520
^^Bergeron, Amedee J., L & B, 55 Park St. 2,430
Bergeron, Dora H., L & B, Sanborn St. 5,525
-Bergeron, Laurier J. & Pauline T., L & B, Cross St. 6,790
Stock in Trade 2,100
Bergeron, Louis F., L & B, 42 Grove St. 3,690
Bergeron, Louis J. & Bernad'ette L., L & B, 110 West
Bow St. 2,560
L & B, 114 West Bow St. • 2,310
^^Bergeron, Normand & Beverly, L & B, Sanborn St. 5,270
Bertagna, Vii'ginia, Land, Oriole St. 620
L & B, Lake Shore Drive 6,030
=^Beru)be, Adelai'd E. & Juliette M., L & B, 13 School St. 3,520
Berube, Andrew A. & Nancy P., L & B, Off New
Hampton Road 2,065
*Berube, Louis H. & Merilda, L & B, 128 Franklin St. 3,520
Berube, Stanley R. & Lois A., L & B, 6-8 Terrace Road 7,620
Biagotti, Leo & Eva, L & B, 72 Clai'k St. 1,970
Bianchi, Peter, Personal Property 80
Bickford, H. & Co., L & B Charles St. 1,330
*Biel, Boleslaw, L & B, 38 West Bow St. 3,450
Big "R" c/o Packer's Outlet, Stock in Trade 15,000
Bil, Heirs of John, Land, Glenwood Ave. 180
Bil, Stanley F. & Audrey A., Land, Victory Drive 290
Bilodeau, Lucien F. & Mary A., L & B, 60 Kendall St. 8,175
Bilodeau, Marie, L & B, 24 Liberty Ave. 6,350
Bissonette, Henry & Evelyn, Land, RiverView Drive 300
Bitetto, Frank M. & Lenore J., L & B, Webster Ave. 3,590
*Blad, Anthony T. & Rosealma M., L & B, VictoiT Drive 2,620
-Blad, Heii-s of John W., L & B, 121 Victory Drive 4,060
Blad, Thaddeus F. & Ceslawa, L & B, 406^14 Central St. 32,930
Stock in Trade 6,000
L & B, 277 Victory Drive 6,050
Blake, Elwood C. & Annie W., L & B, Calef HiU Road 3,980
Blake, Inez, L & B, 18-20 Oak St. 5,940
Blake, James E. & Lillian E., L & B, Route 11 5,720
Bland, William R., L & B, Salisbury St. 3,030
Bloch, Leo M. & Muriel P., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 4,830
Personal Property 200
=^Bloch, Seymour, & Christel, L & B, 23 Beech St. 5,880
Blossom Shop, Stock in Trade 300
Blue, John F. & Lois T., L & B, Webster Lake 5,480
Personal Property 50
Blumenthal, Dorothy E., L & B, Route 3A 2,500
Boardman, Earl F. & Anna M., L & B, Webster Ave. 3,020
Personal Property 170
Bohan, Walter J. & Adella C, L & B, Webster Ave. 3,240
Boisclair, Maurice N. & Hilda M., L & B, 59 Chestnut St. 7,210
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-Bolduc, Heirs of Orion E., L & B, 64 Elkins St. p,690
Boley, George A. & Susan E., L & B, 30 Webster St. 5,800
Bond, Dr. Douglas D. & Helen C, and Burgess,
Mrs. Linda C, L & B, New Boston Road 9,340
^•Bonfanti, Joseph F. & Jeannette M., L & B, 2 North
SuUoway St. 6,730
Bonin, Wilfrid G. & Alice O., L & B, 130 West Bow St. 6,615
Bonk, Anthony & Katherine, L & B, 45 West Bow St. 6,590
L & B, Freedom Drive 5,230
Bonk, Emil P. & Stella M., Land, Victory Drive 645
L & B, 16 Freedom Drive 8,410
Land, Off Webster Avenue 3rd Row 620
L & B, 800 Central St. 6,680
=:Bonk, Frank G. & Lorraine E., L & B, 12 Charles St. 8,200
Bonk, Louisa, L & B, 156-158 West Bow St. 6,020
Bonk, Stanley F. & Lucille A., L & B, 624 Central St. 4,470
-Bonk, Stanley F. & Lucille A., L & B, 77 Clark St. 5,820
Boomhower, Leonard W. & Rachel C, L & B, Nelson St. 4,110




^Bosselait, Leon J. & Edith M., L & B, 47 Orchard St. 6,150
Boston & Maine Coi-poration, Warehouse, River St. 2,040
Land, South of Webster Place "C. L. Keniston Lot" 360
Land, Longfellow Lot 1,800
Land, E/S RaUroad Bridge B & M RR. 600
Boucher, Verne E. & Marrian K., L & B, 114 Pearl St. 3,780
Bouley, Arthur R. & Ruby M., Mobile Home & Land,
Route 3 2,405
Bourdeau, Armand and LaValley, Rachel B., L & B.
Range Road 6,505
Bourdeau, Eugene & Beatrice, L & B, Lawndale Rd 7,025
L & B, Range Road 300
Bourdeau, Louis W. & Gertrude A., Mobile Home &
Land, Robin St. 1,700
*Bourdeau, Richard F. & Lenore, L & B, 49 Gilman St. 3,990
Bourjoie, Lena, L & B, 141 Chestnut St. 2,980
Boutin, Delore L. & Hazel A., L & B, Kidder Ave. 1,450
Bowne, Mary T., L & B, Webster Avenue 3,400
Mobile Home at LaBranche's Trailer Park
Range Road 1,800
Boyd's Laundi-y & Cleaners, Inc., L & B, 185-187
Central St. 13,530
Boyd, Haldane H. & Isabelle, Land, South Prospect St. 675
Personal Property 200
Boynton, Fred, Land, N/S Calef Hill Road 60
Bozek, Stanley J., L & B, Webster Lake 5,400
Bozek, Stanley J. and Bozek, Edward J. L & B, New
Hampton Road 585
Bozek, Stella J., L & B, New Hampton Road 5,470
Bradley, Robert J. & Patricia B., L & B, 11 'Spring St. 3,720
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-Brady, Francis E. & Theresa L., L & B, 87-91 West
Bow St. 3,490
Brailey, Grace C, L & B, New Hampton Road 2,785
Brailey, Marie V. P., Mobile Home & Land, Lake Shore
Drive E/S 960
Braley, Gilbert W., Jr. & Marjorie, Land, New Hampton
Road 1,095
-Braley, Heber L. & Harriet I., L & B, 841 Central St. 1,180
Braley, Mildred S., L & B, 40 Oak St. 4,560
Brassard, Alphonse G. & Ida A., L & B, 22 Freedom Dr. 7,430
Stock in Trade 360
Brassard, Amede A. & Frances W., L & B, 731 Cen-
tral St. 6,900
Brassard, Harold L & B, 123 Orchard St. 4,850
Breckney, Edward, Jr. & Helen L., L & B, 6 Wells St. 4,030
Breckney, Mamie D., L & B, 5 Wells St. 1,770
-Breton, Joseph P. A., & Florence C, L & B, Calef
Hill Rd. 2,805
Brock, Angle, L & B, Pleasant St. 2,050
Brooks, Warren & Muriel, L & B, 28 North Sulloway St. 7,100
-Brough, Frank H. & Rita M., L & B, Sanborn St. 6,290
Brouillard. Eugene & Anna, L & B, 177 West Bow St. 2,760
Brower, Mary E., L & B, 3 Oilman Avenue 13,130
='Brown, Bernard R. & Merle L., L & B, New Hamp-
ton Road 3,415
Brown, Ella L., L & B, New Hampton Road 6,340
*Brown, Heirs of Ernest H., L & B, 39-41 Highland
Ave. 4,200
Brown, Floyd J. & Shirley M., L & B, New Hampton
Road 5,050
Brown, George A. & Carol L., L & B, Robin St. 3,840
Brown, Mildred W., Land, Smilin/g Hill Road 590
Brown, S. George, L & B, Smiling Hill Road 11,395
Brown, Robert, Personal Property 230
Brownell. W. E. & Joanne, L & B, Webster Ave. 6,620
Brudno, Dr. James C, Land, Lark St. 100
BruneUe, Arthur A., L & B, Smiling Hill Road 4,555
Brunelle, Merilda, L & B, 2-6 Canal St. 5,980
Brusseau, Wilfred T., Jr. & Lorraine, L & B, Range
Road 5,350
•^Bryant, Walter L., & Ida E., L & B, 44 Beaton St. 3,610
Bryson, Edward J., L & B, MorriU Court 2,990
Buczynski, Edward J., L & B, Chestnut St. 2,860
Stock in Trade 250
Personal Property 480
L & B, Can- St. 2,890
L & B, Central St. 11,770
Buczynski, Edward J. & Dorothy H., L & B, 139 Circuit St. 9,285
Buczynski, Frances J., L & B, Woodrow Avenue 1,475
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*Buczynski, Julian J. & Olga B., L & B, Victory Drive 5,420
Stock in Trade 2,100
Buczyniski, Michael A., L & B, Lark St. 1,870
Bultman, Frederick W. & Jean E., L & B, Salisbury
Road 1,950
Bunnell, Jack, L & B, North Main St. 5,760
Bunnell, Jackie & Barbara, Mobile Home on Land of
John T. Smith, Lincoln St. 1,200
Burke, Charles A., L & B, 33 Kendall St. 5,880
Burke, Heirs of Mary A., L & B, 14 Sanger St. 4,380
Burke, Michael E., L & B, 53 Kendall St. 7,690
Land & Shed, N/S Route 3 795
Burleigh, Carll L. & Ethel S., Land, Simonds Terrace 60
Bui-leigh, Joseph & Alice T., L & B, South Main St. 7,050
Burleigh, Heirs of Winifred, L & B, 22 Dearborn St. 5,850
Land, Dearborn St. 1,160
Burley, Frank W. & Pauline R., L & B, 197 V/ebster St. 3,710
Burley, Jean & Frank, L & B, 16 Pearl St. 3,500
=^3urns, Keith L & Virginia M., L & B, Babbitt Road 4,350
Burns, Louise, L & B, 26 Beech St. 8,420
Burrows, Hubert A. & Ruby L., L & B, Davis St. 3,000
*Bushman, Clayton W. & Lorraine E., L &B, 20 Dear-
born St. 5,610
-Bushman, Norman A. & Cecile G., L & B, 93 Kendall St. 6,640
'^Buswell, Guy A., L & B, 116 South Main St. 2,590
L & B, Webster Birthplace Road 4,710
Land, Off Salisbury Road 130
Personal Property 300
L & B, Range Road 470
Personal Property 350
Land, Symonds Terrace 120
Land, Salisbury Road 20
Land, Salisbury Road 745
Land, Colby Avenue W/S 260
Land, Robin St. 190
Land, Colby Ave. E/S 250
Buswell, Mildred, L & B, 276 North Main St. 5,040
Butcher, John, L & B, Smiling Hill Road 3.530
Butler, Bradford H., Personal Property 165
Butler, Francis, L & B, Lake Ave 1,730
Butler, Herbert W. & Wanda M., L & B, Webster Ave. 3,870
*Butler, James L. & Rita F., L & B, 104 Valley St. 2,750
Butler, Theresa P., L & B, 175 South Main St. 15,490
Stock in Trade 830
L & B, Webster Lake 3,130
Butt, Wendell & Katherine C, L & B, Webster Ave 3,800
Cahill, Joseph F., Land, Route 3A 300
Cahill, Louis & Vera, L & B, Route 3A 1,050
Caldon, Herbert J., Jr. & Fay, Land, Off Gile Pond Road 300
Chevron Oil Co., L & B, 195 Centa'al St. 13,310
Personal Property 1,650
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Galley, Maurice M., Land, Calef Hill Road 140
=^=Calley, Maurice M., L & B, Babbitt Road 5,160
Cameron, Roland F. & Helen, L & B, 89 Orchard St. 4,500
Camp, Rolfe Co., Inc., L & B, 194 Central St. 13,620
Stock in Trade 18,400
Personal Property 1,040
Personal Property 140
Warehouse & Land, East Bow St. 4,020
Camp, Rolfe & Florence, L & B, 202 Central St. 6,720
L & B, 821 Central St. 7,540
Camp, Rolland D. & Dorothy R., L & B, 66 Edwards St. 11,270
Camp, Rolland, Land, Victory Drive 575
-Campana, Fiore & Marion, L & B, 38 West High St. 4,150
Personal Property 320
L & B, Webster Avenue 2,270
Cannon, Dr. Bradford and Marion C. Schlesinger, L & B,
New Boston Road 4,850
Caribonneau, Theotisse, L & B, 18 Elkins St. 3,510
L & B, 27- West High St. 4,670
Carhart, John L. & Claira M., L & B, South Prospect St. 6,240
Carignan, Ai'thur H. & Donna, L & B, 40 Clark St. 3,670
*Carignan, Auguste E. & Edna M., L & B, 143 Salis-
bury St. 2,585
Carignan, Douglas & Diane, L & B, 50 Depot St. 3,660
^•Carignan, Leopold N. & Lucienne A., L & B, 182
Franklin St. 3,950
Land, Franklin St. 900
*Carignian, Maurice J. & Jean T., L & B, 670 Central St. 5,890
Carignan, Romeo L. & Mariette Y., L & B, 107 East Bow St. 3,100
'•Carignan, Romeo L. & Mariette Y., L & B, 109 East
Bow St. 2,845
^Carignan, Romeo N. & Germaine M., L & B, 34-36 School
Street 4,630
Carignan, Sadie, L «& B, South Prospect St. 8,110
^^'Caron, Albert J. & Marcelline E., L & B, 15 Glory Ave. 7,965
Carpenter, Samuel C, L & B, South Prospect St. 19,320
=^Carr, John J. & Norma, L & B, Morrill Court 2,770
Carr, John J. & Norma, Land, Pleasant St. 400
'^'Carr, Philip M. & Dorothy T., L & B, 55 Prospect St. 3,860
*Carroll, David B. & Eugenia, L & B, 89 Terrace Road 4,170
Carter, Rosaire F. & Theresa M., L & B, East Pleas-
ant St. 4.640
Caswell, Donald W. & Dorothy M., L & B, Smith Hill Rd. 3,070
Cate, Howard & Beverly, L & B, Terrace Road 6,160
Cate, Mary F., L B, 31 Pleasant St. 6,860
Cate, Roland Paul, Land, Terrace Road 455
Cerdas, Madeline, Land, Lark St. 200
*Chaffee, John W. & Antonina, L & B, So. Prospect St. 6,680
Chamberlain, Charles D. & Enid S., L & B, Webster Lake 10,010
Chamberlin, William L. Barbara, L & B, 15 Beech St. 10,110
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Champagne, Paul & Alexina, L & B, 5 Washington Ave. 6,350
'•'Champion, Andrew & Dora, L & B, New Hampton
Road 160
Champion, Lois G. and Mildred W. Gardner, L & B,
162 North Main St. 2,380
*Chandler, Earl K. & Irene R., L & B, 63 Pine St. 4,660
Chandonnait, Delphis A. & Clara B., L & B, 64
Lancaster St. 2,230
Chandonnait, Luger & Marjorie, L & B, Hunt Ave. 1,010
-Chandonnait, Roland L. & Helen L., L & B, 76-78
West Bow St. 3,190
=''Chapleiy, Anthony J. & Caroline M., L & B,
189 So. Main St. 3,620
=-Chapley, John & Marjorie E., L & B, 40 Highland Ave. 3,310
Charron, Eileen E., L & B, Terrace Road 6,930
Chase, Heirs of George W., L & B, 91 Summit St. 3,880
L & B, 101 Summit St. 6,170
Chellis, Roy, Mobile Home at Smith's Trailer Park,
North Main St. 1,730
Cheney, Avit J. & Annette, L & B, 40-42 Elkins St. 7,510
Cheney, Frank E. & Constance S., L & B,
Salisbury Road 6,200
Cheney, Raoul J. & Bernadette M., L & B, 145 Ken-
dall St. 8,125
Chorzepa, Martin & Victoria, L & B, 138 West Bow St. 3,960
Christopher, Peter, L & B, Robin St. 4,070
Churas, Mi-s. Arthm-, L & B, 24-26 Spring St. 4,400
Churas, Christie & Patricia M., L & B, 623-625
Central St. 5,160
Chwast, John, L & B, 121 Chestnut St. 11,000
Chwast, Joseph J., Land, 121 Chestnut St. 300
Cilley, Carroll E., L & B, 122 Franklin St. 4,870
Cities Service Stations Corp., L & B, S/S Central
St. Cor. Prospect St. 20,900
Personal Property 1,320
Clark, Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward A., L & B, Webster Lake 5,700
L & B, Webster Lake 2,610
L & B, 21 Chestnut St. 3,700
Land, Clark St. 1,110
Clark, Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward A. and Clark, Heirs of
Raymond A. L & B, 15 Chestnut St. 6,320
Clark, Edward & Alice, Land, Route 11 860
Clark, Heii-s of Frances L. S., L & B, New Boston Road 3,310
Clark, Jessie M. & Grover C, Land, Route 11 620
Clark, Maltheno C. & Helen L & B, 645 Central St. 3,630
Clark, Philip R. & Evelyn R., L & B, 24 Dearborn St. 6,760
Clark, William S. 11, L & B, New Boston Road 2,420
Clarke, Frederick N. & Grace L. and Clarke,
Frederick N., Jr. & Doris L. L & B, Webster Lake 13,245
Cleary, Susie A., L & B, 65 Clark St. 2,170
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Clifton, Natalie, L & B, Corner Proctor Ave., & Clark St. 4,150
Land, Corner Proctor Ave., & Clark St. 380
L & B, Clark St. No. 88 2,690
Clifton, Raymond G., L & B, 925 Central St. 6,440
Stock in Trade 1-200
•Cline, Warren L. & Madeline H., L & B, 42 Pearl St. 1,240
Clogston, Anna M., Stock in Trade 2,800
Clogston, Edward J. & Arlene C, L & B, Lake Ave. 8,100
Clogston, Paul E. & Arma M., L & B, Babbitt Road 11,480
Clogston, Paul. L & B, Independence Ave. 2,395
Clogston, Paul E. and Arthur J. Kidder, Land, Babbitt
Road - Independence Ave. 1,250
=^Closson, Raymond E. & Helen P., L & B, 2 South
Sulloway St. 4,770
*Cloutier, David J. & Nancy N., L & B, 77 Pine St. 4,670
*Cloutier, Henry J. & Phyllis C, L & B, 16 Anderson
Ave. 3,240
Clow, Robert L. G.. Land, Robin St. 240
Cobden, Richard M. & Gladys G., L & B, Route 3A 10,010
Coen, Kenneth L., & Sheilah V., L & B, 196 North
Main St. 6,160
*Coffey, John M., Jr. & Arlene J., L & B, 32 Lan-
caster St. 4,870
L & B, 760 Central St. 9,600
Stock in Trade 1,850
-Coffey, Thomas J. & Dorothy M., L & B, Babbitt Road 3,800
Colburn, Everett & Janice, L & B, Frances St. 6,310
Colburn, Gordon E. & Freda M., Mobile Home -
Victory Drive 3,510
Colburn, Gordon E. & Freda M., Land, overlook Drive - 300
-Colburn, Gordon E. & Freda M., L & B, Victory Drive 6,160
Stock in Trade 240
Personal Property 550
Colburn & Camp Motor Co., Inc., Stock in Trade 13,250
Colby, Charles J., Jr., L & B, 197 East Bow St. 4,630
Colby, Charles J., Land, Pleasant St. 530
L & B, 325 Central St. 8,430
L & B, 321-323 Central St. 11,260
Colby, Clifton D., Jr. & Clara A., L & B, King St. 3,450
Colby, Harold, Jr., Land, Colby Ave. 145
Colby, John R. & Kathryn, L & B, Colby St. 3,110
L & B, 205 Pleasant St. 5,410
Colby, Heirs of Miriam S., L & B, 197 Pleasant St. 5,600
Colby, Heirs of Roy, L & B, Pleasant St. 8,725
Colby, Victor N., L & B, Sand Hill Road 6,210
Colcord, Erford R. & Phyllis J., L & B, Sanborn St. 640
Collins, Clarence E. & Lois R., L & B, Route 3A 3,240
L & B, Lark St. E/S 1,650
L & B, Robin St. W/S 1,070
Land, Robin St. W/S 240
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L & B, Lark St. S/S 1,520
L & B, Route 11 4,200
Collins, Walter D. & Christine E., L & B, 32 Central St. 3,080
Stock in Trade 300
-Collins, Walter D. & Christine E. L & B, 34 Central St. 1,380
Collins, Yvonne A., L & B, 49 Maple St. 4,530
Comolli, Joseph F., Land, Webster St. 300
Conant, Malcolm W. & Lottie M., L & B, Route 11 11,670
Personal Property 40
Concord Lumber Co., Land, South Prospect St. 980
Conlon, Celia, L & B, Webster Lake 3,145
-Conner, Maurice L. & Laura E., L & B, 14 Russell St. 3,530
Connifey, James P. & Barbara M., L & B, 3 View St. 5,250
Connor, Michael J.. L & B, 32-34 East Bow St. 2,435
Connor, Murray & Cecile, L & B, 32-34 Spring St. 8,320
Cook, Bernald W. & Martha E., L & B, 63-65 Oilman St. 3,990
Cook, David S. & Helen L., L & B, 599 Central St. 2,370
Cook, Merlin H. & Evelyn W., L & B, 13 Oilman St. 5,890
Stock in Trade 680
Cooke, Melba M., L & B, Aiken Avenue 12,530
Cooke, WUliam & Marcia D., L & B, 1 Lake Ave. 4,600
Land, Rt. 11 Corner Lake Ave. E, S 940
Land, Rt. 11 S/S 700
Cooper, Alexander & Frances W., L & B, Liberty Ave. 6,950
Cooper, Allen S., L & B, 270 South Main St. & Rear 270
So. Main St. 10,530
L & B, Corner Webster St. & Kimball Sts. 6,100
Stock in Trade 800
Land, Webster St. 80
''=Cooper, William J. & Barbara H., L & B, 7 Patriot Ave. 6,110
*Copp, Dorothy M., L & B, 13 Russell St. 2,570
'Corcoran, Oeorge T. & Helen M., L & B, 582 Central St. 2,580





Corneau, Oeorge S. &
Bow St. 1,450
Cornw'ell, Ralph S. & Eleanor M., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 1,620
Corliss, Ellerton A. & Beverly, L & B, 153 East Bow St.
& 12-24 Olen St. 10,550
Cote, Albert, L & B, 20 Russell St. 3,140
-Cote, Alphonse A., & Lucille D., L & B, Frances St. 4,945
Cote, Armand J., Jr. & Elizabeth A., L & B, 77 View St. 5,720
Cote, Ai-mand J. & Cecile M., L & B, 180 Prospect St. 4,190
-Cote, Biernard & Arlene, L & B, 23 Liberty Ave. 6,140
Ccte, Erving L., L & B, 2 Dana Coui't 4,030
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Jeannette O., L & B, 697
*Cote, Lawrence J. & Lillian M., L & B, 275 Victory
Drive 6,530
Stock in Trade 2,000
*Cote, Maurice W. & Jeannette M. R., L & E, 67
Lancaster St. 160
Cote, Raymond, Personal Property 330
Cotton, Clarence S., L & B, Webster Ave. 5.480
Land, Wetoster Ave. 600
Coulson, Ruth, L & B, 46 Charles St. 3,490
*Cournoyer, Leon A. & Ellen M., L & B, South Prospect St. 2,770
Courtemanche Bros., L & B, Route 11 2,800
L & B, 17 East Bow St. 3,920
Stock in Trade 3,360
Courtemanche, Heirs of Dennis W., L & B, 35
Clark St. 8,070
Courtemanche, John L. & Bernadette L., L & B, 143
Chestnut St. 4,645
Courtemanche, Paul G. & Ruth M., Mobile Home &
Land, Hutchinson St. 2,695
Courtois, Romeo J., L & B, 413-419 Central St. 9,280
Stock in Trade 2,700
Couture, Gerard, Personal Property 110
Couture, Joseph H. R. & Nancy E., L B, 90 Prospect St. 5,870
Craik, Willis B., L & B, Giles Pond Road 3,510
Land, Giles Pond Road 40
CrandaU, Newton V.. L & B, Lake Avenue 2,960
Crandall, Newton V. & Josephine P., L & B, Route 3A 3,550
Crane, James J. & Mary E., L & B, 121 Prospect St. 9,430
Crawford, Gladys K., L & B, Kidder Ave. 1,470
-Crawford, Gladys K., L & B. Kidder Ave. 2,300
^••Crosby, Kenneth J. & Gloria R., L & B. 15 Liberty Ave. 7,340
*Crosby, Raymond E. & Claris H., L & B. Oriole St. 700
Cross, Heirs of Clayton A., L & B, 98-100 So. Main St. 4,360
Cross, Dorothy B., L & B, Cross Road 3,340
Cross, George S. & Rita L., L & B, 48 Terrace Rc<ad 4,260
Cross. Jessie B., L & B, 20-26 Terrace Road 4,680
Stock in Trade 715
Cross, Robert W. & Barbara E., L & B Carr St. 3,850
*Crote.au, Florence & Roland, L & B, 120 Sanborn St. 3.540
=''Croteau, Paul D. & Lillian R., L & B, 141 Winnipesaukee
Street 2.615
Land, Robin St. 220
Croteau, Roger J. & Gloria M.. L & B, 638 Central St. 3,840
Crowley, Martin A., Wood Lot, Calef Hill Road 50
Land Containing Gravel Pit, New Hampton Road 720
L & B, Corner Central & Green Sts. 12,440
Personal Property 10,900
Land Central St. 430
L. & B, 753 Central S.t. 6,080
Shcreland, Giles Pond 960
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L & B, Hunt Avenue 1,800
Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 10
Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 180
Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 290
Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 15
Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 130
L & B, Salisbury Road 1,075
Crowley, Martin A & Marie Rose L & B, 713 Central
Street 4,780
Land Corner Green & Munroe Sts. 140
Crowley, Raymond A., Land, Munroe St. 100
Land North Main St. 3,630
Crowley, Raymond & Gracia, L & B, Lake Shore Drive 11,725
Crowley, Richard M., L & B, Webster Lake 6,590
Crowley, Robert J., L & B, Webster Lake 3,270
Crowley, WoodbuiT E. & Laura, Land, Salisbury St. 90
L & B, Salisbury St. 4,640
CuUen, Joseph B. & Barbara M., L & B, 113-119 Elkins St. 6,530
Cumberland Farms, Inc.. Stock in Trade 1,200
Cunningham, Charles D. & Caroline B., L & B, 79
West Bow St. 3,200
Cunningham, Charles M., L & B, 230 Summit St. 1,220
Cunningham, Edith L., L & B, 64 Railroad St. 3,110
Cunningham, Grace and Cunningham, Helen and
Kingsbury, Beatrice L & B. 130 Railroad St. 4,920
Cunningham, Heirs of Robert, Land, Smiling Hill Road 200
Curran, Bridget K., L & B, 58 Winnipesaukee St. 4,180
Currier, Vernon, A., L & B. Wood St. 1,340
*'Curtis, Donald A. & Priscilla A., L & B, 181 South
Main St. 7,680
Curtis, Paul G. & Fernande M., L & B, 31 North
Main St. 7,440
Gushing, Frances L., L & B, Victory Drive 6,670
Gushing, Arthur R., L & B, 55 Clark St. 6,525
Stock in Trade 5,000
L & B, Webster Ave. 6,410
Gushing, Arthur R. & Marlon V., L & B. Webster Ave. 3,460
=-Cushing, Donald W. & Claire L., L & B, 17 Glory Ave. 6,915
Gushing, Garrett A., L & B, 110 Railroad St. 4,090
Land, Off Railroad St. 10
Gushing, Mary L., L & B, Colby Ave. 2,100
L & B, Colby Ave. 3,510
Stock in Trade 135
Cutter, Harold L. & Eleanor N., L & B, Sand Hill Rd. 5,330
Cutting, LinwO'Od E. & Fernande M., L & B,
727 Central St. 6,370
Cyr, Marie, Mobile Home on Land of Furlong, Hill Road 2,460
^^Daigneau, Gerald E. & Leona S.. Mobile Home & Land,
New Hampton Road 1,450
Daigneault, Frank J. & Irene B., L & B, Sanborn St. 4,755
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*Daigneault, Harold N., L & B, Woodrow Ave. 3,360
Dalphond Bros., L & B, Rt. 11 2.180
Land, Route 11 1,450
Land, Route 11 2,800
Land, River Road 2,160
Dalphond, Arthur & H. Winifred, L & B, Route 11 10,455
Dalphond, Heirs of Wilfred F., L & B, Route 11 8,270
Land, Terrace Road 2,105
Dane, Fred E., L & B, 18 Terrace Road 4,650
=-Dane, Fred S. & Edwina C, L & B, Rcbin St. 4,200
Daniell, Eugene S., Jr., L & B, Kidder Ave. 1,830
Daniell, Eugene & Eva B., L & B, Daniell Point 6,670
L & B, Webster Lake 5,355
Daniell, Heirs of Jere R., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 26,660
^^Daniell, LilUan G., L & B, Daniell Point 6,900
Daniels, Thomas W., Land, Webster St. 860
Dargie, Daniel L., Land, Babbitt Road 30
L & B, 436 Oentral St. 8,590
Stock in Trade 6,530
Dargie, Daniel L. & Elizabeth I., L & B, Lake
Shore Drive 4,240
L & B, Lake Shore Drive 8,630
Land, Lake Shore Drive 1,500
Davenport, Harriet, L & B, 136 Salisbury St. 3,930
Davenport, Sherman G., Land, Salisbury St. 780
L & B, 403 South Main St. 5,290
Land, Off Salisbury Road 160
Davidson, James J. & Aldea M., L & B, 47 Chestnut St. 5,320
-Davidson, Robert E., & Marie V., L & B, 61 Oak St. 4,460
Davis, Alvin J. & Caroline I., L & B, South
Prospect St. 3,760
Davis, Arnold G. & Dorothy R., L & B, 44 Central St. 4,950
Davis, Edna P., L & B, 42 Central St. 4,310
L & B, Lake Shore Drive 9,740
Land, Webster St. 730
Davis, Elwood R., L & B, Terrace Road 6,195
Personal Property 460
*Davis, George H. & Marie B., L & B, Frances St. 5,140
Davis, Grover, Land. Off Calef Hill Road 90
Davis, Julius P. & Kathleen E., Land, Giles Pond 300
^•Davis, Richard, L & B, 45 Central St. 4,940
Dawson, Winnifred C, Mobile Home, Bldgs., & Land,
New Hampton Road 2,240
Day, Harry R. & Grace E., L & B, Webster Ave. 2,930
Dean, Alwin C, L & B, 79 Summit St. 3,730
Dearborn, David, Personal Property 260
Dearborn, Earl J. & Ruth D., L & B, Webster Ave. 1,800
•Dearborn, Leon W. & Doris E., L & B, 33 Webster
Street 4,120
Land, Off Salisbury Road 85
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-Dearborn, Robert J. & Dodothy P., L & B, Salisbury
Road 2,860
Land, Punch Brook Road 80
Debcin Company Inc. Stock in Ti-ade 1,440
Decato's Men's Wear, Stock in Trade 10,265
Decato, Ernest J. & Marion W., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 13,490
Personal Property 200
Decato, Inez L., L & B, 61 Beech St. 6,350
Defosses, Heirs of Beatrice A., L & B, Calef Hill Road 6,130
Defosses, Raymond N. & Claire L., L & B, Calef
Hill Road 6,460
Stock in Trade 255
L & B, Calef Hill Road 890
Defosses, Viola J., L & B, Hunt Ave. 540
Deguise, Gerard J. & Eva C, L & B, 151 Kendall St. 7,190
Dem-ers, Ai'thur P. & Aurelie M., L & B, 76 Thompson
Park 4,220
"Demers, Dominique G., Mobile Home & Land,
Hutchinson St. 1,570
Demers & Starkey, Imc, L & B, 56 South Main St. 5,510
L & B, 9-11 East Bow St. 9,120
Denish, Merton & Lillian, L & B, 260 Kendall St. 3,370
*Denoncour, Maurice P. & Theresa M., L & B,
155 Franklin St. 3,460
De Roche, Mark & PrisciUa D., L & B, Route 3A 2,780
Dery, Oscar D., L & B, 26 Highland Ave. 6,570
='Deshaies, Albert S. & Pauline E., L & B, 126
Railroad St. 4,270
Deshaies, CamiUe J. & Anna M., L & B, 104 Franklin St. 6,100
Deshaies, Eva, L & B, 21 West High St. 4.510
Deshaies, Mary F., L & B, 74-76 River St. 4,640
*Deshaies, Nestor & Eleanor M., L & B, 24 East High St. 2,250
Deshaies, Paul W. & Yvonne A., L & B, 76 Elkins St. 5,460
Desjardins, Heirs of Emma, L & B, 150-152 Franklin St. 11,020
Deslcges, Elia F. and Blanche Y. Gagne, L & B, 112
Winnipesaukee St. 4,530
*Desloges, Louis J. & Irene A., L & B, 90 River St. 3,110
Desnoyers, Andrew W. & Rita M., L & B, 70 Thomp-
son Park 4,570
DiaSoto, Marion St. Clair, L & B, Webster Ave. 2,780
Despin, Donald H. & Doris A., L & B, Robin St. 590
Desrochers, Anna & Florence, L & B, 130-132 Franklin St. 5,440
Desrochers, Heirs of Philip A, L & B, Daniell
St. (150 Railroad St.) 4,000
'Desrochers, Roger E. & Yvonne B., L & B, 25 Lib-
erty Ave. 6,500
L & B, 181 Franklin St. 5,640
Desrochers, Roland J. & Pauline M., L & B, 43 Grove
Street 4,400
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Dickinson, Heirs of Crawford E., L & B, 33 Ed-
wards St. 6,140
Dickinson. Elbert J. & Annie B., L & B, Pleasant St. 2,960
=! Dillon, William A., Jr. & Mildred M., L & B, 693
Central St. (1/2 House) 1,060
*Diinneen, Agnes C, L & B, New Hampton Road 820
Dion, Beth M., L & B, 11 Clark St. 5,270
Dion, Heirs of Emile J., Land, Sanborn St. 180
Dion, Eva M., L & B, 716 Central St. 5,430
Land, Kendall St. 210
='Dion, George E. & Martha, L & B, 52 Kendall St. 4,790
•Dion, James M. & Ethel, L & B, 11 Anderson ave.
& 60 Depot St 3,760
Dion, Lawrence N. & Bertha M., Land, Ward Hill
Road 500
Dion, Maurice A. & Lorraine E., L & B, New Hamp-
ton Road 965
Dionne, Richard, Mobile Home & Land, Sanborn St. 2,045
Personal Property 285
Dobosz, Veronica, L & B, New Hampton Road 6.680
Dodge, John D., Personal Property 410
"Dodge, John D., L & B, 137 Summit St. 4.785
*Dodge, Morris C, Jr. & Rosie E., L & B, 9 Oilman St. 1,690
Dodge, Morris C. & Annie E., L & B, 40 Summit St. 1,985
Dodge, Raymond G., L & B, 39 Summit St. 2,210
Doherty, Heirs of Margaret, L & B, 8 Ayles Court 3,510
Dcherty, William A. & Shirley S., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 2,685
L & B, Lake Shore Drive 9,720
Dole, Electa O., L & B. Babbitt Road 1,720
Dole, Mrs. George E., Land, Route 3A 90
Donegan, Herman N. & Dorothy S., L & B, 66 Free-
dom Drive 7,405
Donovan, William J. & Martha, L & B, 84 Sanborn St. 6,380
Personal Property 120
*Dorman, Percy R. & Caroline, L & B, 16 Spring St. 2,150
-Dorman, Rctoert W. & Theresa R., L & B, 31 Pros-
pect St. 2,460
& Ruby G, L & B, 31 & 33 Deax-
10.115
& Ruby G., Personal Property 50
, & Solange, L & B, Dearborn St. 7,480
Dorval, Raymond C, & Rita I., L & B, 22 River St. 3,070
Doucst, Clarina M., L & B, 35-37 Elkins St. 5,580
Doucet, Eloi J. & Marie L., L & B, 5 Aiken Ave. 6,710
Doucet, Gerard O. & Joan, L & B. 114 Franklin St. 6,770
Stock in Trade 3,175
Personal Property 200
Land, Franklin St. 120
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Dorval. Conrad
Doucet, Marie Ann & Claire M., L & B,15-19 Frank-
lin St. 8,320
•=Doucette, George A. & Corinne, L & B, 127 Salis-
bury St. 1.640
Doucette, Henry A. & Dora M., L & B, 14 Dana Court 960
Doucette, Kathleen M., L & B, South Main St. 2,350
-Doucette, Walter J. & Priscilla M., L & B, 79
Pearl St. 2,760
=:^Douphinett, Charles A., L & B, 99 Munroe St. 5,530
Land, Central St. 430
Douphinett, Heirs of Charles E., Land, 24 Edmunds St. 600
L & B, 16 Franklin St. 3,560
Douville, Richard & Dorothy, Mobile Home at Adams'
Trailer Park Webster St. 1,020
Douville, Wilfred & Alice, L & B, 7 Proctor St. 3,480
='Dow, Walter O. & Faye D., L & B, Clark St. 5,310
L & B, Lake Shore Drive 1,870
Downes, Howard O. & Audrey, L & B, Lawndale Road 2,925
Stock in Trade 300
Downes, Leonard E. & Rachel M., L & B, Webster
Lake Road 6,140
Personal Property 260
Drapeau, William J. & Marion Z., L & B, Victory Dr. 4,030
Draper, Lena, L & B, Webster Ave. 2,570
Drew, Heirs of Albert E., Land, Sturtevant St. 480
Driganti, Lena R., L & B, 25 Oak St. 7,090
Driscoll, E. May, Land, Corner Central & Lancas-
ter Sts. 600
Dubs, Alfred L. & Agnes M., L & B, New Hampton
Road 5,100
••Dube. Roland M. & Ellen L., L & B, Freedom Drive 5,260
=-Dubia, Richard D. & Claire R., L & B, 17 East
High St. 1,230
Dubois, Armand A.. Sr. & Marjorie D.. L & B, 44
Edwards St. 6,930
Dubois, Armand A., Sr. & Marjorie D., L & B, 31-33
Franklin St. 11,240
=^=Dubois, Armand A., Sr. & Marjorie D., L & B, 46
View St. 9,615
Dubois, Armand A., Sr. & Marjorie D., Land, Ed-
wards St. 50
^Dubois, Roland R. & Marjorie A., L & B, 11 Pine St. 3,595
Dubois, Roland R. & Marjorie A., Personal Prop-erty 500
Dubois, Walter E. & Irene E., L & B, 88 Pearl St. 5,100
Dubreuil, Gustave & Lorraine, Land, Riverview Drive 300
Dufault, Albert Mobile Home at Rowell's Trailer
Park, Calef Hill Rd. 770
Dufault, Virgina V. and M. June Dolloff, L & B.
Route 11 6,060
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Duffin, Joseph S., & Dorothy A., L & B, Robin St. 2,040
-Duffin, Joseph S., & Dorothy A., L & B, Oriole St. 2,845
Dufresne, Otis W., Inc., Stock in Trade 35,000
-Duhamel, Bertrande & Theresa M., L & B, 42 Rail-
road St. 2,160
Dumais, Lionel J. & Wladyslawa S., L & B, Racine St. 4,410
Dumais, Wladyslawa S., L & B, 26 West Bow St. 4,050
Dimcan, Arthur & Thelma, L & B, 25-27 Pearl St. 4,210
Dunford, Edward J. & Hazel K., L & B, 14 Carver St. 3,600
Dunlap, Heirs of George & Moneola, Land, Route 3A 60
Dunn, George H. & Frances E., L & B, 90-94 Pleas-
ant St. 4,000
-Dunn, Tsadore L. & Lorraine R., L & B, Patriot Ave. 5,320
*Durgin, Earl F. & Doris L., L & B, Lawndale Road 3,875
Durgin, Earl E. & Doris L., L & B, 181 Central St. 6,300
Stock in Trade 3,500
Durgin, Edward A. & Pauline, Mobile Home at La-
Branche's Trailer Park Range Road 630
Durgin, Florence O., L & B, Oriole St. 1,215
'Durgin, John & Arlene H., L & B, Smith HiU Road 3,430
Durgin, Raymond F. & Juliette, L & B, Robin St. 5,350
'Durgin, Raymond W. & Blanche A., L & B, Route
3A 1,530
Durham, Fred E., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 2,030
-Durham, Fred E., L & B, 34 Pleasant St. 5,180
Dussault, Alfred, L & B, Webster Ave. 3,640
Dussault, Clarence L. & Emma B., L & B, 83
Railroad St. 4,340
Dussault, Lucien & Ina, L & B, 195 Franklin St. 3,460
Dussault, Robert & Heirs of Fernande, L & B, 82
Thompson Park 3,270
'•'Dussault, Robert & Heirs of Fernande, L & B,
Webster Ave. 7,050
Dussault, Roger E. & Mira B., L & B, 131-133Pros-
pect St. 4,325
*Dustin, Leon L. & Marie T., L & B, Salisbury Road 5,330
Dustin, Martin W. & Joan B., L & B, 28 Pleasant St. 3,410
Dustin, Norman D. & Joan M., L & B, 182 West Bow
Street 5,270
-Dustin, Richard H., L & B, New Hampton Road 2,580
=^Dwyer, Edwin C. & Simone R., L & B, 35 Pearl St. 3,660
Dyer, John & Shirley, L & B, 53 Clark St. 6,590
Dyment, William G. & Muriel E.. L & B, Route 3A 3.300
Eastman, Edson C. Co., Stock in Trade 3,140
Eastman, Percy G., L & B, Salisbury Road 4,180
Eaton, Heirs of Harry A., L & B. 63 Edwards St. 7,630
Edgerly, Frank J. & Vera O., L & B, Route 3A 3,475
Edmunds, Helen D., L & B, 225-227 Franklin St. 6,460
Land, South of Route 11 600




Land, Pleasant St. (Leighton Field) 1,300
Edmunds, Ruth H., L & B, Route 11 14,145
E. E. Shoes, Inc., Stock in Trade 4,500
Electro Circuits, Inc., Stock in Trade 5.160
Personal Property (Machinery) 4,800
Elkins Realty Conp , L & B, 82 Elkins St. 16,100
Elliott, Alvin A. & Flora, L & B, 89 Pine St. 9,250
Land, Beech St. 480
Elliott Bros., Inc., L & B, 169 Central St. 8,910
Elliott, Clyde F. & Blandina M., L & B,104 Pearl St. 6,110
Elliott, Doris H.. L & B, 61 Victory Drive 9,310
L & B, Shore Webster Lake E/S 3,405
L & B, Webster Avenue E/S 5,650
L & B, Webster Lake E/S 2,500
Elliott, Roger A. & Beatrice C, L & B, Webster Ave. 12,180
*Emerson, George C. & Beraice P., L & B, Dear-
born St. 3,850
^Emerson, Lloyd C, L & B, 140 Chestnut St. No Tax
==Emerson, Raymond L., Sr. L & B, Salisbury Road 4,550
Bldg., Punch Brook Rd. on land of B. Prescott 180
*Emery, Bernard C. & Virginia P., L & B, Victory
Drive 2,300
Emery, Daniel W., Jr. Bldg. Smith HUl Road on
land of Emery, Sr. 150
Emei-y, Daniel W., Sr. & Lillian R., L & B, Smith
Hill Road 1,390
Engdahl, Otto W. & Doris V., Land, S/S New Bos-
ton Road 300
England, Jennie A., L & B, South Main St. 14,935
Stock in Trade 450
Ernest, Glenn & Dorothy A., Mobile Home & Land,
41 Beaton St. 3,760
Evans, Donald B. & Barbara V., L & B, Salisbury
Road 4,660




Fairbank, John K. & Wilina C, L & B, New Boston
Road 2,400
Fales, Donald E., & Marjorie N., Mobile Home &
Land, Lincoln St. 2,455
Fanning, Lula G., L & B, Route 11 2,325
Farmer, Heirs of Charles A., L & B, Hutchinson St. 10,640
L & B, Rear 403 North Main St. 1,430
Farmer, Charles B. & Mary A., Land, Hutchinson
St. & Bond St. 1,290
Stock in Trade 50
Restaurant Bldgs., & Bldg. & Land, Route 3A 8,395
Mobile Home, Bond Street 1,140
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Parnsworth, Bernice B., L & B, 179 East Bow St. 5,730
•Farnum, Clifton R. & Blanche O., L & B, 49 Pine St. 4,870
Farnum, Roy A. & Marion M., L & B, Victory Drive 4,320
Fell, Daniel, L & B, Route 11 7,020
Personal Property 260
Fernandes, Manuel & Frances, L & B, Robin St. 1,200
Fernandez, Carlos B. & Lydia A., L & B, Duffy St. 7,290
Fessenden, Howard P. & Eleanor D., L & B, Sand
Hill Road 4,640
-Fielden, Clarence B. & Hazel D., L & B, 274 Victory
Drive 9,635
Fife, Clarence L., L & B, South Main St. 13,145
"Fife, Clarence L., Personal Property (Neat Stock) 5,060
Fillion, Richard L. & Janet, L & B, 103-105 West
Bow St. 4,500
L & B, 25 Russell St. 4,560
Fillion, Richard L., Land, Montgomery Road 90
-Finley, John C. & Aiiene T., L & B, 669 Central St. 2,850
L & B, -61 South Main St. 10,870
Finnigan, James & Madeline, Mobile Home at
Smith's Trailer Park Noi'th Main St. 1,940
=^Fish, Lyle W. & Edith H., L & B, 60 Lancaster St. 3,530
-Fisher, WilUam B. & Margaret, L & B, 72 Pine St. 4,170
Fitts, Russell, Land, Giles Pond Road 30
Flanagan, Patrick J. & Marie Y., L & B, 293 Vic-
tory Drive 8,740
Flavor-Fresh of Franklin, Inc., Stock in Trade 2,220
Fleming, Belle R., L & B, Salisbury St. 5,030
Fleury, Alphee & Mertie, L & B, Davis St. 5,480
=-Fleury, Richard J. & Claire I., L & B, Wood St. 3,620
Land, Wood St. 430
Florence, Ralph E. & Barbara E., L & B, Giles
Pond Road 5,585
-Fogg, Donald F. & Melba E., L & B, 199 Sanborn St. 1,400
Fogg, Lucian H. & Alice J., L & B, Route 11 1,300
L & B, 26 Pemigewasset St. 3,100
Forand, Gerard L. & Isabelle, L & B, 430 Central St. 31,530
Stock in Trade 8,550
L & B, Webster Lake 11,590
Ford, Annis H., L & B, Pleasant St. 5,020
Ford, Harry M. & Eleanor L., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 7,260
Ford, Isabel A., L & B, Webster Ave. 2,190
Forest, Donat, L & B, 24-26 River St. 4,440
*Porest, Joseph & Constance, L & B, 171 East Bow St. 3,810
Fortier, Henry & Eunice, Land, Lark St. 360
Portier, Kenneth S. & Eleanor F., L & B, Lake
Shore Drive 3,940
Personal Property 50
Foster, Arthur M. & Lillian, L & B, 21 Clark St. 4,975
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Fowler, George G. & Grace A., L & B. Route 3A 4,245
Fowler, Zelma C, L & B, 71 Gilman St. 3,970
Fox, Norman G. & Ruth, L & B, Wood St. 3,370
Fox, Norman, Stock in Trade 200
Franklin Auto Supply, Inc., L & B, 30 Franklin St. 6,250
L & B, 175 Central St. 12,330
Stock in Ti-ade 21,310
Franklin Buildings, Inc., L & B, Cor. Central St. &
No. Main St. 29,875
L & B, 19 North Main St. 3,750
Land, Pleasant St. 730
Franklin Co-Operative Bank, L & B, 354 Central St. 24,910
Land, Lake Shore Drive 600
Franklin Developments, Inc., L & B, 45 Tannery St. 51,630
Land, Near Webster Valve 1,440
Franklin Furniture Co., Stock in Trade 2,000
Franklin Home for the Aged Association, L & B, 14
Peabody Place 9,060
Franklin, Jeremiah & Rose, L & B, 650 Central St. 4,050
L & B, 665 Central St. 780
Franklin Lodge B. P. O. E. No. 1280, L & B, 190-192
Central St. 21,700
Franklin Meat Packing Co., Stock in Trade 4,200
Franklin National Bank, L & B, 377 Central St. 46,665
Franklin Pharmacy, Stock in Trade 3,000
Franklin Savings Bank, L & B,383-387 Central St. 99,895
Franklin Savings Bank, L & B, 188 So. Main St. 29,260
Franklin Super Market Inc., The Grand Union Co.,
Stock in Trade 45,000
Franklin Wholesale Mart, Inc., L & B, Route 3A 8,610
Fraser, Duncan A. & Madeline M., L & B, Salis-
bury St. 5,630
Land, Salisbury St. 1,050
Fredette, Heirs of Edmond. L & B, 14 Railroad St. 2,950
Fredette, Ernest H. & Jane L., L & B, 177 Pleasant
Street 5,720
-Freeman, John J. & Cecile B., L & B, 38 Park St. 4,230
^French, Allan L. & Dorothy F., L & B, 198 Pros-
pect St. 4,440
French, Charles W. & Edith J., L & B, Giles Pond Road 2,835
Land, GUes Pond Road 50
'Trench, Cyrus A. & Mildred W., Mobile Home &
Land, Lake Ave. 920
'^Treuich, Frank J. & Marjorie B., L & B, 178 West
Bow St. 1,570
'French, James L. & Verna M., L & B, Route 3A 1,720
French Radio Shop, Inc., Stock in Trade 300
French, Robert F. & Sally A., L & B, Rowell Drive 6.420
L & B, 69 Freedom Drive 4,860
•Frew, Arthur O. & Winnifred, L & B, 236 North
127
Main St. 1,860
L & B, 57 GUman St. 3,955
Froise, Robert A., Land, Lark St. 250
^Prost, Maurice H., Jr. & Nancy R., L & B ,South
Prospect St. 6,350
*Fuller, Clark S. & Joan P., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 6,885
Personal Property 170
**Fuller, John H. & Helen M., L & B, 160 View St. 7,540
L & B, 55 Central St., & Rear 55 Central St. 10,700
Fuller, Katherine E., L & B, 65 Freedom Drive 5,920
*Furlong, Walter B. & Gloria P., L & B, Route 3
A
1,480
Gadrow, Louis A., L & B, 26 Oak St. 5,710
-Gagne, Armand A. & Imelda S.. L & B, 58 Clark St. 3,870
Gagne, George E. & Yvonne, L & B, 64 Franklin St. 5,280
L & B, 93 Franklin St. 5,620
Land, Webster Avenue 490
L & B, Webster Ave. 4,190
*Gagne, Marion E., L & B, 40 Spring St. 3,800
Gagne, Richard P. & Pauline P., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 1,960
Personal Property 240
Gagne, Heirs of Robert E., L & B, 38 Orchard St. 5,850
Gagnon, Lillian A., Land, Symonds Terrace 120
Gagnon, Zepherin & Diana, L & B, 609 Central St. 3,440
Gabagan, Mary and Heirs of Theresa Chase and
Agnes Nelson, L & B, 34 Chestnut St. 4,780
'Gale, Bernard, Jr. & Doreen, Mobile Home at Le-
Branche's Trailer Park Range Road 730
Gamache, Roger, Personal Property 170
Gamache, Willibert H., Land, Giles Pond Road - Mt.
View Park 20
Gardner, Walter C, Land. Huse Pasture 90
Garland, Catherine M., L & B, Route 11 2,500
Garneau, Albert G. Co., Inc., L & B, Thompson St. 23,040
Stock in Trade 15,760
Personal Property 900
Garneau, Albert G. & Eugenia, L & B, Off CaiT St. 7,770
Garneau, Albert J. L & B, 64 Thompson Park 4,760
G'arneau, Andrew J. & Julia W., L & B, 11 Freedom
Drive 7,640
Garneau, Eugenia, Land, Elkins St. 60
'^'Garnett, John & Margaret, L & B, Oriole St. 920
Gas Service, Inc., Land, Bldgs., Lines, Etc. 47,400
='=Gassett, Clayton & Claire M., L & B, 42-46 Terrace Rd. 3,500
Land, Ferncliff Road 275
Gassett, Pauline, Mobile Home at LaBranche's Trail-
er Park, Range Rd. 2,050
Gaudette, Laura E., L & B, 33-39 Grove St. 6,190
Land, Woodrow Ave. 160




Gauthier, Alma & Rosanna and Aurore & Beatrice
Gauthier, L & B, 147 Franklin St. 4,430
Gauthier, Ernest J., L & B, 73 Elkins St. 3,730
Gauthier, Lawrence & Irene, L & B, 63 East Bow St. 4,930
Gauthier, Peter A. & Lucille A., L & B, 19 Pine St. 5,080
Gauthier, Raymond C. & Yvette, L & B, 27 Chest-
nut St. 5,410
*Geider, William W. & Helena, L & B, 311 Victory
Drive 6,170
Geiler, Heirs of Herbert W., L & B, 98 Pleasant St. 3,830
Gerlarneau, Frank A. & Mary D., L & B, 66 Lancas-
ter St. 4,360
Germain, Viateur D. & Darquise E., L & B, Route 3A 4,510
Geroux, Ruth M., L & B, Lawndale Ave. 4,180
Gerry, Nellie A. & Barbara L., L & B, 28 Maple Square 6,630
Gerthe, Fred M. & Elizabeth L., L & B, 21 Edwards St. 6,700
Gignac, George M. & Beatrice O., L & B, 84 No.
Main St. 45,090
L & B, 80 No. Main St. 13,760
Giguere, Joseph A. & Mary F., L & B, 24 Russell St. 2,540
^Gilbert, Arthur L. & Helen L., L & B, 297 Victory
Drive 4,470
Gilbert, Richard E. & Jeannette M., L & B, 115, 119 1/2
121 1/2 Franklin St. 7,500
Gilbreth, Robert M. & Barbara F., L & B, 4 Pleas-
ant St. 8,030
Land, Prospect St. 530
'^Gilchrist, Maurice F. & Katherine Y., L & B, 14
Park St. 5,610
Gilchrist, ITieordore Y. & Martha P., L & B, 59 Free-
dom Drive 9,160
Personal Property 155
Gile's Dairy, Inc., L & B, 847 Central St. 2,490
Restaurant & Milk Plant & Land, Central St. 73,570
Stock in Trade 2,000
Gile, Inza H., L & B, Route 11 9,510
L & B, South Prospect St. 11,940
Gile Realty, Inc., L & B, Central St. 44,655
Gile, Stanley C. & Frances L., L & B, 25 Highland Ave. 6,790
Stock in Trade 1,560
Gill, Thomas C. & Pearl J., L & B, 51 Beech St. 7,780
Personal Property 100
Gillin, HeniT F., L & B, South Main St. 5,665
Gilman, Alice Mary, Land & Garage, Between Ayles
Ct. & RR Track 290
L & B, 42-44 Franklin St. 11,150
Gilman, Leola D., L & B, Forest St. 510
L & B, 11 Forest St. 3,460
^Gilman, Marshall G. & Ruth I., L & B, 3 Duffy St. 6,245
Gilman, M. S. Building, South Main St. 1,140
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stock in Trade 1,980
Oilman, Mildred S., Land, Smith HUl Road 90
Oilman, Richard O. & Louisa F., L & B, 363-365 No.
Main St. 5,380
Oilman, Robert B. & Karen, L & B, 21 Carver St. 5,920
Oilman, Wiggin S. & Olive F., L & B, 24 West Bow St. 4,000
^^^Gilpatric, Melvin H. & Couronna B., L & B, Route 3
A
1,870
Oilpatric, Verton J. & Virene M., L & B, Salisbury Rd. 4,560
OUson, Malcolm & Thelma, L & B, Victory Drive 1,885
Oionet, Joseph A. & Oermaine O., L & B, Route 11 6,650
Oirard, Alfred M. & Bertha M., L & B, 9 View St. 5,165
Oirard, Arthur H. & Jeanne V., L & B, 16 Indepen-
dence Ave. 6,725
Oiroux, Thomas D. & Myrna L & B, 18 Beech St. 4,765
Ohnes, Joseph H. & Doris, L & B, 25 East Bow St. 2,900
Olines, Mabel A., L & B, 84 Valley St. ,1,285
Glines, Silas J., Jr., L & B, 171 Kendall St. 1,820
-Olines, wmiam H., Sr. & Oladys M., L & B, 7-9 An-
derson Ave. 1,320
*01oddy, Earl N. & Lucille M., L & B, 12 East High St. 2,400
Olover, Reginald & Joan, Mobile Home on Land of
Theodore Morrell, Prospect St. 1,620
Oodfrey, Barbara L., L & B. Webster Ave. 7,870
Oodfrey, James B., Land, Lake Ave. E/S 1,035
Personal Property 140
Land, Lark St. E/S 625
Ooings, Forest, L & B, Salisbury Rd. 3,620
Oonio, Flora C, L & B. 33 Russell St. 3,280
='Oooch, Caroline B., L & B, Kidder Ave. No Tax
Ooodearl, Robert & Alice, L & B, Terrace
Road 4,175
Ooodfellow, John B. & Ida M., L & B, Mt. View Park 1,475
Ooodsell, Franklin & Adena, L & B, Oiles Pond 2,045
Ooodsell, Franklin, Jr. & Eileen, L & B, O'iles Pond 940
Ooss, W. Earle & Oladys W., L & B, Webster Ave. 3,220
Personal Property 120
L & B, 109 Prospect St. 7,550
Oosselin, Cleophe, L & B, 13 East High St. 4,825
-Oosselin, Raymond W. & Rita, L & B, 62 Maple Square 3,530
Oosselin, Richard E. & Joan M., L & B, 16 Edgewood
Street 5,910
Oould, Heirs of Hiram or Mrs. John, L & B, Route 11 410
• Oove, Warren A. & Jeanne R., L & B, 119 Sanborn St. 1,995
*Ooyette, Albert D., L & B, 108 Pearl St. 2,640
*Ooyette, Richard A. & Margaret P., L & B, 151 Pearl
Street 5,910
Oraham, Harold M. & Annette M., L & B, 601 Cen-
tral St. 2,970
*Oranger, Maurice H. & Marjorie P., L & B, Wood
Street 730
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Granite State Associates, Land, Victory Drive, Also
Riverview Park 540
^Grant, Daniel T., L & B, Route 11 1,740
-Grant, Donald E. & Marjorie K., L & B, 30 Beaton St. 6,370
Grant, Hennan K., L & B, 14 Gerrish St. 1,600
Graton, Milton & Doris, Land, Fair St. 1,100
Gravison, Harold G. & Beiyl E., L & B, 38 Pemige-
wasset St. 1,810
Gray, Mary, L & B, Robin St. 785
Greeley, Steplien A., L & B, 26 Pleasant St. 3,290
Green, Charles & Ethel, Mobile Home at LaBran-
che's Trailer Park, Range Rd. 2,040
Green, Robert B. & Annie, Mobile Home at French
Trailer Park, Lake Ave. 2,180
Green, Ruth B., L & B, Webster Lake 6,130
Greene, Edward F. & Beatrice G., L & B, Webster
Birthplace Road 975
^Greene, Kenneth G. & Eva, L & B, Range Road 440
Greenv/ood, Williaim M. & Eileen P., L & B, Route
3A 2,170
Gregg, Heirs of Edward W., Sr., L & B, 95 Mum-oe St. 3,975
Gregg Typewi'dter Service, Inc., Stock in Trade 4,500
*Gregoire, Rudolph C, L & B, Cor. Circuit St. &
Glenwood Ave. 1,510
Grevior, Archie, L & B, Off Webster Ave. 2,640
Grevior, Nathan, Old Theatre Bldg, & Land,Ocin-
tral St. 7,080
L & B, 444 Central St. 25,440
Stock in Ti-ade 24,000
Griffin, Charles S. & Esther L., L & B, Mum-oe St. 2,420
Land, Munroe St. 160
Griffin Drug Co., Stock in Trade 9,760
Griffin, Esther D., L & B, Webster Lake 5,320
Personal Property 40
L & B, Myrtle Ave. 11,640
Griffin, G. W. Co., L & B, Memorial St. W/S 82,070
Stock in Trade 48,630
L & B, Memorial St. W/S Old Ai-mory 17,940
^Griffin, Robert H. & Cecile P., L & B, 56 Sanborn St. 3,350
Grossman's of N. H., Inc., L & B, Off New Hampton
Road *Waverly Acres 2,205
Grove, John L., L & B, Webster St. E/S 4,015
Land, Webster St. N./S 300
Personal Property 140
Land, Webster St. S/S 1,800
Land, Webster St. W/S 210
Grover, Viola M., L & B, New Boston Road 3,920
*Grzelak, Edward J. & Evieiyn L., L & B, 58 Pine St. 3,880
Personal Property 70
*Grzelak, Joseph F., Jr. & Irene, L & B, 24 Elm Ave. 4,890
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Grzelak, Josephine & Josef and Louis & Stefania
Boczkala, L & B, 49, 49 1/2, 51, 53, 53 1/2 West
Bow St. 9,580
Guay, Albert B. & Marion A., L & B, 601 South Main St. 23,590
Quay, Edmund J. & Jeannette M., L & B, South
Main St. 7,035
Personal Property 260
Guay's Garage, Inc. So. Main St., Stock in Trade 15,365
Personal Property 660
Guay, Robert J., L & B, South Main St. 8,070
Guay, Ruth G., L & B, 138 Salisbury St. 3,420
L & B, 14-18 North Main St. 11,140
Stock in Trade 1,750
Guay Walter W., L & B, Salisbury St. 7,440
Guay. Walter W. & Pierrette M., L & B, So Pros-
pect St. 21,690
Gulf Oil Coi-p., L & B, 168 Central St. 18,790
Personal Property 2,310
Gut, Josephine, L & B, 72 West Bow St. 2,450
*Gut, Philip J. & Jeannette L., L & B, 86 Terrace Road 4,290
*Gyure, Ernest & Ruth K., L & B, 57 Pine St. 4,580
Hackett, Kenrick W., Land, South Main St. 12,385
Hagan, Arthur J. & Mary Ann, Land, Salisbury St. 650
L & B, 105 Salisbury St. 4,310
Hall, Uiric E. & Marion C, Land, Davis St. 450
L & B, 188 Pleasant St. 4,380
Hallstrom, Helen C, Trailer, on Land of Mrs. Mary
Pinney 1,440
Hammond, Heirs of Alice W., L & B, 71 Pine St. 6,010
L & B, Webster Ave. 2,390
Hammond, James W., Stock in Trade 480
Hammond, John L. & Florence L., L & B, Victory Dr. 5,780
Hammond, William G., L & B, 12 Carver St. 3,990
*Hanchett, Gordon H. & Janet L., L & B, 124 Pros-
pect St. 7,840
=:Hanks, Claude E. & Ruby B., L & B, 33 Beaton St. 5,920
*Hanks, Lawrence F. & Cecile J., L & B, 70 Clai'k St. 6,580
Hanley, Ethel, L & B, 25-27 School St. 4,200
Hannan, Joyce H., L & B, 13 Spring St. 4,380
• Hannan, Robert B., Sr. & Hazel M., L & B, 90 Pearl St. 3,120
Hanson, Charles & Henrietta, Mobile Home, Lake
Shore Drive 600
Harbour, Joseph W. & Lorraine E., L & B, Colby Ave. 3,540
Harlow, Emily, L & B, 20 South Sulloway St. 8,650
Harold's Gulf Station, Stock in Trade 1,250
Harrington, Ernest A. & Susan B., L & B, New
Hampton Road 5,210
*Haw-is, Earl W., L & B, 154 Pleasant St. 3,260
Harris, Theresa M., L & B, New Hampton Road 2,070
Harvey, Thomas F. & Roberta M., L & B, 75 Free-
dom Drive 6,570
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Havey, Hem-y N. & Phyllis E., L & B, 25 Glory Ave. 5,650
*Hawthorne, Leslie C. & Cecile, L & B, 98 Elkins St. 3,560
Hawthorne Mildred B., L & B, 196 Pleasant St. 5,170
L & B, Davis St. 360
Hawthorne, Murray D. & Rata M., L & B,69 TeiTace
Road 3,850
Land, Terrace Road 660
*Hawthorne, wniiam & Beatrice, L & B, Salisbury Rd. 3,880
=^Hayden, Eleanor A., L & B, 120 West Bow St. 2,710
LAND & B. 698 Central St. 440
L & B, 222 North Main St. 2,870
L & B, 13 Maple St. 7,790
L & B, 95-97 West Bow St. 4,170
L & B. 35 East Bow St. 4,540
Land & Bldg. - Mt. View Park 740
Land, Mt. View Pai-k 520
Hayes, Leonard D., L & B, Route 11 3,610
Haynes, Guy S. & Barbara S., L & B, 99 Prospect St. 5,990
Hazen, Howard E. & Shirley, Land, Rowell Drive 540
Healey, Edward W. & Esther C, L & B, 174 Pleas-
ant St. 6,660
Stock in Trade 8,250
Heath, 'Cora Mae, L & E, South Main St. 3,150
*Heath, Edwin H. & Thelma M., L & B, 22 Pemige-
wasset St. 1,230
Heath, Edwina I., L & B,n Webster St. 3.470
Heath, Marshall W. & Cecile, L & B, 64 North Main St. 2,690
=^Heath, Wilfred R. & Rita M., L & B, 18 Highland Ave. 3,150
Hebert, Armand L. & Beverly J., L & B,42 Chestnut St. 7,590
Hebert, Bertha & Blanche, 558 Central St. 5,410
*Hebert Edward H. & Emma L., L & B, 9 Maple St. 3,940
*Hebert, Ernest R. & Cecile, L & B, 165 Franklin St. 2,820
*Hebert, Jacques P. & Rita A., L & B, 22 Oak St. 2,860
Hebert, Lydia M., L & B, Victory Drive 5,420
Hebert Mfg. Co., Inc., L & B, Central & Willow St. 7,365
Land, Calef Hill Ro^ad 475
Land, Calef Hill Road 700
*Hebert, Marcel J. & Wanda B., L & B, 41 Terrace Rd. 4,390
Hebert, Oscar, Hebert, Edward, *Hebert, Maurice
L & B, 123 Franklin St. 4,480
*Hebert, Oscar J. & Alexina T., L & B, 15-17 High-
Land Ave. 4,860
Hebert, Raymond A., Personal Property 60
*Hebert, Raymond & Cecile, L & B, Ci'oss Road 2,155
Hebert, Roger C, Jennie F., L & B, VictoiT Drive 7,350
-Hebert, Roland E. & Yvonne B., L & B, 56 Park St. 2,960
Hebert, Violet, L & B, 546 Central St. 8,430
Heiser, George C. & Helen D., L & B, 42 Myrtle Ave. 7,575
Hemeon, Henry L. & Olive F., L & B, 2 Kidder Ave. 5,210
Land, Kidder Avenue 890
Hemeon, Lawrence W. & Joyce L & B, 1 Kidder Ave. 4,020
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^Hemming, George T., L & B, Salisbury Road 3,000
Hemstock, Joseph B., L & B, 25 Ayles Court 6450
L & B, 411-411 1/2 Central St. 2,520
*Hersey, Eva V., L & B, 23-29 Franklin St. 6,420
*Hewitt, John C. & Kathleen S., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 3,010
Personal Property 280
Heyer, Walter G. & Evelyn C, L & B, 321 Victory
Drive 10,380
Hill, Anna and Esther S. Harris, Land, East Pleas-
ant St. 195
*Hill, Clarence D. & Elinor A., L & B, South Pros-
pect St. 70
Hill, John, W., L & B, New Hampton Road 8,100
Land, New Hajnpton Road 150
L & B, New Hampton Road 860
Hinds, Fred A., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 9,700
*Hinds, Robert C. & Joan F., L & B, 119 East Bow St. 6,270
Hinds, Robert C. & Joan F., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 3,610
Hines, Leonard F. &Margaret, L & B, Lawndale Rd. 5,605
*Hines, Leonard R. & Rita B., L & B, Laxon St. 3,820
Personal Property 215
Hingston, Edna E., L & B, Webster Lake Road 6,080
Hii-d, Helen, L & B, 89 Prospect St. 5,620
Land, Off South Prospect St. 630
* Hoadley,William G. & Gertrude E., L & B, Carr St. 1,560
Hodgdon, Heirs of Albert S., L & B, 172 South Main St. 3,630
*Hcdgdon, Charles E. and Florence, L & B, 14 School St. 3,380
Hodgdon, Clifton J. L & B, Babbitt Road 5,845
L & B, 19-23 Pearl St. 7,560
*Hodgdon, Richard E. & Alice H., L & B, 736 Cen-
tral St. 3,575
Hogan, John A.. Land, Ward Hill Road 180
Holden, Cecil & Lorraine T.. L & B, 60 North Main St. 2.970
Holmes, Robert E. & Mary C, L & B, Webster Ave. 6,840
Hornans, Merton B., Ti'ailer on Land of Julian Buczy-
nski, Victory Drive 480
=-=Horman, James B. & Catherine M., L & B, 137 Pi'os-
pect St. 5,270
Hornig, Karolina M.. L & B, Route No. 3A 3,100
= Hosmer, Clarence S., L & B, Laxon St. 1,040
Hosmer, Gaylord D. & Lucille G.. L & B. 62 Pine St. 7,570
Hosmer, Lloyd R. & Barbara C, L & B, 678 Central
Street 6,120
-Houle, Roger E. & Marie A., L & B, 61 West Bow St. 2,850
Howard, Herbert F. & Ceiinda E., L & B, Souith
Main St. 2,550
Howard, M. Aima, L & B. Lake Shore Drive 6,200
Land, Route 11 315
^lioward, Walter P., Jr. & Lucille M., L & B, 177
Victory Drive 8,685
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Hoyt, Albert, Land, Off Route 11 60
*Hoyt, Robert C. & Marjorie M., L & B, 29 Thomi>-
son Park 3,000
Hoyt, Robert T. & Frances R., L & B, 82 Orchard St. 4,740
L & B, 178 Pleasant St. 5,600
Huckins, Pauline I., L & B, 53 Pleasant St. 4,290
Hudson Door Mfg. Co., Inc., L & B. Range Road 103,740
Stock in Trade 138,000
Hueber. Maurice A., Land, Off Salisbury Road 630
Hull, Herbert E., Land, New Hampton Road 330
Humble Oil Refining Company, Personal Property 1,980
L & B, Central St. 12,835
Humphrey, James A. & Stuart A., L & B, North
Main St. 6,620
Stock in Trade 3,900
Land, Corner Carver & No. Main Sts. 970
Hunt, Leslie & Mary, L & B, Oriole St. 910
-Hunt, Robert A. & C. Theresa, L & B, 38 Pearl St. 2,630
Hunter, Guy W. & Claire A., L & B, Route 11 3,400
=-Hunter, Harold R. & Juliette L., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 3,980
L & B, Lake Shore Drive 3,070
Cabins, Lake Shore Drive 2,975
Huntoon, Harley F. & Jeannette L., L & B, 97 East
Bow St. 3,000
Huntoon, Wilfred, Stock in Trade 360
=-Hurd, Benjamin, Jr., L & B, 2 East High St. 3,190
Hurd, Charles & Marilyn, Trailer, On Land of
Richard Nowell, Hutchinson St. 2,195
Hurlbutt, Alvin F., Jr. & Frances, L & B, 73 View St. 6,700
Hutchins, Ellison & Carolyn, Land & Mobile Home, Sal-
isbury St. 2,150
Hutchins, Jennie, L & B, 26-28 South Main St. 3,380
Ingram, Albert W. & Virginia R., L & B. 220 South
Main St. 8,160
Ingram, Albert W. & Virginia R., L & B, 19-21
Pemigewasset St. 2,230
Innes, Archie K. & Ethel W., L & B, 52 Beech St. 6,110
lona Savings Bank, L & B, 66 View St. 8,060
Jack's Restaurant & Drive-In, Stock in Trade 100
Jackman, Florence A., L & B, 32 Depot St. 3,900
Jackman, Walter P. & Marion C, L & B, Punch
Brook Road 180
Jackson, Heirs of Andrew, L & B, Route 3A 690
Jackson, Gladstone & Viola, L & B, Off Carr St. 4,330
-Jacobs, Frederick O. & Madeline F., L & B, 81
Peari St. 3,410
Jalbert, Alfred J. & Odile, L & B, 34-36 Elkins St. 5,490
Jalbert, Flora, L & B, 14-16 Elkins St. 5,690
Jangro, John & Valerie, L & B, 18 Auburn St. 6,220
Jansusz, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene, L & B, Oriole St. 1,380
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Jarvis, Lawrence F. & Florence M., L & B, 928
Central St. 5,810
Jean, Heirs of Filicien V., L & B, South Main St. 3,150
Jennings, William & Edith, Land, Smiling Hill Road 300
Jennings, William S. & Edith and James A. & Sar-
ah M. Lester, L & B, Smiling Hill Road 2,360
Jenny Mfg. Co., L & B, 107 South Main St. 9,970
Stock in Trade 900
Jewell, Harry G. & Daisy Y., L & B, Webster Ave. 3,220
Jillson, Howard E. & Edna L., L & B, 8 Cheney St. 4,220
Johnson, Agnes M., L & B, 73 Franklin St. 4,410
^^^Johnson, Arlene D., L & B, 97 Sanborn St. 2,280
Johnson, Barbara & Philip, Land, Ward Hill Road 70
Johnson, Dorothy A., L & B, Webster Lake 34,500
L & B, Route 11 W/S 7,490
Land Route 11 120
Land, Route 11 W/S 720
*Johnson, Eugene & Severine, L & B, Woodrow Ave. 460
*Jchnson, Francis E. & Genevietve M., L & B, Vic-
tory Drive 5,840
•^•Johnson, Margaret F., L & B, Lark St. 3,880
Johnson, Peter, Stock in Trade 480
Johnson, Peter & Mildred C., L & B, 156-158 North
Main St. 5,400
*Jones, Colin S. Jr. & Helen C, L & B, Circuit St. 4,140
Jones, Colin S., Sr. Land, Route 3
A
535
Land, Off Route 3
A
180
L & B, Nelson St. 980
Personal Property 500
Jones, Gertrude, L & B 85 Pleasant St. 5,740
L & B, 260 North Main St. 7,240
Jordan, Roy L., Land, Duffy St. 710
LaJid, Duffy St. 740
Jordan,Walter F. & Frances E., L & B, Morrill Court 3,305
Personal Property 130
Journal - Transcript, Inc., L & B, 401-405 Central St. 33,250
Stock in Trade 2,940
L & B, 315 Victory Drive 6,060
*Jowders, Charles W. & Barbara, L & B, 48 Highland
Ave. 5,260
*Joyal, Alfred J. & Valeda G., L & B, 5 Elkins St. 2,920
=^^Joyal, Armiand E. & Gloria M., L & B, 20 Pleasant St. 3,700
-Joyal, Gerard E. & Beverly M., L & B, 126 West
Bow St. 4.380
Joyce, Raymond A., L & B, 24 Edmunds St. 2,980
Land, Edmunds St. 90
Jubert, David, Trust, L & B, Thompson Park 3,370
Land, 153 Thompson Park 100
Juibert, Heirs of Genevieve, Land, 153 Thompson Park 100
Judkins, Louis E. Land, East Pleasant St. 330
Judkins, Maude E. L & B, East Pleasant St. 5,310
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Judkins, Nahum & Blanche, L & B, 56 Salisbury St. 1,9S5
Jursa, Adolf S. & Alta Stopford, L & B, South Main St. 4,950
Jurta, John P. & Margaret, L & B, Lake Shore Drive 4,830
K M H Corporation, Land, North Main St. 1,330
K M H Corporation, Garage & Land, Memorial St. 3,880
Kaytee Hosiery Mill, Inc., Stock In Ti-ade 12,000
Machinery 10,280
Kearsarge Mtn. Boys, L & B, Off Lake Shore Drive 880
^Keating, Bertha S. & Michael J., L & B, 67 Elkins St. 3,380
^Keating, Thomas J. & Edna M., L & B, 7 Pearl PI. 2,340
Keeigan, Alfreda S., L & B, 28-30 West Bow St. 10,760
Keegan, John & Mary, L & B,421^29 Central St. 15,940
Stock in Trade 16,800
L & B, 54 Franklin St. 4,950
Keegan, Ruby W., L & B, 102 Pine St. 5,520
Kelley, Heu's of Cora B., L & B, Webster St. 1,870
Kelley, Bernice D., L & B, Lawndale Road 4,200
=^^K)elley, Claude, L & B, Webster St. 200
Kelley, Daniel H. & Sandra J., L & B, 261 Noi-th
Main St. 2,940
Kelley, Heirs of Elmer, L & B, 69-71 Prospect St. 3,230
Kelley, Evan M., & Lloyd, L & B, East Pleasant St. 1,480
Kelley, Evan M., & Lloyd, Land, So. Prospect St.
(Stelle Land) 2,980
Kelley, Evan M., & Lloyd, L & B, So. Prospect St. 8,620
*Kelley, Evan M., & Lloyd, Personal Property
(Neat Stock) 1,100
=•=Kelley, Evan M., & Lloyd, Personal Property (Poul-
try) No Tax
L & B, 71-73 West Bow St. 2,980
L & B, 65 Lancaster St. 1,460
L & B,65 Prospect St. 2,715
L & B, 67 Prospect St. 2,015
Kelley, J. Lloyd & Evan M., L & B, 71 Sanborn St. 3,070
L & B,202 Sanborn St. 1,720
L & B, 31 Spring St. 4,160
Kelley, Gordon, Personal Property 50
*Kelley, Horace A., L & B, Salisbury Road 4,950
*KeUey, Howard R., L & B, Salisbury Road 5,670
Kelley, James W. & Elizabeth L., L & B,71 South
Main St. 3,910
Kelley, Lloyd, L & B, Route 3A 2,070
Kelley, Mildred E., Land, South Prospect St. 120
Kelley, Richard E. Jr. Land, Smith Hill Road 120
Kelley, Robert S., L & B, Salisbury Road 5,035
^:^Kelley, William N., L & B, Smith Hill Road No Tax
Keniston, Elmer G. & Marion W., L & B, 27 Nelson St. 3,860
Keniston, Heirs of Etta B., L & B, Route 11 7,070
Keniston, John W. & Beveily E., L & B, 14 Indepen-
dence Ave. 5,390
Kenney, Richard F. & Dorothy F., L & B, 318 Vic-
tory Drive 5,470
Personal Property 110
Kent, Reginald W. & Elsie E., L & B, 7 Liberty Ave. 6,170
Kenway, Helen M., L & B, Sand Hill Road 23,620
Kerr, William & Mae P., L & B, Webster Ave. 7,280
L & B, 230 South Main St. 8,050
Kerrigan, James F. & Mary M., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 7,160
^Kerrigan, Mrs. John J., L & B, 605 Central St. 2,170
Keyes, Gerald W., Land, Oriole St. 295
Keyes, Regina M., L & B, Oriole St. 1,495
*Keyser, Etta M., L & B, Route 11 1,240
Keyser, Ralph & Geraldine B., L & B, Salistoury St. 1,520
Kidder, Ai-thur J. & Doris M., L & B,25 Auburn St. 8,040
L & B, Webster Lake 4,375
Kidder, Esther M., L & B, 48 Pine St. 5,820
Kidder, Heii's of Guy L., L & B, 11-16 South Main St. 3,120
Kidder, Irene C, L & B, 7 Elkins St. 5,240
Kidder Lumber Co., Inc., L & B, Willow St. 22,280
Stock in Trade 20,970
Kidder. Marjory G., L & B, Sand Hill Road 9,620
Land, Lake Avenue 470
Kidder, Richard D., Land, South Main St. 4,170
Kidder, Ruth D., L & B, Webster Avenue 5,550
L & B, 76 Elm Avenue 12,180
Kidder & Thompson Fuel Co., Inc., Stock in Trade 425
Personal Property 750
Kimball, Cleon W.. L & B, Webster St. 830
Kimball, Donald S., Land, Off South Main St. 160
Stock in Trade 1.200
L & B, South Main St. 12,500
*Kimball, Douglas S. & Beatrice R., L & B, 62
Beech St. 5,880
*KimbaU, Lloyd D. & Bernice M., L & B, 1 Indepen-
dence Avenue 11,020
*Kimball, Malcolm R. & Mar jone E., L & B, Salis-
bury Street 2,850
Kimball, Marion, L & B, Victory Drive 9,530
Kimball, Merle E., L & B, 160 South Main St. 4,160
Kimball, Rena E., L & B. 257 North Main Street 3,025
King, CecU & Sarah, L & B, Webster Avenue 2,740
Personal Property 100
King, Constance L., L & B, 206 Pleasant St. 5,490
Kirby, Heirs of Austin, L & B, 116 West Bow St. 2,880
Kliszewski, Lawrence, L & B, 120 Chestnut St. 5,600
Kneeland, William A. & Isabel C, L & B, Victoi-y
Drive ^'^^^
Knights of Columbus Building, L & B, 337 Central St. 23,760





KoUar, Bernard A. & Jeannette T., L & B,43 Free-
dom Drive 9,610
Kramarich, Peter & Martha, L & B, Route 3A 380
Krauz, Helen W. and Heirs of Flora Ki-auz, L & B,
13 Gerrish St. 3,660
*Krauz, Norma E. & Walter F., L & B, Off New
Ham^pton Road 2,470
Krauz, Stanley T. & Lorrainje, L & B. New Hampton Rd. 2,600
Krawiec, Heirs of Martin, L & B, New Hampton Road 4,540
Kress, Arltne H., L & B, Webster Ave. 3,590
Kropp, Prank J. & Harriet R., L & B, East Pleas-
ant St. 18,420
L & B, Webster Lake 4,300
Kropp, Heirs of Rose, L & B, 801 Central St. 7,590
'KiTieg'er, Herman W. & Elizabeth S., L & B, 261 Vic-
toi-y Drive 10,765
Kulacz, Agnes H., L & B, Route 3A (Farm & Land) 40,530
Kulacz, Agnes H., Personal Property (Neat Stock) 440
Land, Route No. 3A (Dairy Bar Land) 6,070
Stock in Trade 1,290
Land, Route 3A E/S 490
Land, Route 3A, W/S 950
Land, Route 3A W/S 550
Land, Route 3A E/S 1,200
Kulacz, Albert M. & Julie M., L & B, Route 3A 7,960
^Kulacz, Fred J. & Pearl L., L & B, Route 3A 5,980
Kulacz, Stanley J. & Margaret J., L & B, Route 3A 7,230
Kulacz, Walter M. & Marie L., L & B, Route 3A 5,140
Kurowski, Edward & Lillian, L & B, 88 Sanborn St. 6,960
Kyrka, Alexandra, L & B, 142 & 144 Franklin St. 9,790
Labbe, Maurice A. & Josephine C, L & B, Webster
Ave. 2,650
LaBeUe, Henry & Myrtle, L & B, Route 11 4,440
LaBelle, Robert A. & Jane, L & B, 38 Grove St. 4,130
LaBonte, Arthur H. Leda M., L & B, South Main St. 8,830
L & B, 67-69 West Bow Street 14,560
L & B, Terrace Road 120
LaBranche, Alcide & Marie Z.. L & B, 75 East Bow St. 4,250
*LaBranche, Rudolph G. & Barbara L., L & B, Route
11 8,120
Personal Property 1,600
Labraney, Albert & Sarah E., L & B, Range Road 2,900
Labraney, Ai-ley E. & Gloria J., L & B, 91 Mimrce St. 1,535
^^^Labraney, Lester D. & Orphise M., L & B, 77 San-
born St. 4,760
*Labraney, Cscar C. & Martha H., Mobile Home &
Land, North Main St. 3,485
Labranie, Frank B. & Grace M., L & B, Lawndale Road 8,110
=-Labranie, Frank B. & Grace M., Personal Property
(Poultry) No Tax
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Labrie, Alfred J. & Adrienne Y., L & B, 86 River St. 4,680
L & B, Webster Ave. 3,620
Labrie, Frederick N., L & B, Washington Ave. 6,430
Lachance, Arnold G. & Alberta M., L & B, 1-lA & IB
South Main St. 7,730
*Lachance, Arnold H. & Almeda J., L & B, Salisbui-y
Road 2,405
*Lachance, Walter A. & Marguerite, L & B, 103 Frank-
lin St. 4,770
Stock in Trade 160
Lachapelle, Alvin J. & Marcia C, L & B, Sand Hill Road 2,430
Laclair, Earl F. & Susan V., L & B, Route 11 5,900
Laconia Milling Co., Land, Salisbury Road 830
Lacoursiere, Clarence W. & Audrey B., L & B, 22
Glory Avenue 8,370
Lacoursiere, EdM^ard & Lumina, L & B, 119-121
Franklin St. 4,515
Lacoursiere, George E. & Sophie F., L & B, 23 Glo-
i-y Avenue 8,140
*Ladd, Hugh A. & Nicy C, L & B, 154 SaUsbury St. 2,220
LaFlamme, John F. & Rachel L., L & B, 114 Salis-
bury St. 4,100
LaFlamme, Lawrence B. & Barbara A., L & B, 38
Glory Ave. 8,450
Stock in Trade 500
LaFrance, Arthur P. & Beverly, L & B, 4 Dana Coui't 4,120
Lagace, Olivier G. & Jadwiga S., L & B, Off Can- St. 5,200
Laliberte, John L & Mary B., L & B, New Hampton Rd. 6,210
*Laliberte, John L. & Mary B., Personal Property
(Poultry) No Tax
Trailer, New Hampton Road 1,620
Laliberte, Pien-e J. & Blanche F., L & B, 38 Elkins St. 2,510
Lambert, Delias W. & Bertha F., L & B, 93 Sanborn St. 6,515
'^Lambert, Gene & Laurendale, L & B, Proctor St. 5,960
Lambeth, Elsie P., L & B, 46 Prospect St. 7,770
Lamothe, Etta F., Land, Lake Shore Drive 240
Landry, Johanna, L & B, 116 Railroad St. 3,600
-Lane, Thomas F., Jr. & Dorothy W., L & B, 50
MyrUe Ave. 5,490
Langlois, Ai^thur A. & Abraham Braverman, L & B,
53 Prospect St. 3,130
Langton, Bertha & Nonis E., L & B, 15 Sanger St. 3,300
Lapage, Lougee & Twila, L & B, Off New Hampton Road 1,850
Lapage, Robert, Land, Smith Hill Road 90
Laplante, Edward A. & Marie Anne B., L & B, 110
Chestnut St. 4,590
Laplante, Felix, L & B, Hunt Ave. 4,400
Land, Woodrow Ave. 120
^Laplante, J. Benjamin & Anne F., L & B, Webster St. 2,430
Laplante, Lucien M. & M. Louise, L & B, Babbitt






*Laplante, Marcella, L & B, Sanbom St. 2,490
Laplante, Margaret L., L & B, 81 East Bow St. s'sSO
*Laplante, Raymond & Beatrice E., L & B, Calef Hill
Road
Laplante, Reginald A. & Dorothea M., L & B, San-
born St.
LaPlante, Stephen, L & B, 75 School St.
Lapoint, Einiile O. & Lucille J., L & B, 160 Franklin
Street
Laquire, Heirs of Llloyd J., L & B, New Hampton Road 1,660
Laramie, Ralph P., L & B, Webster Ave. 1,800
*Laramie, Ralph P. & Mabel Wells, L & B, Old Punch
Brook Road 2,650
Laro, Guy F., Land, Off Punch Brook Road 240
Laro, G-uy F. & lone M., L & B, South Main St. 1,840
Laro, Guy F. & lone M., L & B, South Main St. 5,490
^^^Laroche, Aime E. & Cecile G., L & B, 31-33 Chest-
nut St. 4,550
Laroche, Celina, L & B, 37 Chestnut St. 3,030
Laroche, Heirs of Emilien J., L & B, Wood St. 1,470
Laroche, Leo U. & Leonille B., L & B, 663 Central St. 9,930
Laroche, Maurice J., Land, Central St., Comer
Maple Square 560
Stock in Trade 1,800
-Laroche, Normand L. & Janet M., L & B,39 Pearl St. 2,020
= Laroche, Odias J., L & B, New Hampton Road 1,550
Land, Mt. View Park - Giles Pond Road 40
Laroche, Robert A. & Bai-baa-a, L & B, 4 North Main st. 5,390
*Larrivee, Kenneth A. & Loda C, L & B, 12 Free-
dom Drive 6,560
Larsen, Carolyn, L & B, Salisbury Road 1,390
Lasak, Heirs of Martin, Land, N/S Route 3 4,240
Laughy, C. D. & Hesper, L & B, 99 East Bow Street 2,550
Laughy, James E. Ill & Anita M., L & B, 96 Pime St. 5,750
Lavertu, John G. & Charlotte M., L & B, 33 Munroe St. 4,280
Lavertu, Joseph & Gloria, L & B, Lancaster St. 1,900
*Lavertu, Joseph & Maria, L & B, 675 Central St. 3,320
Lavertu, Philip A., L & B, 116-118 Elkins St. 5,770
Lawes, William F., L & B, 155 Central St. 12,330
Lawrence, Raymond W. & Lorraine, L & B, 150 View St. 10,180
L & B, 77-79 Franklin St. 7,595
*Lawrence Robert B. & Muriel M., L & B, 54 North
Main St. 600
*Leach, Harlan A. & Veronica M., L & B, Victory Drive 4,750
Leach, Marguerite, L & B, Webster Lake 18,470
Leary, Harold F. & Mary E., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 6,120
Leblanc, Camille & Marie R., L & B, Webster Ave.
E/Shore Webster Lake 24,020
Leblanc, Edgar J., L & B, Ward Hill Road 2,090
Leblanc, Gerard, L & B, Winnipesaukee St. 6,550
Stock in Trade 1.520
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Leblanc, Gerard & Marcelle, L & B, 146 Winnipe-
saukee St. 4,130
^Leblanc, Mederick & BettJ^ L & B, 53 East Bow St. 1,975
*Le.blanc, Roger C. & Eleanor M., L & B, Ward Hill Road 410
Leclair, William H. Land & Mobile Home, Oarr St. 1,805
Leclerc, Ovila & Jeannette, L & B, 32-34 Frankln St. 5,760
L & B, 85 School St. 8,710
L & B, Webster Ave. 3,460
Leclerc, Ronald O. & Barbara A.. L & B, 48-50-52
Elkins St. 6,400
Ledwell, Richard J. & Ada L., L & B, 72 Summit St. 3,605
Land, Summit St. 480
Lefebvre, Armand L., Personal Property 115
Lefebvre, Joseph F. & Aurore M., L & B, East
Pleasant St. 6,580
^Lefebvre, Leo J. & Madeleine M., L & B, 45 Pearl St. 2,750
*Lefebvre, Nelson E. & Louise P., L & B, 19 South
Sulloway St. 5,645
*Lefebvre, Richard S. & Claii-e C, L & B, 12 Clark St. 3,770
Legere, Edward C & Frances M. and Waldo, P. &
Mildred S. Jackson, L & B, Lake Shore Drive 3,205
Leighton, Leonard C. & Robert L., L & B, East Pleas-
ant St. 8,885
'^Leighton, Leonard C. & Robert L., Personal Pro-
perty (Neat Stock) 1,160
Leman, Russel E., L & B, 210 North Main St. 2,910
Lemay, Ellen G., L & B, 141 Kendall St. 5,880
Lemay, Ernest, L & B, Smiling Hill Road 3,545
Lemay, Gaston G. & Germaine J., L & B, Victory
Drive 7.270
Stock in Trade 650
='Lemire, Aime J. & Rosale A., L & B, 31-33 Memor-
ial St. 6,890
*Lemire, Aiimand W. & Patricia F., L & B, 60 Elk-
ins St. 5,710
-Lemire, Benoit J. & Beatrice R., L & B, 63 Elkins St. 5,080
Lemire, Charles J. & Hazel B., L & B, 33 School St. 5,540
*Lemire, Gerard J. & Sylvia C, L & B, 105 Elkins St. 4,920
**Lemire, Paul A. & Thelma P., L & B, Salisbury
Road 4,490
Leonard, Arthur B. & Bernice W., L & B, 12 School
Street 4,410
Leone, Lillian E., L & B, East Pleasant St. 5,540
Lepianka, Catherine, L & B, 16 Thompson Park 4,530
-Lepianka, Tadeusz & Doris M., L & B, South
Prospect St. 5,490
-Leroux, Edward A. & Denise A., L & B, 10 Sanger St. 2,930
Leslie, Heirs of Albert, L & B, Route 3A 1,000
*Lessard, Robert J. & Theresa V., L & B, 24 Glory Ave. 6,810
*Lewis, Arthur, Mobile Home on land of Walter
Jordan, Sr., MorriU Court No Tax
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Lewis, Harry O., Jr. & Lucille M., L & B, Webster Ave. 2,535
Lewis, Richard & Virginia, L & B, 82 Pleasant St. 6,860
Liden, Nelson & Rebecca D., Land, Off Route 3
A
10
^Limoge, Maurice J. & Irene O., L & B, 99 View St. 4,890
Personal Property 140
Linden Properties, Inc., L & B, 355-357 Central St. 21,870
Linteau, Joseph E. & Marilyn M., L & B, Wood St. 4,640
Liolis, James C, L & B, 46 Sanbom St. 5,630
Litchfield, Marion E., L & B, South Main St. 9,500
Little, Heirs of Ellen S., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 1,730
Lively, A. Gertrude, L & B, 22 Charles St. 4,170
Long, Edward A. & Beth D., L & B, 34 South Main St. 4,340
Longfellow, Heirs of Frank, L & B, Oriole St. 200
L & B, 43 1/2 Summit St. 1,920
L & B, 43 Summit St. 4,025
Longfellow, Hears of Lewis. L & B, East Pleasant St. 2,220
Longley, Lillian M., L & B, 700 Central St. 4,330
Loranger, William & Clarinda, L & B, 55 Pearl St. 4,660
Lorden, Heirs of Mrs. Andi'ew, L & B, 152 Pleasant St. 5,990
*Lorden, Paul & Prudence, L & B, 94 Terrace Road 4,065
^Lorden, William D. & Mildred M., L & B, 3 Aiken Ave. 4,070
Levering, Edward L. & Sarah L., L & B, 104 Salis-
bury St. 3,590
Loverinig, Everett M. & Irene A., L & B, Route 11 3,620
*Lowd, Raymond E., L & B, 13 Carver St. 2,600
Lowell Electronic Park Realty Trust, L & B, 174
North Main St. 20,725
L & B, 186 North Main St. 3,885
*Lowell, Frank E. & Ruby D., L & B, 249 North
Main St. 2,315
Lowell, Raymond E. & Pearl L., Land & Mobile Home,
Wood St. 2,535
Lugtig, George, Mobile Home, on land of Tracy,
Route 3A 580
*Lundgren, Ralph G., & Edith A., L & B, South Pros-
pect St. 7,250
Lyon, Dana W. & Joyce E., L & B, Terrace Road 6,925
MacDonald, Louise R., L & B, 163-168 Central St. 7,340
MacDcnald, WiUiam & Ruth, L & B, 115 Winnipesau-
kee St. 3,600
Stock in Trade 1,350
MacDufie, Albert R. & Anna M., L & B, South Main
St. 4,680
MacFarlane, Heirs of Edith S., L & B, 10 Webster St. 6,650
MacNamara, John & Mae, L & B, 39 Central St. 3,350
^^'MacRae, Thomas T. & Dorothy C, L & B, 24 Park St. 3,710
McAteer, Matthew J. & Melva A.. L & B, 389 North
Main St. 3,005




McCall, Thomas J. & Rita M., L & B, 20 1/2 Terrace
Road 3,080
McDaniel, Thomas F. & Evelyn, L & B, Gile Road 4,400
McDonald, George W. & Shirley A., L & B, 29-31
Elkins St. 4,970
McDonald, John H., L & B, 150-152 Summit St. 2,170
^McDonald, Millard C. & Eunice E., L & B, 12 Dana
Court 3,255
McDonald, Robert & Patricia, L & B, 137 Winnipe-
saukee St. 5,480
McFall, Norman S. & Mattie U., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 3,710
Personal Property 95
McGloughlin, MUdred G. & Edrie L. Redman, L & B,
Webster Ave. 3,740
McGrale, Edward J., Personal Property 150
Mclntyre, Properties, L & B, Route 3A ,7,290
McKeever, Joseph E. & Margaret E., L & B, Lake
Shore Diive 4,995
McMahon, Florence D., L & B, Webster Ave. 3,320
*McQuade, Heirs of Katherine C, L & B, 200 Pros-
pect St. 6,300
-Magoon, James L. & Ethel P., L & B, 18 Dearborn
St. 4,550
Personal Property 80
-Maheu, Lionel H. & Elizabeth S., L & B, 193 East
Bow St. 2,860
MaltaLs, Edward J. & Margaret L., L & B, 16 Terrace
Road 3,020
Marceau, Alfred H. & Rosanna, L & B, 15-19 Russell
St. 5,670
*Marceau, Alfred H. & Rossanna, L & B, 20 Duffy St. 5,605
Marceau, Mrs. Joseph, L & B, 174 Franklin St. 4,190
*Marceau, Raymond J. & Norma A., L & B, Route
11 4,210
Marceau, Rosa M., L & B, 39-41 Elkins St. 6,110
Mahoney, John N. & Jane E., L & B, 664 & 666 Cen-
tral St. 6,080
L & B, 765 Central St. 2,880
Stock in Trade 660
Manchester Realty Co., L & B, 362 Central St. 12,640
Marchand, Armand J. & Rachel D., L & B, 40 West
High St. 4,240
='^MaTchi, James A. & Josephine E., L & B, 76 Free-
dom Drive 5,680
Personal Property 80
L & B, Douphinett St. 3,095
Stock in Trade 200
=^Marrapese, John F. & Pamela H., L & B Lake Shore
Drive 9.590
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Marsh, Annie & Vernece, L & B Mobile Home on Ca-
lef Hill Road 78o
Marsh, Lewis B. & Anna T., L & B, 45 Prospect St. 1,080
Marshala, Joseph & Bertha, L. & B, Smith Hill Road 10,600
*Marshala, Emil, Personal Property (Neat Stock) 2,120
Martin, Esther L., L & B, Route 11 3,395
Martin, Oliver, Stock in Trade 1,850'
Martin, Rita & Leo J., L & B, Webster Lake 1,700
Martin, Sidney & Regina H., L & B, 113 Sanborn St. 5,750
Mascata, Heirs of Sarah B., Land, Smiling Hill Road 120
Masse, Andrew J. & Simone, L & B, New Hampton
Road 3,670
Masse, Armand J. & Sondra J., Land & Mobile Home,
Carr St. 1,860
=:^Masse, Edmund F. & Blanche H., L & B, 57 Free-
dom Drive 5,070
Masse, Paul, L & B. 74 Depot St. 3,190
Masse, Pauline M. & Rita, L & B, 54 River St. 2,770
='Mathaisell, Joseph C. & Frances, L & B, 15 School
St. 2,330
Mathews, Merwin J. & Edith M., L & B, Oriole St. 2,990
Maxfield, Heirs of Carrie E., L & B, 18 Park St. 3,990
Maxfield, Harold G. & Ruth C, L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 1,480
=''Maynard, Roland A. & Irene L., L & B, 22 Russell
St. 2,150
Maynard, Ruth E. Personal Property 70
Mayo, Richard A. & Carol A., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 2,790
Personal Property 260
*Mayo, Robert D. & Anna K., L & B, 10 Liberty Ave. 6,610
Personal Property 275
Mayor, Rowland H. & Alice R., and George E. &
Evelyn W. Beauly, L & B, Webster Lake 4,220
Mazur, Frank A. & Katherine, L & B, Victory Drive 6,590
Mead, Frank N., Jr. & Elizabeth C, Land, Munroe St. 230
L & B, 369 North Main St. 3,500
*MeUer, Robert A. & Hazel A., L & B, 68 West Bow St. 1,790
='Melendy, Edith B.. L & B, 55 Edwards St. 4,950
=!^Mellon, Lucy F., L & B, Webster St. 2,170
Menard, Heirs of Frank, Land, Robin St. 220
Menard, Gerard & Myrtie V., L & B, Sanborn St. 3,560
Menard, Rita U., L & B, 58 Thompson Park 5,695
Mercier, Beatrice M., L & B. 87-89 Elkins St. 3,910
Mercier, Edgar, L & B, 129 Chestnut St. 3,190
Mercier, Eugene J. & Lorette D. and ^Raymond, R.
Rachel T., Mercier, L & B, 195 South Main St. 3,670
*Mercier, Gerard A. & Ellen D., L & B, Woodrow Ave. 4,550
Mercier, Joseph & Alice, L & B, 40-42 School St. 4,930
Mercier, Joseph E. & Yvonne M., L & B, 14 View St. 5,660
Mercier, Michael J. & Regina, Land, Off Webster St. 235
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Mercier, Moise H. & Rita J., L & B, Griffin Road 6,430
Mercier, Paul A. & Georg-ia, Mobile Home at Adams'
Trailer Pk. V/ebster St. 1,730
Mercier, Paul D. & Marilyn A., Land & Mobile Home,
Smiling Hill Road 1,755
Mercier, Richard J. & Janice N., L & B, 45A Elkins St. 2,990
Mercier, Robert N. & Evelyn G., L & B, Woodrow Ave. 1,320
Meron, Anselm, L & B, 90 Chestnut St. 4,280
*Merrill, Alice M., L & B, 179 Sanborn St. 3,550
Merrill, Heirs of Eva, L & B, 71 East Bow St. 1,320
MeiTill, Frederick H. & Miriam K., L & B, Lake
Shore Drive 2,550
Personal Property 20
Merrill, Edmund G., L & B, Smith Hill Road 2,120
Merrill, John H. & Ella J.. Mobile Home, 385 North
Main St. 970
L & B, 385 North Main St. 5,180
Merrill Manor Nursing Home, Inc., L & B, Victory Dr. 12,865
Merrill, Raymond E., Land, Salisbury Road 850
L & B, Salisbury Road 440
Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, Inc., Bldg. on B & M
Land, River St. 3,210
Stock in Trade 11,895
Coal Yard & Bldgs., Franklin St. 7,020
Merrimack Knitting Mills, Machinery, 235 Central St. 48,000
Stock in Trade 12,000
Merrimack Lodge I. O. O. F. No. 28, L & B, 400-402
Central St. 29,375
Merrow, Mabel W., Land, Hill Road 900
1 Mesaros, Victor L., L & B, Webster Lake 13,170
Personal Property 65
Messier, Frank G., Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 20
Messier, George & Annette, L & B, Oriole St. 1,320
Metz, Hazel M., L & B, Gile Road 6,770
-Meyerhoefer, Edgar & Ruth E., L & B, 29-31 High-
land Ave. 3,530
Michaud, Ernest J. & Hazle K., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 5,405
Michaud, Heirs of Paul, L & B, 333 Central St. 12,570
Michaud, Peter P. & Loretta K., L & B, Indepen-
dence Ave. 5,940
Personal Property 260
Michel, Jennifer, L & B, New Boston Road 4,110
Michelin, Celina, L & B, 30-32 River St. 4,580
L & B, 16 1/2 Edmunds St. 6,270
L & B, 32-34 West Bow St. 4,910
Michelin, Hormidas, L & B, 21 View St. 2,620
L & B, 19 Edmunds St. 4,460
Michelin, Oscar & Marie Louise, L & B, 17 Edmunds
St. 5,110
L & B ,122-124 Elkins St. 3,020
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Michelin, Real, Land, EdimiHids St. 60
Michelin, Real J. & Theresa C, L & B, 10 Grove St. 5,410
Michelin, Rolland V. & Alice T., L & B, 108 Pleasant St. 6,710
Middleton, Edgar L., Sr. & Ethel, L & B, 15 Pearl St. 8,490
Mikolajczyk, Frank & Alba, Land, Off Route 3A 540
*Miller, Bertha M., L & B, 64 Valley St. 780
*Miller, Chester G. & Theresa M., L & B, 9-11 Pemi-
gewasset St. 1,240
*Miller, Richard V. & Rhea T., L & B, Oriole St. 5,035
Miller, Willam & Maggie, L & B, 683 Central St. 5,790
Millinocket Opera House Inc., Theater Bldg., 349-
353 Central St. 27,320
Mills, Bertraan E. & Dorothy S.. L & B, Webster Lake 3,390
Mills, Homer A. & Priscilla V., L & B, 68 Elkins St. 6,400
*Mills, William & Evelyn E., L & B, Salisbury Road 1,900
Minard, Helen P., L & B, 14 Thompson Park 3,070
*Miner, Clifton R. & Bertha M., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 3,760
Miner, Richard & Pauline, L & B, Range Road 2,370
iMiner, Wilfred J. & Marie A., L & B, 580 Central St. 3,870
Mintz, Roger M., L & B, Route 3A 1,690
Miquelon, Alcidos & Helen, L & B, 19 School St. 2,660
Miquelon, Joseph L. & Ruby A., L & B, 46 River St. 3,840
Mischler, Francis C. & Elizabeth E., L & B, Webster
Lake 2.860
Land, Webster Ave. 720
Miskiel, Joseph & Lillian, L & B, 22 Thompson
Park 3,460
Miss Lynch Shop, Stock in Trade 5.400
Miss-N-Master, Stock in Trade 4,400
Mojalaki Country Club, L & B, South Prospect St. 18,080
Montembeault, Gerard J. & Eva M., L & B, 23-27
Memorial St. 13,140
Moody, Heirs of Antonia, L & B, 36 Pemigewasset St. 2,790
L & B Pemigewasset St. 3,580
Moody, Margaret, Land, Salsbury Road 940
Moody, Robert J. & Annette M., L & B, Calef Hill
Road 8,700
*Moore, Frederick H., Jr. & Betty A., L & B, 58
Freedom Drive 4,340
=^=Moore, Herbert & Gertrude, Mobile Home on Smith's
Trailer Pk. North Main St. 950
*Morency, Fernand J. & Pauline L., L & B, 53 & 55
Elkins St. 5,180
Morey, Gi-ace A. & Edwin C, L & B 78 Clark St. 3,740
Morgan, Ruth E., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 4,960
Morin, Heirs of Hector, L & B, Webster Ave. 4,030
Morin, Robert J. & Anita C, L & B, 64 Prospect St. 10,140
Personal Property 320
L & B, Webster Ave. 3,510
Bldg., Webster Ave. 720
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L & B, 366-378 Central St. 30,090
L & B, Webster Ave. 3,900
Morin, Romeo, Stock in Trade 2,700
Morin, Romeo & Isabelle C, L & B, 28 GloiT Ave. 5,080
Morin, Veronica, L & B, Sanborn St. 3,350
Morrell, Joseph, L & B, Off South Prospect St. 180
Mon-ell, Theodore & Beatrice, L & B, South Pros-
pect St. 5,840
-Morrill, Archie H. & Yvonne A., L & B, 111 & 113
North Main St. 4,610
L & B, 119-121 North Main St. 3,960
*MorriU, Hollis A. & Barbara S., L & B, Morrill Court 2,740
Morrill, Myrtle, Hazel Wait, Stella Olsen & Bertha
Brown, L & B, Oilman St. 2,180
Morrill, Richard T. & Patricia, Mobile Home & Land,
Route 3A 1,995
Morrill, Robert & Barbara, L & B, Route 3A 670
Land, Morrill Court 590
*Morrill, Sheldon E. & Olive B., L & B, Morrill Court 3,135
L & B, Morrill Court 410
Land, Lawson St, 370
Morrill, Wayne E. & Lenora M., L & B, Morril Court 3,270
Morrison, Evi C. & Marion K., L & B, Route 3A 2,350
^Morrison, Robert & Doris E., L & B, Victory Drive No Tax
MoiTissette, Roger L. & Ann M., L & B, 214 North
Main St. 3,780
-Morse, James B., L & B, 822 Central St. 2,400
L & B, 824 Central St. 5,625
Stock in Trade 1,500
Morton, Raymond E. & Pauline, L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 1,240
Morton. Walter E. & Marion E., L & B, SalisbuiT Rd. 7,045
L & B, Salisbury Road 3,035
Moscardini, Silvio, L & B, Off River St. 10,930
Land, W/S River St. 1,945
Moscardini, Silvio & Anna M., L & B, 45-51 North
Main St. 5,980
L & B, 25-29 North Main St. 5,800
L & B, 53-57 North Main St. 2,960
Moses, Sylvanus W. & Loretta, L & B, Route 3
A
1,200
Mosher, Heirs of Myron H., L & B, Kidder Avenue 3,580
Mosher, Richard O. & Phyllis B., L & B, East Pleas-
ant St. 3,480
Stock in Trade 600
Mosman, A. Frank, L & B, Lake Shore Drive 2,620
Personal Property 200
Mossey, Harold P., Jr. & Nancy, L & B, Wood St. 3,420
Mount St. Joseph Corp., Sisters of Holy Cross & of
Seven Dolors Land, South Main Street 2,850
*Moynihan, Richard N. & Thalia L., L & B, 2 GUman
Ave. 5,035
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Muldrew, Benjamin G. & Annie D., L & B, Lake
Shore Drive 3,360
L & B, La<ke Shore Drive 5,010
L & B, Lake Shore Drive 7,725
Mull, John I. & Felice A., L & B, Duffy St. 6,990
Mullin, Ellen M. & Agnes H., L & B, 16 Highland Ave. 5,980
Mullin, Heirs of Mary C, L & B, 14 Pleasant St. 6,460
Murphy, Beatrice, Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 60
Murphy, Hugh G., Jr. & Brenda M., L & B, 13 Orchard
St. 5,850
Murphy, Lawrence & Felanise, L & B, Kidder Ave. 2,930
MuiThy, Marie & Gilbert, L & B, Hunt Ave. 3,730
Land, Woodrow Ave. 265
Murphy, Thomas E. & Sandra L., L & B, 644 Central St. 4,255
Murphy, William & Jennie J., L & B, Lake Avenue 5,720
Murray, Mrs. Julia, L & B, 123 Kendall St. 6,630
Murray, Mary L., L & B, 34 Pearl St. 3,870
Murtaugh, Norman W. & Joan P., L & B, 30 Oak St. 4,660
Mussey, Herbert & Albena, Mobile Home at LaBran-
che's Trailer Park, Range Rd. 1,825
Nadeau, Andrew H. & Antonia M., L & B, 78-82 River
St. 5,920
*Nadeau, Andrew N. & Patricia A., L & B, 190-192
Franklin St. 3,860
Nadeau, Lawrence L. & Georgia M., L & B, Route 11 4,355
*Nadeau, Leo L. & Rosamond E., L & B, Lawson
Ave. 3,610
Nadeau, Lillian, L & B, 186-188 West Bow St. 4,760
Nadon, George L. & Alice T., L & B, 42 Lancaster St. 5,100
=^Nadon, John A. & Goldie T., L & B, 613 Central St. 2,330
Narushof, Ra.ymond P. & Rebecca J., L & B, Salis-
bury Road 3,060
Nawoj, Edwin F., Land, SmUing Hill Road 200
Nawoj, Emil M. & Helen A., L & B, Off Lake Shore
Drive 2,500
Nawoj, Michael, L & B, 154 West Bow St. 4,280
Nelson, Allen & Marcia, Land, Salisbury Road 460
Newberry Franklin Corporation, Stock in Trade 48,075
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., L & B, 76 Franklin St. 71,765
New England Wire Products Co., L & B, North Main St. 150,580
New Hampshire Hide Corp., L & B, North Main St. 6,900
«*Newton, Arthur L. & Doris A.. L & B, 52 Clark St. No Tax
Newton, Lee W. & Patricia A., L & B, Can- St. 2,990
Nichols, Elizabeth H., L & B, Webster Lake 3,080
*Nixon, William J. & Mary E., L & B, Route 11 2,000
Nolin, Arthur J. & Dianne S., L & B, Route 11 7,900
*Normand, Ralph R. & Simone C, L & B, Frances
St. 5,065
*Novak, Adam V. & Rita T., L & B, 139 Chestnut St. 6,540
Nowak, John F. & Lucille A., L & B, 59 North Main
St. 5,280
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Nowell, Donald A. & Merilene A., L & B, Carr St. 3,960
*Nowell, Frederick C. & Barbara M., L & B, 362
North Main St. 4,430
Nowell, Gertrude B., L & B, 242 North Main St. 5,580
Nowell, James C. Jr. & Beatrice S., L & B, 150 Chest-
nut St. 5,320
Nowell, James C, Sr. & Alexine, L & B, 228 Summit St. 3,610
Nowell, Richard H. & Irene L., L & B, 9 Hutchinson St. 5.260
L & B, 252 North Main St. 3,310
Nowell, William E., Land, Off Lake Shore Drive 205
Land Webster St. 310
Personal Property 80
*Noyes, Bernice M., L & B, 90 Terrace Road 3,210
O'Brien, Margaret T., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 3,600
O'Brien, Matilda E. L & B, 46 Maple Square 4,170
*0'Keefe, Edward & Emily D., L & B, 17-19 South
Main St. 1,840
O'Mara, Albert J. & Loretta K., L & B, 11 Pearl Place 3,280
O'Neil. Francis G. & Leona I., Land, Salisbury Road 1,500
^O'Rourke, Edward M. & Jacqueline J., L & B,. 150
North Main St. 5,590
Personal Property 250
Ofiara, Victor & Ellen, Land, Range Road 620
Oladko, Anthony & Oelestina O., L & B, Webster Ave. 5.700
Bldg., Webster Ave. 2,400
*Orpin, Elmer C, Jr. & Theresa, L & B, 28 Pearl St. 3,910
Personal Property 500
Otto, EmUy R., L & B, Webster Ave. 6,940
*Ouellette, John M. & Anna P., L & B, 17 Charles St. 3,310
^Packer, Harold A. & Helen J., L & B, 17 Independence
Ave. 5,490
Packer's Outlet, Inc., Stock in Trade 1,800
L & B, 785 Central St. 11,700
Paige, Blanche A., L & B, 44 Pearl St. 3,330
Paige, Raymond I. & Helen M., L & B, 407-409 Cen-
tral St. 7,930
Palmer, Katherine P., Land, Route 3A 890
Pandini, Blanche A., L & B 52 River St. 3,950
Pano, Basil & Marianne, L & B, Route 3A 2,370
Paquette, Bertha, L & B, Lake Avenue 2,020
Land, Route 11 W/S 630
••^Paquette, Ernest J. & Ruth E., L & B, 17 West High St. 2,670
Paquette, Walter E. & Jane P.. L & B, Lake Avenue 5,275
Parcell. Alva D. & Marion H., L & B. Off Route 3A
Bennett Road 2,280
Parenteau, Marcel G. & Theresa, L & B, 91 Elkins St. 3,910
Parsnteau, Ovila J. & Alice B., L & B, Route 3A 3,700
Parker, Clare O. & Beverly A., L & B, Rowell Drive 7,030
Parker, Hubert A., Jr. & Barbara Jean, L & B, New
Hampton Road 4,465
Parker Hubert & Eva M., L & B, New Hampton Road 5,480
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*Parker, Melvin F. & Bernice L., L & B, Woodrow
Avenue 1,700
Parris, Clarence Neil, L & B, 443 South Main St. 4,070
Parris, Stanley W. & Grace M., L & B, 12 Hutchinson
St. 2,380
Pastuszak, John M. & Florence A., L & B, 208 Pleas-
ant St. 2,820
Patten, Gerald H. & Gladys I., L & B, Cross Road, 1,660
-Paulhus, Richard R. & Joan G., L & B, 22 North
Sulloway St. 7,440
Peaslee, MUdred J. & Doris M., L & B, 4 Edgewood St. 6,360
Peel, Jessie O., Land, Terrace Road 530
Pellegrini, Charles J. & Elaine D., L & B, 709 Cen-
tral St. 4,910
Pelletier, Alphonse E. & Alice, L & B, 40 Maple Square 5,790
Pelletier, Alphonse E. Jr. & Rita M., L & B, 36
Green St. 4,180
-Pelletier, Arthur L. & Cecile Y., L & B, 46 Park St. 2,780
PeUetier, Lillian G., L & B, 106 Elkins St. 6,510
Pelletier, Lucien L., L & B, 50 Maple Square 6,830
Pelletier, Oscar & Dorothy, L & B, 82-84 Prospect St. 5,670
Pepler's Atlantic Service, Stock in Trade 800
^Pepler, Robert G. & Ruth E., L & B, Route 3A 2,990
-Pepler, Russell M. & Alice T., L & B, 32 Carver St. 3,940
Peralta, Francis J., Jr. & Thelma P., L & B, Lake
Shore Drive 15,320
Personal Property 80
Perkins, Fred L., L & B, 30-32 Terrace Road 5,250
Perkins, Heirs of George H. P., Land, South Main St. 2,100
Land, Off South Main St. 120
•Terkins, Maui'ice, Mobile Home at French's Trail-
er Park, Lake Ave. No Tax
Pen-eault, Albert A. & Lucia L., L & B, 122 Kendall St. 7,565
Perreault. Grace B., L & B, Range Road 5,710
=-'Perreault, J. August, L & B, Lake Shore Drive 5,440
*Perreault, Lawrence F., L & B, 48 Chestnut St. 4,960
Personal Property 200
Stock in Trade 3,600
Perreault, Maurice & Frances, L & B, New Hamp-
ton Road 7,510
Perreault, Maurice, Land. New Hampton Road &
Frances St. 1,830
Perrea.ult, Maurice A. & Germaine I., L & B, Proc-
tor Ave. 4,900
-Perreault, Norman A. & Maxie M., L & B, 25 1/2
Russell St. 1,460
Perreault, William J. & Parmelia R., L & B, Rt. 3A 5,355
Perry, Alonzo W., Personal Property 620
Perthel, Leland I. & Martha M., L & B, 9 Edwards St. 8,420
Pescinski, Frank J. & Margaret, Mobile Home & Land,
62 Lancaster St. 1,365
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Pescinski, Joseph G. & Irene M., Mobile Home on land
of Joseph W. Pescinski, Lancaster St. 1,380
Pescinski, Joseph W. & Marie E., L & B 56 Lancaster
St. 4,265
Personal Property 200
^Petelle, James E. & Blanche M., L & B, 32 Russell St. 3,130
Petrach, Elizabeth & Paul and Herbert & Olga
Ptacek, L & B, 136 Circut St. 3,810
Petrach, John & Anna P., L & B, 168 Pleasant St. 6,870
'^'Pevine, Leo & Rita, L & B, Hunt Ave. 5,195
Pevine, Lucien N., L & B, Duffy St. 6,515
*Phipps, Kenneth C. & Josephine C, L & B, 48 Maple
Square 1,710
Stock in Trade 5,750
Picard, A. Earl & Beatrice, L & B, 19 Sanger St. 3,700
Personal Property 860
•'Pickess, Bertram & Madeline, L & B,28 Leach Ave. 5,260
Picone, John A. & Mildred A., L & B, Webster Lake 2,510
Piecuch, John & Victoria, L & B, Victory Drive 7,920
Piela, Thomas & Mary, L & B, East Pleasant St. 5,000
Pieroni, Irene, L & B, 47 Pearl St. 3,960
Pikor, Albert, L & B, 6 Cheney St. 3,450
Pikor, Albert, Jr. & Pauline B., L & B, 3 Stevens St. 3,990
Pikor, John & Annan, L & B. 160 Central St. 6,590
Pine Colony Club, Land, Webster Lake 150
Pinkham, Isabel C, L & B, Route 3
A
9,550
Pinkham, Jack L. & Isabel C, L & B, Route 11 6,350
L & B, C/Roiite 11 & Route 3A 14,460
Stock in Trade 6,000
Pinney, Mary T., L & B, Route 1 5,700
Piper, Donald J., L & B, 135 North Main St. 19,810
Stock in Trade 16,500
L & B, 142 North Main St. 14,730
L & B, 146 North Main St. 4,190
L & B, 213 South Main St. 4,800
L & B, 203 South Main St. 11,410
Piper, Douglas O. & Muriel, L & B. 14 1/2 Russell St. 2,700
Piper, Heirs of F. M., Printing Machines at 235
Central St. 2,080
Stock in Trade 250
Piper, Heirs of F. Merle, L & B, 76 Pleasant St. 5,600
Piper, Forrest B. & Mary L., L & B, 166-168 North
Main St. 5,180
Piper, Mary S., L & B, 69 Victory Drive 9,390
=: Piper. Melvin E. & Mildred B., L & B, Fair St. 2,310
-Pisczek, Frederick L. & Lois S., L & B, 54 Chestnut
St. 2,600
Piwonski, Frank & Julia, L & B, 42 West Bow St. 4,650
L & B, 50 West Bow St. 3,350
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Plastic Fabricators, Inc., L & B, 155 North Main St. 73,345
Stock in Trade 42,480
Machinery, Plant No. 2 No. Main St. 18,000
Plizga, Edward F. & Lillian M., L & B, 13 Indepen-
Dence Ave. 9,310
Plizga, Frank A. & Anna K., L & B, 96-98 & 96 1/2-
98 1/2 West Bow St. 10,630
Plizga, Katherine, L & B, 12 Cheney St. 3,630




Plizga, Walter J. & Barbara G., L & B, 295 VictoiT
Drive 7,830
Plumei', Arthur N. & Inez M., L & B, 851 Central St. 2,405
Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 180
Pobuda, Frank J. & Sophronia B., L & B, Route 11 3,890
Poirier, Bernadette, L & B, 23 Prospect St. 4,250
^Toissant, Paul C. & Rita G., L & B, 4 Liberty Ave. 6,170
-Poisson, Raymond, L & B, Wood St. 1,970
Polish Home Association, L & B, 80 West Bow St. 10,870
Porter, Earl & Lillian M., L & B, Gilman Avenue 7,680
Porter, Marjorie H., L & B,227 Prospect St. 10,755
L & B, East Pleasant St. 1,170
=^Pouliot, August J. & Elaine D.. L & B, 51 Terrace
Road 3,840
Pouliot, Leopold C. & Gilbette M. J., L & B, 162 West
Bow St. 4,100
Pouliot, Ovila J. & Mona A., L & B, 411 Noi-th Main St. 4,750
*Pouliot, Roger J. & Faye J., L & B, 78 Prospect St.
Corner Orchard St. 4,320
Pouliot, Thomas O. & Joanne. L & B, Gile Pond Road 4,000
'^Towell, Forrest L. & Dorothy E., L & B, 128 Salis-
bui-y Street 4,580
L & B, Off Lake Shore Drive 2,445
Powell, Minnie R., L & B, Salisbury Road 1,050
Powell, Roy W. & Minnie R., L & B, Salisbury Road 5,180
Powers, Althea, L & B, 58 Central St. 5,080
Pratte, Yvon S. & Jeanne Y., L & B, 47 Pleasant St. 4,340
L & B, 35 North Main St. 7,695
-Precount, Ronald & Beatrice, L & B, Ferncliff Road 5,050
Prentice, Robert H. & Rosine M., Bldg. on Land of
Eanery. Smith Hill Rd. 1.280
Prescott, Bradbury M., L & B, Route 3A 4,770
L & B, 232 South Main St. 11,205
Prescott, Georgine A., L & B, 217 South Main St. 7,720
Prescott, Georgine A. & Helen P. Lang, L & B, Web-
ster Ave. 9.940
Prescott, Herbert A. & Norma A., L & B, Lake
Shore Drive 2,270
Prescott, J. Langdon, Jr. & Miriam L., Land, Web-
ster Lake 2,240
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Prescott, Myra B., L & B, Webster Ave. 4,380
Prescott Oil Co., Inc., L & B, 219 South Main St. 42,470
Stock in Trade 19,250
L & B, 268 South Main St. 3,020
Price, Maude C, L & B, 43 Oak St. 5,040
*Prince, Jean P. & Germaine S., L & B, 21 Spring St. 1,670
*Prince, Robert J. & Patrica V., L & B, 129 Frank-
lin St. 2,960
*Prince, Robert S. & Lois R., L & B, South Prospect St. 6,210
=:'Proctor, Alexis C, L. & B, 38 Peabody Place 7,390
Properties, Inc., Land, North Main W/S 900
Land, North Main St. E & W/S 900
Land, Off Flag Hole Road E/S 60
Land, Lake Shore Drive N/S 410
Land, Salisbury Road S/S 200
Land, Flag Hole Road W/S 250
Proulx, Lionel & Helen, L & B, 22-24 View St. 7,315
*Proulx, Lucien J., L & B, 178 Franklin St. 3,410
Proulx, Maxime A. & Bertha A., L & B, 63 Vew St. 4,670
Proulx, Ovide J., L & B, 168 Franklin St. 4,410
Proulx, Rene J. & Jennie E., L & B, Gile Pond Road 2,900
Provencal, Heni-y & Martha, L & B, Frances St. 6,380
PubUc Service Co. of N. H., Lines, Plants, Sub-Sta-
tions 1,824,100
Stock in Trade 7,250
Personal Property 735
Pucci, Sebastian T., L & B, 73 North Main St. 7.280
Stock in Trade 500
Puffinburger, Mark & Veronica, L & B, New Hamp-
ton Road 2,160
Puffinburger, Ruth B., L & B, New Hampton Road 7,685
Stock in Trade 1.800
Putney, Charles H. & Elizabeth M., L & B, 3 Free-
dom Drive 8,155
••Quimby, John A. & Lois F., L & B, 100 Valley St. 1,830
Raffaelly, Heirs of Ralph F., L & B, 632 Central St. 6,250
L & B, 38 South Sulloway St. 11,360
Rahilly, Jam:es, Jr. & Aphrodite, Land, Route 3A 300
Raiche's Mobile Hemes, Inc., Stock in Trade 9,000
Rainville, Albert E. & Evelyn P., L & B, 4 Wells St. 1,420
Rainvile, Alfred H., Land, Oriole St. 360
*Rainville, Alfred H., L & B, Oriole St. 1,850
Rainville, Omer E., Land, Oriole St. 40
L & B, Route 11 1,640
Rainville, Robert & Florence, L & B, Robert St. 6,905
=! Rainville, Roger E. & Margaret E., L & B, New
Hampton Road 1,580
Ralph, Agnes M., L & B, 51-53 Oak St. 6,360
Ralph, Heirs of William, L & B, 144 Railroad St. 4,930
Rausch, Wiliam W. HI & Lucile B., Land, Off Flag
Hole Road 420
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Raymond, Howard B. & Marion V.. L & B, 147 Web-
ster St. 3,890
Rayno, Albert E. & Elva J., L. & B, 107 Salisbury St. 3,670
= Rayno, Andrew H. & lola, L & B, 77 Orchard St. 3,270
L & B, Orchard St. 1,140
Rayno, Andrew J. & Emma C, L & B, 150 Salisbury St. 4,100
Rayno, Charles E. & Lorraine C, L & B, Salisbury
Road 5,340
Rayno, Donald R. & Doris A., L & B, Lake Ave. 4,835
='Rayno, Richard A. & Grace A., Land & Mobile Home,
Salisbui-y Road 1,180
Rayno, Richard D. & Elaine S., L & B, Victory Drive 7,070
*Rayno, Robert J., L & B, 29 Ayles Court 2,580
Read, Olga M., Land, Smith Hill Road 130
Redfield, Frank G., Jr. & Blanche, L & B, 73-75-77
Prospect St. 2,740
Red Wing Oil Co., L & B, Route 3 9,580
Reeves, Alvah W. & Hilda G., L & B, 175 Pleasant St. 6,400
Reeves, Eugene V. & Parmele, L & B, 76 Pine St. 5,080
Rego, John J., Stock in Trade 1,800
Reichle, William J., Walter W. Collins, James A.
Smith and Andrew Marr, Land, Webster St. 840
Reily, J. F., Land, Webster Birthplace Road 1,200
*Renaud, Arthur, L & B, Route 3A 930
Retter, Harold W. & Marion K., L & B, South Pros-
pect St. 8,530
Retter, Harold W. & Marion K. and Thomas F., Jr.
& Dorothy W. Lane, Land, Beech St. 850
*Riberdy, Lucien A. & Jeannette E., L & B, 52 Fre-
dcm Drive 5,910
Rice, Heirs of Amy Bell, L & B, N/S Central St. 13,200
L & B. N/S Central St. 24,690
*Rich, Merle S., Jr. & Marie L., L & B,71 Freedom Dr. 3,860
**Richaa-d, Alderic J. & Beatrice H., L & B, 924
Central St. 3,440
-Richard, Antoine J. & Gertrude M., L & B, 92 School
Street 3,680
Richardson, Heni-y B. & Mary C, L & B, Bond St. 2,710
'Richardson, Margaret M., L & B, 131 East Bow St. 3,025
Personal Property 450
Richardson, Walter J. & Grace H., L & B, 21 Lan-
caster St. 6,100
Rial, J. Charles & Irene M., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 4,190
-Ring, Albridge & Beatrice T., L & B, 9 Carver St. 4,470
Ring, Elspeth L., L & B, 366 North Main St. 5,720
'•Ripley. Laurie e P. and Suzanne Ripley and Anne
Ripley, L & B, 31 Church St. 3,660
*Ripley, Laurice P., L & B, Webster Ave. No Tax
*Ripley, Laurice: P., L & B, Webster Ave. No Tax
Rising, Frederick C, L & B, Route 11 7,310
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*Rivard, Roland A. & Pauline M., L & B, 49 Chest-
nut St. 2,710
Rivers, William A. & Mary B., L & B, Webster Lake 2,130
Rivest, Joseph M. & Rebeca E., L & B, Wood St. 4,060
Roach, Arline C L & B, Webster Lake 4,030
Roberge, Wilbur F. & Bernadette M., Land, Fern-
cliff Road 275
Roberts, Chester & Constance E., L & B, 5 Glory Ave. 7,970
Roberts, Frank K. & Louisa, L & B, 167 Summit St. 3,680
Roberts, Osborne III & Rachel M., L & B, South
Main St. 3,420
Robichaud, Aui-ore M., L & B, Woodrow Avenue 3,890
Robichaud, Charles A. & Carol, L & B, 30 South
Sulloway St. 6,040
=^Robichaud, Roland J. & Pauline M., L & B, 175
Franklin St. 3,580
Robichaud, Ronald G. & Doris, L & B, Baldwin St. 3,690
Robida, Margaret N., L & B, 13 Charles St. 5,460
Robie, Lawrence W. & Caroline B., Land, Off Route
3A 1,200
*Robinette, Robert & Joan, Mobile Home at Adams'
Ti-ailer Pk. Webster St. 555
-Robinson, Tyler E. & Stella, L & B, 939 Central St. 2,970
-Robitaille, Stephen, Jr. & Olga P., L & B, 35 Pleas-
ant St. 4,930
Robitaille, Steven G. & Isola I., L & B, 641 Central St. 3,720
Roby, Roy & Vivian, L & B, Lake Shore Drive 1,670
Rocheleau, Edward, L & B, 30 West High St. 5,360
Rogers, Holton C. & Priscilla, L & B, 100 Beech St. 6,550
Rogers, Scott E. & Christine L., L & B, New Hamp-
ton Road 3,835
Romano, Alexander C. & Evelyn A., L & B, Web-
ster Ave., 3rd row 1,895
"Rosenblum, Lester A. & Thelma R., L & B, 56 Free-
dom Drive 7,860
Personal Property 170
L & B, Route 3A 13,385
Stock in Trade 1,200
Ross, Robert J. & Doria A., L & B, 75 Orchai'd St. 4,590
Roulx, Ernest A. & Adrienne M., L & B, 99 Pearl St. 7,330
Rousseau, Clair J., Land 240
Roussieiaiu, Clair J., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 2,090
*Rousseau, Clair J., L & B, 66 River St. 2,680
Rousseau, Clair J. & Annie M., L & B, 70-72 River St. 3,780
Rousseau, George O., Sr. L & B, Giles Pond Road 1,540
L & B, 24 Thompson Park 1,640
Rousseau, Lillie M. and Beatrice O. Gignac, L & B,
178 Victory Drive 7,250
Rousseau, Ludovic G. & Irene, L & B, Cross Road 4,320
L & B, Central St. Cornier Pearl Place 4.130
Routhier, Heirs of Delia, L & B, 161-163 East Bow St. 5,270
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Land, Woodrow Ave. 400
Routhier, Wilfred, L & B, 37 Maple Square 4,590
*Routhier, Wilfred W. & Josephine A., L & B, 568-570
Central St. 3390
Roux, Phillip A., Land, Route 11 360
Rowe, June J. & Daisy Y. Jewell, L & B, Webster
Avenue 3,210
Rowell, Carlson I. & Reba M., L & B, 106 Valley St. 3,430
Rowell, Dexter, Stock in Trade 300
Rowell, Elizabeth N., L & B, 309 North Main St. 3,930
Stock in Trade 210
Rowell, Heirs of Irving V., L & B, Hutchinson St. 2,000
Rowell, Lawrence & Cecile, Mobile Home on Land of
Theodore Morell, South Prospect St. 2,340
Rowell, Richard D., RR Station & Warehouse, Depot St. 1,645
Rowell, Richard C. & Doris E., L & B, Route 11 10,000
Stock in Trade 8,400
L & B, Lake Shore Drive 3,690
Land & Mobile Homes, Calef Hill Rd. 10,605
Rowell, Verna R., L & B, 605 South Main St. 5,840
Stock in Trade 1,800
Roy, Beatrice C, L & B, 50 Oak St. 6,555
Roy, Carleton W. & Rose A., L & B, Route 11 9,545
Roy, Cyprien L. & Gilberte M., L & B, 32 Thompson
Park 3,650
*Roy, Gerard L., L & B, 11 Pearl St. 2,880
Roy, Honorius, L & B, 20-24 Franklin St. 14,125
Roy, Heirs of Jeremiah J., L & B, Route 3 4,830
Roy, Joseph H. & Mary A., L & B, 89 East Bow St. 5,530
Roy, Raymond J. & Rena, L & B, 45 Muni-oe St. 5,690
*Roy, Roger W. & Roberta J., L & B, CaiT St. 3,250
*Ruel, Sadie M., L & B, 153 Chestnut St. 3,970
Royder, Helen M., L & B, 18 School St. 4,410
Russ, Daniel C. & Doris M., L & B, Salisbury Road 4,080
Russell, Constance, L & B, New Boston Road 5,165
Russell, Laura E., L & B, New Hampton Road 2,320
Russell, Raymond C. & Beulah E., L & B, New
Hampton Road 5,820
St. Cyr, Aime & Merle, L & B, 99-101 Pleasant St. 5,260
St. Germain, Maurice & Ann, Land & Mobile Home,
Robin St. 2,040
*St. Jacques, Armand C. & iMarjoi'ie A., L & B, 39
Webster St. 2,540
*St. Jacques, Arthur J. & Eva R., L & B, 175 Ken-
dall St. 4.710
St. Jacques, Joseph B. L & B, 83 Sanborn St. 5,510
*St. Jacques, Joseph R. & Jean C, L & B, 5-11 South
Main St. 5,070
St. Jacques, Benjamin J., L & B, 47-49 Elkins Street 2,280
St. Laurent, Bernard C. & Marie M., L & B, 34 South
Sulloway St. 6,500
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St. Louis, Eloi, L & B, 36 1/2 Elkins Street 2,190
*Sit. Pierre, Ernest O. & Gracia I., L & B, 53 Maple
Squai-e 3,215
•Salerno, Joseph & Joan, L & B, Webster Lake 7,425
Salt, Raymond R. & Elaine H., L & B, Off Webster
Ave. 3rd Row 2,160
Samara, Edward E. & Helen W., L & B, 416-420 Cen-
tral St. 19,770
Samuelson, Claude V. & Gladys E., L & B, South
Main St. 3.250
Samuelson, Ralph O., L & B, South Main St. 16,120
L & B, Salisbury Road 8,990
Sanborn, Charles H. & Stella M., L & B, Wetoster St. 3,930
Land, Colby Pasture 615
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc., Stock in Trade 25,000
Sanel Realty Co., Inc., L & B, 524 Central St. 21,135
^^Sansfacon, Albert J., L & B, 617 Central St. No Tax
Sarg-ent, Clayton F. & Geraldine L., L & B, New
Hampton Road 2,750
*SaJ^gent, Donald M. & Jane F., L & B, Frances St. 5,140
Personal Property 200
Sargent, Earl S., Jr. L & B, 139 Pearl St. 6,490
Sargent, Earl S., Sr. & Cecilia M., L & B, 143 Pearl St. 6,290
Sai-gent, Eva M., L & B, New Hampton Road 1,730
-Sargent, George F. & Rita B., L & B, 270 Victory
Drive 5,150
^Sargent, Gertrude H., L & B, 83 Gilman St. 3,220
Land, Salisbury Road 190
Land, Gilman St. 190
*Sargent, Gordon J. & Louise S., L & B, 152 Pearl St. 3,970
Sargent, Forrest J., L & B, New Hampton Road 1,820
Sargent, Manuel & Hazel, L & B, South Prospect St. 7,040
Saaigent, Richard A. & Louise M., L & B, New Hamp-
ton Road 2,700
^Sargent, Walter W. & Inez E., L & B, 153 Pearl St. 3,600
Sawicki, Edmund M. & Mary L., L & B, 144 Kendall St. 9,920
Sawicki, Heirs of Julia, L & B, 83 West Bow St. 2,600
Sawyer, Heirs of Augustus B., Land, Off Lake Shore
Drive 60
==Sawyer, Hazel T., L & B, Edgewood St. 6,090
Sawyer, Olive & Parker, L & B, 152 Prospect St. 12,420
Sawyer, Ruth L., L & B, 84 Pine St. 5,670
-Schiffner, Heirs of Fritz E., L & B, 13 Maple Square 3,090
Schirmer, David A. & Regina H., L & B, Sand Hill Rd. 8,170
Schlesinger, Albert A., L & B, 94 Railroad St. 3,900
Schmidt, Ai-thur R. & Ruth, L & B, 46 Orchard St. 3,620
Schwartz, Eimest L. & Verna S., L & B, South Pros-
pect St. 9,910
Schwotzer, Irene, Land, Charles St. 790
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Scott, Leon, Mobile Home on land of Leon Cournoy-
er. So. Prospect St. 270
Scott, Warren & Winnifred V., L & B, Route 3A 3,010
5=Soott, William W. & Estelle M., L & B, Route 11 3,980
Scribner, Bernard M. & Margaret A., L & B, 56 Or-
chai-d St. 7,270
•Seamans, Rita E., L & B. Nelson St. 3,000
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Stock in Trade 2,705
Sedgley, Edwina V., Mobile Home on Land of Rosen-
blum. Griffin Road 540
Land, Victory Drive 525
Selfridge, Joyce V., Land, Route 3A 600
Severance, Kate L., L & B, 622 Central St. 4,690
Land, Route 3A (1/2 Interest) 120
Shanelaris, Barbara, L & B, 78 Sanborn St. 5,950
L & B, 619 Central St. 2,850
L & B, 23 Spring St. 4,040
L & B, 92 San'bom St. 4,200
Shaw, Bei'nard P. & Marjorie, L & B,88 Terrace P..oad 3,390
Shaw, Bernard F. & Orvie, Land, Off Oilman St. 300
Shaw, Ella M., L & B, 52 Orchard St. 5,590
Land, Oak St. 530
Shaw, Herbert, Motbile Home on Land of Charles Ewen,
Hill Road 570
Shaw, Irving G., Jr. & Vivian F., L & B, 205 Victory
Drive 6,750
Shaw, Heirs of Jean M., Land, C/Lark & Lake Ave-
nue 1/2 Interest 215
L & B, 21 Winnipesaukee St. 7,290
*Shaw, Ruth D., L & B, Lark Street 10,610
Shaw, Olive, Mobile Home on Land of Howard Downes,
Lawndale Road 2,065
Shaw, Robert S., L & B, 29 Webster St. 3,500
Shaw, Ronald C. & Lola E., L & B, 10 Gerrish St. 3,160
Shaw, Verne H. & Mary M., L & B, 151 Franklin St. 4,350
Shieiarer, Robert S. & Dorothy C, L & B, 58 Kendall St. 5,840
Shedd, Howard H., Personal Property 60
Sheehan, John & Ida, Land, New Hampton Road 390
Sheehan, John & Ida, Land, New Haanpton Road 160
Shelley, Roy E. & Joan E., L & B. 165 Webster St. 2,460
Shepard, Albert D. & Grace, L & B,167 South Main St. 8,375
L & B, New Hampton Road 5,215
Shepard Grocery Corp., Stock in Trade 45,000
L & B, Memorial St. 18,010
Shepard, John S., L & B, 94 View St. 8,580
L & B,106-108 Prospect St. 8,295
Shepard, Peter H., Sr., & Fannie L., L & B, 98 Sum-
mit St. 4,430
Shepard Realty Co., L & B, 361 Central St. 27.225
Sherburne, Ralph H., L & B, Webster Ave. 4,300
*Sherman, Charles H. & Mary E., L & B, 62 Elm Ave. 7,670
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Sherrin, George E. & Jennie L., L & B, 21 Davis St. 5,585
Land, Davis Street 410
*Shields, David W. & Shirley, L & B, 18 Myrtle Ave. 4,930
Shorten. James E. & Mary D., L & B, 97 Orchard St. 4,890
Simmons, Elizabeth L., Land, Mt. View Paiic 60
Simonds, Samuel & Ruby, L & B, Lake Shore Drive 2,755
Siok, Leokadyja E., L & B, Victory Drive 6,750
•":=Skelton, John K. & Pearl A., L & B, Terrace Road 10,310
Sleeper, Ellen A., L & B, 42 Beech St. 5,610
Sliva, Heirs of Martin, L & B, 117 Chestnut St. 2,040
Smart, William F., Sr. & Cathaleen, L & B, 818 Cen-
tral St. 4,030
Smith, Dorothy and Velma Kilton, Land, Riverview
Drive 180
Smith, Edith M., L & B, 2 Wells St. 1,670
*Smith, Edward F. & Mildred M., L & B, 68 Depot St. 2,830
Land, Lake Shore Drive 450
Smith, Heirs of Ernest H., Land, Smith Hill Road 480
Smith, Heirs of Everett W., L & B, 29 Summit St. 3,220
Smith, Frank C. & Abbie P., L & B, 16 Forest St. 5,010
Smith, Frank H. & Mildred H., L & B, 8 Liberty Ave. 4,940
Smith, Harold A., Land, Webster St. 400
Smith, Harold A. & Evelyn J.. L & B,176 Webster St. 5,370
Smith, Harriet D., L & B, Victory Drive 13,040
Smith, Harry M. & Gwendolyn D., L & B, Robin St. 1,410
Smith, Helen M., L & B,810 Central St. 4,280
Smith, John T., L & B, North Main St. 7,905
Stock in Trade 720
*Smith, Maurice R. & Pauline M., L & B, Smith Hill
Road 2,360
Smith, Merton E. & Jessie M. Clark, L & B, Lake
Shore Drive 2,770
Smith, Orvalis & Dorothy, L & B, Giles Pond Road 2,945
Smythe, Dorothy H., L & B, View Street 9,160
*Snyder, Elijah & Sheila, L & B, 3 Constitution Dr. 5,625
Snyder, Heirs of Fred W., L & B, 835 Central St. 5,250
Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc., L & B, 196 Central St. 17,720
Personal Property 660
Soczewinski, Teodor S., L & B, Victory Drive 5,140
*Sohn, Charles H. & Ann M., L & B, Route 3
A
640
Sokul, Ludovic S., L & B, 232 Summit St. 1,820
Land, Salisbury Road 740
Sokul. Teofil & Evelyn, L & B, South Main St. 1,865
^:Sokul, Teofil J. & Evelyn G., L & B, South Main St. 3,695
Land, South Main St. 260
Land, Lake Avenue 1,415
Sokul, Victor P. & Beatrice N., L & B, Pleasant St. 9,475
Personal Property 60
Sokul, Victoria, L & B, Salisbury Road 2,170
Sokul, Victoria, L & B, Salisbury Street 1,225
Sokul, Victoria, L & B, Salisbury Road 6,670
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*Sokul, Victoria Personal Property (Neat Stock) No Tax
"Sokixl, Victoria Personal Property (Poultry) No Tax
Sokul, WiEiam J. & Dorothy R., L & B, 121 Salis-
bury St. 4,250
Solomon, Edith G., L & B, South Prospect St. 13,470
*Sorette, Andrew J., Jr. & Lorraine, L & B, 17 Or-
chard St. 4,440
''Soter, Theodore J. & Harriett C, L & B, 113 East
Bow St. 4,080
Southmayd, Frank J. & Helen D., L & B, Stui'te-
vant St. 5,200
Spconer, Daniel F. & Nita, L & B, 85 Summit St. 3,610
Stafford, George C. & Sons, Inc., Personal Propeiiiy 660
Stanley, Edward P. & Carol Ann, Land & Mobile
Ho'me, New Hampton Road 2,410
Stavro, Alex, L & B, 17 Sanborn St. 5,990
*Stavro, Nella & Rita, L & B, 15 Forest St. 3,100
*Stavro, Pandi & Pauline, L & B, Wyatt Court 9,620
*Stein, Benjamin, Jr. & Mary Lou, L & B, 36 Myrtle
Avenue 3,720
^•Stein, Benjamin, Sr., L & B, 14 Terrace Road 3,630
Stettner, Raymond A. & Anita M., Land, Ferncliff
Road 275
Stevens, Esther G., Bldgs., Salisbury Road 480
Stevens, Hem'y L., Jr. Land, South Prospect St. 60
Stevens, J. P. & Co., Inc., L & B, 17 Prospect St. 6,320
L & B, 12-18 Canal St. 9,985
L & B, Memorial St. & Land, Bow St. 12,715
L & B, Smith & Canal & Bow Sts. 701,550
Stock in Trade 920,860
Stevens, Mildred M. Esther G., L & B, SaUsbury
Road 3,530
Stewart, Isabel T., L & B, 380-388 Central St. 68,890
*Stewart, Preston T. & M. Florence, L & B, 17 View St. 1.460
L & B, 19 View St. 2,080
Stickney, Clifton H. & Caroline E., L & B, Lark St. 1,760
Stickney, Kenneth R. & Louise I., L & B, Route 3A 5,080
Stiller, Fannie, L & B, 187-189 East Bow St. 7,620
Stinson, George E. &Eva E., L & B, 381 North Main St. 5,030
Mobile Home, 381 North Main St. 1,200
Stompor, Broneslaw J., L & B, Salisbui-y Road 1,570
Stompor, Broneslaw J. & Amelia P., L & B, 52-54
West Bow St. 4,580
Stone, Mabel W., L & B, New Boston Road 2,920
*Straw, Bernard R. & Rita A., L & B, 69 Ga'een St. 590
Structural Concrete Co., Stock in Trade 9,000
Personal Property 19,200
Sturtevant, John E. & Katherine B., L & B, New
Hampton Road 2,550
*Sullivan, Olive E., L & B, 20 Maple Squai'e 5,650
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Sulloway Industries, Inc., Stock in Trade 30,700
Personal Property 30,600
Sulloway Industries, Inc. Hosiery Mill Store, Stock
in Trade 3.340
Sulloway, Richaid W., L & B, 59 Central St. 11,090
Land, Central St. 100
L & B, Webster Lake 4,030
-Sulloway, Ronald E. & Dora R., L & B, Route 3A 2,370
Sun Oil Co., Personal Property 855
Surowiec, Mary M., L & B, 29 West Bow St. 8,970
Surowiec's Market, Inc., Wladyslawa S. & Lionel
Dumais, Stock in Trade 3,900
Swain, S. Oakleigh & Dorothy A., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 3,010
Personal Property 110
Sweatt, Edwin H., L & B, 186 Summit St., 1/lOth Int. 225
Sweatt, Edwin H. & Marvel, Land, Summit St. 630
L & B, 183 Summit St. 3,620
Sweatt, George • & Lois, L & B, Webster Lake 3,420
Sweatt, Heirs of Horace C, L & B, 186 Summit St.
9/ 10th nt. 2,045
Sweatt, Jesse E. & Mabel A., L & B, 88 & 90 South
Main St. 4,870
Sweetser, Delma E., Land, Lawndale 430
*Sweetser, Eugene A. & Ruth A., L & B, Lawson Ave. 2,940
Sweetser, Fay W. & Delma E., L & B, Lawndale Road 2,500
Sv.^ett, Burness, Stock in Trade 1,040
=-Swett, Lawrence R. & Joan W., L & B, Kendall St. 5,170
Swett, Nelson, Land, Smith Hill Road 420
Swett, Nelson R. & Dorothy M., L & B, Smith Hill
Road 5,025
Swiesz, Chester J. & Mary E., L & B, Webster Ave. 2,120
Sylvester, Eraest E. & Marie A., L & B, Lake Ave. 5,300
Stock in Trade 650
Sylvestre, Kenneth P. & Juanita, L & B, 5 Carver St. 2,120
=-Sylvestre, Nelson E. & Michelle A., L & B, Route 3A 4,940
Sylvester, Nelson S., L & B, 173 Franklin St. 3,210
Sylvestne, Peter R. & Theresa, L & B, 25 Pine St. 4,010
-Taft, Cornelius & Marguerite E., L & B, 175 North
Main St. 1,940
Tandy, Helen E., L & B, East Pleasant St. 4,240
Tasso, Andrew, L & B, Route 3A 1,270
Tavern Oil Co., Personal Property 660
Taylor, Charles C. & Louise E., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 1,420
Taylor, Jc-lin E. & Miriam H., L & B, Nelson St. 6,360
L & B, 83 South Main St. 6,260
Taylor, Joseph, L & B, Route 3A 2,970
*Taylor, Raymond E. & Cecille R., L & B, 20 Free-
dom Drive 5,860
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Taylor, Joseph & Lillian M., Land, Webster St. 1,280
-Taylor, Robert W. & Lola P., L & B, Salisbury &
Oilman Sts. 5,380
Taylor, Sherman S., L & B, 39 Oilman St. 5,390
^Taylor, William L. & Ann V., L & B, 30 Elm Ave. 3,370
Taylor, William L. & Mildred, L & B, SalisbuiT Road 2,340
Tefft, Melina, L & B, Hunt Ave. l'o20
Templeton, Carl V. & Beaiiice M., L & B, 66 Simimit St. 4,850
•Tenney, Rodney W. & Myrna J., L & B, 10 Beech St. No Tax
•Tenteris, Peter A. & F. Eleanor, L & B, 8 Indepen-
dence Ave. 9,270
Terhune, E. Robert & Jean H., L & B, 151 Prospect
St. 6.195
Terhune. E. Robert. L & B. 58 Franklin St. 4,500
Tessier, Albert A. & Marie B.. L & B,691 Central
St. (1/2 House) 2.110
Tessier. Corinne M. and Mary R. Dargie, L & B.
43-45 Elkins St. 6,320
Tessier. Fernand J. & Corinne, L & B, 23-27 Central
St. 4,490
Tessier, Laura M. Stock in Trade 1,500
Tessier, Rene E. & Doris E., L & B, New Hampton
Road 5.170
Personal Property 175
Tessier. Rene E., L & B, Babbitt Road 3.390
Tetreault. Augusta J., Jr. & Marina R., L & B, 159-
161 Central St. 5,440
Stock in Trade 900
L & B. 97-101 Franklin St. 7,000
Tetreault. Auguste J., Jr. L & B. 98 Franklin St, 4.450
Texaco, Inc., Personal Proiperty 990
-Therrien. Charles P. & Lucienne F., L & B. 21 East
Bow St. 900
Therrien, Heirs of Donat, Land, Wood St. 630
L & B, 157 Webster St. 3,000
L & B, 168 Webster St. 3,590
^Therrien, Jeannette B., L & B. Salisbury Road 3,740
Therrien, Mary Grace, L & B, Oalef HiU Road 4,420
Thibault, Alfred H. & Rose A., L & B. Salisbury Road 4.970
ThibauLt, Paul E. & Mary E., L & B, 39 Proctor Ave. 5,820
Thibault, Robea-t M. & Mercedes D., L & B, 143
Franklin St. 13.610
Stock in Ti-ade 590
*Thibodeau. Charles H. & Maxine A., L & B, 61
Orchard St. 4,060
Thibodeau, Heirs of Joseph, L & B, 36 Oak St. 6,050
Thibodeau, Maxine A., Land, East Pleasant St. 515
-Thomann, Donald A. & Margaret M., L & B. 42-44
Maple St. 7,360
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Thomas, Heirs of Christy, Stock in Trade 4,000
L & B, 38-40 Franklin St. 11,210
Stock in Trade 2,000
L & B,10 South Sulloway 8,900
Thompson, Bertha, L & B,Route 3A 455
Thompson, Brownlow, Land, Lake Shore Drive 470
^^Thompson, Elwood L. & Dorothy M., L & B, Robin St. 1,650
^•Thompson, George E. & Florence Y., L & B, 26 For-
est St. 2,480
Thompson, James W. & Asta V., L & B, Lake Ave-
nue 3,150
Thompson, Malcolm H. & Margaret E., L & B, 13
Winnipesaukee St. 6,990
Thompson, Richard & Arline, Land, Ferncliff Road 315
Thompson, Rosella L., Land, Route 3A 60
*Thornton, Richard E. & Marion A., L & B, 16 Glory
Ave. 5,435
Thurber, Joan, Mobile Home at Adams' Trailer
Park, Webster St. 410
Thurston, Thomas & Simone, L & B, Calef Hill Road 6,520
Tibbetts, Bruce C. & Marilyn N., L & B, Webster Ave. 1,880
*Tibbetts, Urban S. & Amy F., L & B, New Hampton
Road 2,690
Tidewater Oil Company, Personal Property 1,320
Tilton, Arline, L & B, 63 Prospect St. 3,840
=^Tilton, Arthur R. & Lyla M., L & B, 781 Centi'al St. 2,410
Tilton Dress Mfg. Co., Stock in Trade 36,000
Personal Property - Machinery 18,790
Tilton, Everett R. & Lois E., L & B, Route 3A 7,170
Tilton, Marguerite E., L & B, Sturtevant St. 4,150
Tilton, Mary E., L & B, Route 3A 4,050
Tilton, Ralph E. & Arlene, L & B, 49 Central St. 5,450
Tilton, Roger, Jr. & Rosalie, L & B, 55 Freedom Dr. 6,000
Tilton, Roger, Jr. & Rosaline M., Land, Cor. Ward
Hill & New Hampton Rd. 1,140
Tilton, Roger E., & Blanche E., L & B, Route 3A 6,040
Tilton, Roger, Sr. Land, Route 3A 575
Tilton School, L & B, Webster Lake 6,690
*Tilton, Wilfred J. & Maria, L & B, 104-106 Soutih
Main St. 3,440
*Tinker, Fred L. & Muriel D., L & B, 22 Spring St. 2,050
Titus, Winston P., Land, Depot St. 235
L & B, 117 South Main St. 5,160
L & B, 125 South Main St. 5,200
L & B, 141 South Main St. 4,870
Land, South Main St. 4,975
Tolman, Catherine S., L & B, Off Lake Shore Drive 4,600
Tolman, Merton H., Personal Property 260
. -Tomaszewski, Walter J. & Nita E., L & B, South
Main St. 6,990
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Tompkins, Victor, Land, Willow Hill Acres & Calef
Hill Rd. 6 600
Tonkin, Duane & Gwendolyn, L & B, Terrace Road 4,095
Toshack, Hudson M. & Hazel G., L & B, 81 Orchard St. 4,260
Touchette, Viney, L & B, 139 Salisbury St. 2,240
Townsend, Paul M. & Julie, Land, Lark St. 150
Townsend, Paul M. & Julie, Land, Lark St. 120
Ti-achy, Antonio J. & Olivine, L & B, 44 Elkins St. 5,710
Trachy, Henry B. Agency, Inc., L & B, 393-395 Cen-
tral St. 16,930
Land, Prospect St. 630
Trachy, Henry B. & Ruth E., L & B, Webster Lake 2,040
-Trachy, Henry B. & Ruth E., L & B, 39 Beech St. 8,440
*Trachy, Lawrence J. & Ruth M., L & B, Poplar St. 10,315
Land, Route 11 550
*Trachy, Yvonne, L & B, 56 Elkins St. 3,840
Tracy, Clayton A. & Elizabeth M., L & B, Route 3A 1,940
*Tracy, Robert J. & Barbara C, L & B, 67 Pearl St. 3,150
Tremblay, Alfred, Land, Symonds Terrace 120
Trottier, Irene C, L & B, 780 Central St. 7,130
Trottier, Leon E., Jr. & Rachel R., L & B, Smiling
Hill Road 2,110
Trottier, Peter J. & Vina C, L & B,399 North Main St. 4,490
Trottier, Raymond G., Sr. & Viola B., L & B, Flag
Hole Road 1,710
Trottier, Heirs of Victor, L & B, Lake Shore Drive 1,420
Trottier, Heirs of WiUiam J., L & B, 102 Franklin St. 3,810
*True, Freeman R., L & B, 660 Central St. 4,130
Truelsen, Heirs of Minna, L & B, Lake Shore Drive 6,840
Tuck, Richard G. & Doris C, L & B,20 Independence
Ave 7,930
^Tapper, Jordan, Building, Route 3A on Land of
Carrie Cahill No Tax
Turchin, Samuel, Bldg., Salisbmy St. on B & M Land 300
*Turcotitie, Darius J. & Eva A., Land & Mobile
Home, Woodrow Ave. 2,290
*Turcotte, George H & JuUa V., L & B, 153 Pleasant
St. 5,285
Land, Myrtle Ave. 430
Turcotte, Raymond G. & Elizabeth, L & B, Webster
Ave. 3,170
Turgeon. Andi-ew J. & Anna M., L & B, 29 Beaton St. 6,640
Tui-geon, Henry A. & Helen, L & B, New Boston Road 3,930
Turgeon, Napoleon & Cebea, L & B, Sanborn St. 4,400
Turner, Percy G. H. & Gladys, L & B, 144 Wesit Bow
Street 2,790
^:^Underhill, William T. & Heiliene E., L & B, 124
Webster St. 2,120
Unsworth, Stephen G. & Martha H., L & B, Webster
Ave. 2,440
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Unwin, Eva E., L & B, 31 Depot St. 5,020
Van Camp, Arthur & Rose, L & B, 3 Beaton St. 6,290
VaJiderMast, Rudolph, L & B, Constitution Ave. 7,120
Veilleux, Maurice & Ruth, L & B, Victory Drive 7,960
Veno, Francis, Land, Summit St. 300
Vercelli, Herbert J. & Lucille L., L & B, Webster Ave. 1,850
Veroneau, William J., Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View
Park 180
Verza, Louis, Leather, Stock in Trade 30,000
Machinery 21,000
•"Veysey, Fred R. & Karolyn W., L & B, 64 Pleasant St. 4,170
Personal Property 300
Vinal, Richai-d D. & Bernice, L & B, Off Lake Shore
Drive 3,165
Vittum, Russell & Lillian, Land & Mobile Home,
Giles Pond Road 2,060
Vose, Annie W., L & B, Webster Ave. 2,710
Voyer, Alfred & Rose Anna, L & B, 48 Orchard St. 4,850
Walker, Helen H., Land. Munroe St. 100
Wallace, Douglas M. & Phyllis H., L & B, 180 South
Main St. 5,430
-Wallace, Fukiko. L & B, 82 School St. 5,060
*Wallace, Lillian A., L & B, 564 Central St. 2,920
Wallace, Robert D. & Claii'e M., Land, Ferncliff Road 650
Walter, George A. & Mona H., L & B, 12 Pine St. 3,410
Waltos, Louis J. & Mary A., L & B, 2 Patriot Ave. 6,840
Watts, Estelle C, L & B, Oalef Hill Road 6,350
Webster Valve Comipany, L & B, South Main St. 405,920
Stock in Trade 621,360
Personal Property 6,000
Weglarz, Edward S. & Cora F., L & B, Carr St. 5,840
Weglarz, Frank, L & B, Proctor Ave. 11,165
Stock in Trade 3,000
Weglarz, Joseph & Carolina, L & B. South Main St. 4,570
Weglarz, Peter J. & Ruth G., L & B, Carr St. 8,465
-Weglarz, Walter H. & Doris R., L & B, South Pros-
pect St. 5,135
Weigand, Harry & Grace B., L & B, Off East Pleas-
ant St. 4,070
-Welch, Chester F. & Arline L., L & B, 95 Clark St. 2,840
-Welch, Harold L. & Doris O., L & B, 128 South Main St. 5,020
V/elch, Ida, L & B, 46 Charles St. 4,350
Welch, W. Frank & Cecelia R., L & B, 72 View st. 6,630
Welters, Charles, Land Dearborn St. 1,320
-Wentworth, Ralph J. & Yvonne H., L & B, Terrace
Road 5,000
Wescott, Alice M., Land, Bldg. & Mobile Home, Lin-
coln St. 4.160
Wescott Concrete Corporation, Land, Bldgs., & Con-
crete Batch Plant, Between River St. & The
River 21,340
Stock in Trade 1,200
Wescott, Mary L., L & B, 80 Summit St. 4,080
*Wescott, John L. & Irene D., L & B, 41 Edwards St. 5,220
-Wescott, Norman E. & A. Patricia, L & B, 19 Web-
ster St. 5,620
''Wescott, Ronald R. & Shirley L., L & B, Liberty Ave. 5,870
V/eymouth, Nellie S., L & B, Smiling Hill Road 1,450
Wheeler, Mark C. & Florence K. L & B, 115 Pros-
pect St. 8,080
Wheeler, Orlo M., Jr. & Barbara A., L & B, Lawndale
Road 1,740
L & B, South Main St. 3,920
Wlielpley, George E. & Mildred L., L & B. llSFrank-
lin St. 4,560
White, Peter E. & Dawn B., L & B, 79 Terrace Road 5,420
Whitehead, Evelyn B. & Robert C, L & B, 10 Elkins St. 4,045
Whitehead, Gordon H. & Avis E., L & B, 62 Freedom
Drive 7,530
-Whitehead, Murray H. & Barbara D., L & B, 12
Elkins St. 2,520
White Mt. Power Co., Power Lines, Transformers,
Services, Etc. 27,700
'Whiting, Eugene T. & Freddye E., L & B, 6 Patriot
Ave. 5,780
"Whittemore, James A. & Elizabeth W., L & B,
Punch Brook R cad 3,070
Land, Punch Brook Road 480
Land, So. Main St. - Punch Brook 495
-Whittier, Robert A.. L & B, 62 Highland Ave. 4,990
'Wiggins, Charles E., L & B, Frances St. 5,745
Vi'ilbur, Elsie, L & B Rotoin St. 3,060
Wilcox, Frances M. and Margaret E. Thompson, L
& B, Prospect St. 10.820
'Wilcox, Paul F. & Marion C, L & B, 50 River St. 2,040
Williams, Raymond R. & Dm'othy G., L & B, 82-84
Railroad St. 5,380
wnson, Aldred P. & Julia, L & B, 111 Elkins St. .3,980
''Wilson, Arthur E. & Marilyn E., L & B, 62 Park St. 2,970
Winkley, Donald, Personal Property 440
Winslow, Charles & Marion, Land, Hill Road 120
Winslcw, Harold G. & Elizabeth T., L & B, South
Main St. 6,540
Winters, Augustine V/., Land, Route 3A 1,800
'^'Wirters, Augustine W. & Gertrude L., L & B, 91
Pleasant St. 4,575
Wise, Arthur H., L & B, 35 Oak St. 6,450
Wiser, Herman K. & Madeline C, L & B, Route 11 5,860
Weed, LiorraiP-e, Land, 75 North Main St. 870
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Wood, May L., L & B, 19-21 West Bow St. 3,590
Stock in Trade 390
^Woodley, Thomas O. & Georgia T., L & B, Fail* St. 2,830
Land, Fair St. 310
Woodman, Donald & Mildred, Mobile Home at La-
Branche's Trailer Pk., Range Rd. 1,910
Woodman, Ethel E., L & B, 134 Prospect St. 7,740
Woodman, Harry E., L & B, 146 1/2 North -Main St. 1,930
*Woods, Ernest W. & Lois D., L & B, Lawndale Ext. 4,140
Woods, Irving R., Stock in Trade 780
*Woods, Irving R. & Evelyn F., L & B, 325 Victory Dr. 4,970
Woods, James E. & Marion L., L & B, New Hampton
Road 3,690
Woodward, Doris E., L & B, Lake Avenue 2,490
-Woodward, Harold W. & Louise E., L & B, 93 Ter-
race Road 3,390
Woodward, Melvin D. & Bertha R., L & B, 66 West
Bow St. 2,220
L & B, Giles Pond Road 3,240
L & B, Giles Pond Road 270
Woodward, Richard W. & Gloria R., L & B, New
Hampton Road 4,560
Woodward, Von B. & Grace R., L & B,59 Edwards St. 6,840
Stock in Trade 865
Woodward, Walter E. & Rose A., L & B, Kidder Ave. 4,115
Woodwell, Virginia S., L & B, Webster Ave. 2,460
Wooley, Bernard I. & Geraldine C, L & B, 64 Clark St. 5,840
Woolworth Co., F. VJ., No. 573, Stock in Trade 12,000
Worden, Channing & Isadora M., Land & Mobile
Heme, North Main St. 2,235
Worrell, Cromer & Jane, L & B, Webster Lake 2,615
Wright, Harlan B. & Mary E., L & B, 137 V/est Bow St. 1,580
Wyman, Hiram P. & Marion L & B, South Main St. 5,580
Yacopucci, Roger B. & Kathryn A., L & B,25 Edward
Street 6,810
Stock in Trade 3,000
Yacopucci, Sabino, L & B, Sanborn St. 5,900
Yeo, Robert & Gloria, L & B, New Hampton Road 4,685
Yerkes, David Norton, L & B, New Boston Road 4,520
Young, Francis J. & Bette M., L & B, 17 Maple St. 5,820
Young, Gilbert A. & Bernice M., L & B, New Hamp-
ton Road 2,180
Young, Lillian E., L & B, Robin St. 1,510
L & B, Lark St. 1,310
L & B, Lark St. 885
*Young, Porter A. & Elaine E., L & B, 24 Clark St. 3,420
Young, Waldo A. & Margaret M., L & B, 216 Victory
Drive 6,200
*Zak, A. M. Walter & Marie L., L & B, 25 Freedom
Drive 6,250
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Zampieri, Wilma and Marion F. Diemond, L & B,
Webster Ave. 2,930
Personal Property 200
Zelwyn Corp., L & B, South Main St. 11,480




Charter of the City of Franklin
An Act To Establish The City of Franklin
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court convened:
Section 1. The inhabitants of the town of Franklin in the county
of Merrimack shall continue to be a body corporate and politic under
the name of the city of Franklin.
Sect. 2. Said city of Franklin is hereiby divided into three wards,
which shall be constituted as follows, namely;
Ward 1 shall include all that part of said Franklin located west
of the Merrimack and Pemigewasset rivers.
Ward 2 shall include all that part of said Franklin bounded and
described as follows: Westerly by said Men-imack and Pemigewasset
rivers; southerly by that part of Northfield town line lying between
said Merrimack river and the Gerrish road, so called; easterly by
said Gerrish road from said Northfield line to its intersection with
View street, thence by View street to its intersection with Wtanipiseo-
gee street; thencie by said Winnipeseogee street fco the Franklin and
Tilton Railroad; thence by said railroad to Central street; thence by
Central street to Sanborn road, so-called; thence by Sanborn road
so called, to its intersection with the highway leading to Giles' mills;
thence by said last named highway to its intersection with another
highway leading to said Giles' mills; thence by a due west line from
the intersection of said highways to the Pemigewasset river.
Ward 3 shall include all that portion of said Franklin not embraced
in Wards 1 and 2 as herein constituted.
Section 3. The administration of all the fiscal, piaidential, and muni-
cipal affairs of said city, and the government thereof, shall be vested
in one principal officer to be called the mayor, and one board consist-
ing of nine members to be called the council, the members whisreof
shall be called councilmen. The mayor and council shaU sit and act
together and coimpose one body, and in their joint capacity shall be
called the city council.
Section 4. The mayor and council created by this act shall have
all the powers, and do and perform, in reference to each othier, or
otherwise, all the duties which mayor, boards of aldermen, and com-
mon councils of cities are by law authorized or required to do and
perform, either separately or otherwise; and all provisions of statutes
pertaining to the duties or powers of aldermen and common councils
of cities, separately or otherwise, shall be construed to apply to said
city council unless a contrary intention appears.
Section 5. Said city shall constdtutie one school-district and the ad-
ministration of all fiscal, prudential, and district affairs of said distract
shall be vested in the city councU, except such as shall hereinafter
be vested in the school board.
Section 6. All property of said town of Franklin, or of the school-
district of said town, shall be vested in said city and all debts of
said town and said school - district shall be considered for all purposes
as the debts of said city.
Section 7. Each ward shall elect one representaitive to the general
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court until such time as their constitutional rights shall entitle any to
a greater number.
Section 8. Each ward shall at each state biennial election choose
by ballot a moderator and three supervisors of checklists, who shall
hold office for two years and until their successors are elected and
qualified, and serve without pay. Said supervisors shall perform all
the duties required by law of selectmen of wards in cities and of
supervisors of check-lists in towns and and for all puiiDoses requii'ing
such officers, shall be considered selectmen of said wards. The present
board of supervisors of said town of Franklin shall act as supervisors
and selectmen of each of said wards until supervisors are chosen by
each of said wards at the next biennal election as herein provided.
They shall detail one of their number to a,ttend leach meeting in each
of said wards at which supervisors are required by law to be present,
and each supervisor, while in attendance on such meeting, shall have
the powers of tihe full board.
Section 9. Said supervisors in regula.ting and posting checklists, shall
be governed by the law applying to towns, their respective wards
being considered as a town for such purposes.
Section 10. The annual meeting of each ward shall be held on the
fourth Tuesday of November in each year, at such place in said city
as fixed by said city council. The first, meeting of said wards shall
be called by the present supervisors of the town of Franklin, at such
place as they may select and said board of supervisors shall prepare
a check-list for each ward for use at such meetings.
Section 11. At each annual meeting in each ward there shall be
elected a councilman who shall serve for three years, and a ward
clerk who shall serve for one year, except at the first election in each
ward there shall be elected one councilman to serve for one year, one
for two years and one for three years.
Sction 12. The mayor of said city shall be chosen annually, and
shall have a negaitive upon all the actions of the council to which his
veto power would extemd had the city government herein constituted
provided for a board of aldermen. He shall preside in the meetings
of the city council, but shall have no vote except in case of an equal
division. In his absence the council may elect one of their number
chairman, who shall have all the powers and perform all the duties
of mayor during his absence or disability, oa- a vacancy in said office
from any cause. The mayor shall receive in full for his services an
annual salary of two hundred dollars, payable semi-annually, which
shall be in full for all services of every kind rendered by him in said
office.
Section 13. The mayor and council shall annually, en the first Mon-
day of January meet for the purpose of taking their respective oaths
and shall elect a city clerk who shall be clerk of the city council
and have a salary of one hundred dollars per annum.
Section 14. Said council shall also, within thirty days after said
annual meeting, appoint a board of health of three persons, a board
of three assessors who shall receive for services fifty dollars each
per annum, a city treasurer who shall also serve as treasurer of the
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board of education and receive as compensation fifty dollars per annum,
a collector of taxes, a city solicitor, a city marshal and police officers,
a chief engineer and assistant engineers, a highway commissioner
or comiTiissioners, and such other officers or agents as are necessary
for the good government of the city, not otherwise provided for. The
term of such officers shall be for one year and until their successors
are elected and qualified, unless sooner removed by the city council,
except that highway commissioners may be appointed for one, two
and three years, subject to removal. The compensation of said officers
whose salary is not fixed shall be only such as may be fixed by the
city council.
Section 15. The general management and control of the public
schools, and of the buildings and property pertaining thereto, shall be
vested in a beard of education consisting of three members, who
shall be elected by the city council until such time as the city may
vote to elect them at their annual ward meetings or at special meetings
called for that purpose. They shall hold office for three years and until
their successors are elected and qualified, except the terms of those
first elected, shall be for one, two and three years, respectively. They
shall receive such compensation as may be fixed by the council and
their term of office shall begin on the first Monday of January.
Councilmen shall be ineligible to election as members of the board
of education by the council of which they are members.
Section 16. The water-works of the towTi shall continue imder the
charge and supervision of a board of water commissioners, consisting
of six persons, not more than half of whom shall belong to the same
political party, to be appointed, as the terms of those now in office
expire, for three years, by the city council, and to serve without pay,
except that one of their number may receiv? a salary as clerk of
the board, as fLxed by the city council.
Section 17. Said city may at any time establish a police court
by a majority vote cast in favor thereof at any annual meeting in
which an aa-ticle is inserted in the warrants therefor. Said city council
shall thereupon, by vote, provide for suitable compensation for a police
justice and clerk of said court.
Section 18. All vacancies in the board of education and in all ward
offices shall be filled by the city coamcil.
Section 19. The general provisions of the statue relating to state
biennial elections shall apply to all elections for city and ward offices.
Section 20. This act shall take effect, as to the election of ward,
city and school officers under it, on the fourth Tuesday of November
next after a vote of said town to adopt it, and for other purposes
on the first Monday of Januan/ next after such vote to adopt it;
and the supervisors of said town shaU seasonably post check-lists and
warrants for said first annual ward meetings and shall seasonably ap-
point a moderator and clerk for each of said wards from the legal
voters thereof, who shall, after being duly sworn, have the powers
and peform the duties of their respective offices at the first annual
election under this act and until other are elected and qualified. The
returns of votes provided by law to be made to the city clerk shall
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at said first annual election be made to said town supervisors, who
shall forthwith perform all the duties in relation thereto which are
by law assigned to the mayor and council and city clerk respectively.
Said supervisors shall also select and provide a suitable place for
the first meeting of the city council, and seasonably notify the mem-
bers thereof of the place selected.
Section 21. The question of the adoption of this act shall be sub-
mitted to the voters of said town at a legal meeting thereof and
if a majority vote of those voting shall be casit in favor, it shall be
adopted. If at any meeting this act shall fail of adoption, it may,
at the expiration of tliree months from such meeting and prior to July 5,
1894, be again submitted for adoption. It shaU be the duty of the
selectmen to call a meeting cf the town to act en said question of
adoption, in accordance with the foregoing provisions, upon the peti-
tion of ten or more voters of said town.
(Approved March 29, 1893 ».
CHARTER AMENDMENT
An Act to Establish The Police Court of The City of Franklin
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court Convened:
Section 1. The police count of the town of Franklin, as heretofore
existing and constituted, is hereby continued and established as the
police court of the city of Franklin, and all precepts, civil and criminal,
which by law are made returnable to, c-r which have been instituted
and were pending before, the said police court of the town of F^-anklin
when the act establishing the city of Franklin went into effect, shall
be heard and determined before said court under the name of the
police court of the city of Franklin.
Section 2. The salary of the justice of said police court shall be
the sum hei-'etofore fixed by the town of Franklin, unless a different
sum is fixed by the city council of said city.
Section 3. The justice of said court may appoint a clerk of the court,
if provision is made by the city council of said city for his compen-
sation; but until such provision is made, the justice, or in his absence
the special justice, shall be in the court, and such clerk or justice
shall keep a full record of the proceedings.
Section 4. All fines and costs imposed by said court shall be for
the use of the city of Franklin, and shall be paid over to the treasurer
of said city by any person collecting same.
Section 5. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
(Approved February 13, 1895)
Town record of the adoption of the city charter by the town of
Franklin at the annual meeting, March 19, 1894. Ai'ticle III of the
waiTant was as follows:
3rd. To see if the town will vote to adopt an act passed at the
last session of the Legislature entitled "An act to establish the City
of Franklin".
Yes, 496.
Against the adoption of said act.
No, 439.
And the moderator thereupon made declaration that a majority
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vote of those voting having been cast in favor of the adoption of
said act, the town of Franklin had voted to adopt an act passed at
the last session of the Legislature of said state entitled "An act to
establish the City of Franklin", and declared the same adopted.
A true copy of record.
Attest: HARRY W. GILCHRIST, Town Clerk.
The following acts relating to Franklin have been passed by the
New Hampshire Legislature since the adoption of the City Charter
in 1895.
Chapter 254 of the Laws of 1909.
An act in Amendment of Section 1 of Chapter 62 of the Laws of
1828, being an Act Entitled "An Act to Incoi-poraite the Town
of Franklin," and to Establish the Boundary Line Between
Franklin and Northfield.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court convened:
Section 1. That section of chapter 62 of the Laws of 1828 be amended
by striking out the following words in said section, page 314, com-
mencing at line 22, "thence west, 72 rods to the west side of the
Leighton road in Northfield; thence south on the westerly side of said
road, 307 rods; thence east 41 rods, to the easterly side of the said
road; thence south, 307 rods;" and insert in place thereof the follow-
ing words, thence west, 68 rods to a stone post on the easterly side
of the Leighton road in Northfield: thence south, on the east side
of said road to a stone post near a large pine tree, at the westerly
end of the Ledge road, so called; thence west, 4 rods, to the westerly
side of said road; thence south, to the original town line; etc.
Section 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
(Approved February 25, 1909.)
Chapter 303 of the Laws of 1911
An Act Legalizing the Biennial Elections Held by the Inhabitants
of Ward 3, Franklin, since the Year 1895.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court convened:
Section 1. That the votes and proceedings at all biennial elections
held by the inhabitants of Ward 3, Franklin, since the year 1895,
are hereby legalized and confirmed.
Section 2. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this act are
hereby repealed and this act shall take effect upon its passage.
(Approved March 23, 1911.)
Chapter 304 of the Laws of 1913
An Act Authorizing the City of Franklin to Fix the Compensation
or Salary of City Officers.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court convened:
Section 1. The City Council of Franklin is hereby authorized to fix
the compensation or salary of all city officers in said Franklin.
Section 2. All acts or parts of acts inconsistent with this act are
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hereby repealed and this act shall take effect upon its passage.
(Approved February 27, 1913.)
Chapter 318 of the Laws of 1913
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court convened:
Section 1. The real and person/al property of the Franklin Ai-mory
Association of Franklin, shall be and hereby is exempt from taxation
as long as said property is occupied exclusively a^ an armoi-y by
military orgianizations under the authority of the State of New Hamp-
shire or the United States.
Section 2. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions
of this act are hereby repealed and this act shall take effect upon its
passage.
(Approved March 14, 1913.)
Chapter 331 of the Laws of 1917
An Act Relating to Memorial Hall, Franklin
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court convened:
Section 1. That the opera house, in Memorial Hall building, in the
city of Franklin is hereby annexed to and made a part of ward 3
of said city.
Section 2. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions
of this act ai"e hereby repealed, and this act shall take effect upon
its passa ge
.
(Approved March 27, 1917.)
Chapter 73 of the Laws of 1925
An Act Increasing the Salary of the Justice of the Municipal Court
of Franklin.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court convened:
Section 1. Section 10 of Chapter 30, of Laws of 1915, being section
32 of Chapter 323 of the Public Laws is amended by inserting the
words and the city of Franklin, after the words "ten thousand inhabi-
tants" and before the words "six hundred" in the twelfth line of the
section as printed in the Public Laws.
(Approved April 14, 1925.)
The above act increased the salary of the justice of the municipal
court of Franklin to $600 per year said salary to be paid from the
treasury of the city quarterly or monthly.
Chapter 280 of the Laws of 1931
An act Authorizing the City of Franklin to Issue Bonds for the Pur-
pose of Funding the Indebtedness Incurred by it in Replacing
Republican Bridge Over the Pemigewasset River in Said City.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court convened:
1. Bonds Authorized. The City of Franklin is hei'eby authorized to
borrow such amount of money as may be necessary to dischaaige
all liabilities which have been or may be incurred by it in relocating
and rebuilding the highway bridge on the Daniel Webster Highway
in said city across the Pemigewasset river heretofore known as the
Republican Bridge and in the relocation and construction of the high-
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way approaches to the same and to issue bonds therefor with such
provisions as to payment of principal and interest as may be deter-
mined by the city council of said city.
2. Application of Laws. The indebtedness and bond issue authorized
under this act shall not be limited by the provisions of chapter 59 of
the Public Laws as to the debt limit of cities and towns and any
indebtedness created or existing by authority of this act shall not
be taken into consideration in determining the debt limit of said city
under the provisions of said chapter 59 of the Public Laws.
3. Takes Effect. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
(Approved April 3, 1931.)
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Nine.
AN ACT authorizing the City of Franklin to issue bonds.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court convened:
1. Authority Granted. The City of Franklin is hereby authorized
to raise, appropriate, and borrow money to an aggregate amount of
not exceeding one hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars and to
issue its serial notes or bonds therefor on the credit of the City for
the purpose of construction and equipment of a motor vehicle
pai'king lot in said City, for the layout and construction of new streets
and extensions of existing streets in said City, and for the layout,
extension, installation and construction of water and sewer lines in
said City, and for the acquisition of land or rights in land necessary
for any of the aforesaid purposes. The debt authorized hereunder shall
at no time be included in the net indebtedness of the City of Franklin
for the purpose of determining its borrowing capacity.
2. Application of Laws. Except as otherwise provided herein the
provisions of RSA 33, as amended, shall apply to the notes and bonds
herein authorized.
3. Takes Effect. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Norman A. Packard
President of the Senate
Wesley Powell
Governor
Approved May 5, 1959
Effective date May 5, 1959
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundi-ed and Sixty-One
AN ACT relative to the fire department of the City of Franklin and to
salary of the City Treasurer.
Be it Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in Gen-
eral Court convened:
1. City of Franklin. Amend section 14 of Chapter 260 of the Laws
of 1893, as amended by 1957, 425:1 and 1959, 382:1, by striking out the
words "and receive as compensation fifty dollars per annum" in
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the fourth and fifth lines, and by striking out the words "a chief engi-
neer and assistant engineers" in tihe fifth and sixth lines, so that said
section as amended shall read as follows:
Sect. 14. Said Council shall also, within thirty days after said annual
meeting, appoint a boaxd of health of three persons, a city treasurer
who shall also serve as treasurer of the board of education, a collector
of taxes, a ciity solicitor, a highway commissioner or commissioneirs,
and such othea- officers or agents as are necessary for the good
government of the City, not otherwise provided for. The term of such
officers shall be for one year and until their successors are elected
and qualified, unless sooner removed by the City Council, except tiiat
highway commissioners may be appointed for one, two and three
years, subject to removal. The compensation of said officers whose
salary is not fixed shall be only such as may be fixed by the City
Council.
2. FLne Department. Amend chapter 260 of the Laws of 1893, as
amended by 1957, 425:2 and 1959, 382:2, by inserting after section 14-c
the following new section: Sect. 14-d. Said City Council shall appoint
to the fire depaiijnent of said City, a chief fire engineer, an assistant
fire engineers and fix their compensation. The City Council may also
appoint such oither firemen as it may in its judgment deem necessary
and shall fix the compensation of such firemen. The City Council
may delegate the appointment and reonoval of caU firemen to the
chief fire engineer. The chief fire engineer, assistant fire engineers
and all regular firemen, except call firemen, shall serve dui-ing good
behavior and said City Council s^hall have the authority to remove
the chief fire engineer, any assistant fire engineer and any regular
fireman from the fire department at any time for just cause and after
due hearing by said City Council within thirty days, which cause
shall be specified in the order of reimoval. Said City Council shall
have tlie authority to suspend from duty without hearing, any such
engineer or fireman for a period not exceeding thirty days, provided
however, that within said thii-ty days said City Council shall hold a
hearing at which it shall be determined that such suspension should
be lifted, continued for a further period if just cause is found or that
such engineer or fireman shall be removed from the department if
just cause is found. Call firemen shall serve at the pleasure of the
City Council, or at the pleasure of the chief fire engineer, if the appoint-
ment and removal of call firemen shall be delegated to him by the
City Council. Nothing in this section shall be constinied to amend
or in any way alter or affect chapter 304, Laws of 1913.
3. Takes Effect. This act shall take effect as of January 1, 1962.
Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Samuel Green
President of the Senate
Wesley Powell
Governor
Approved April 10, 1961
Effective date January 1, 1962.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundned and Fifty-Nine.
AN ACT relative to the board of education of the City of Franklin.
Be it Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in gien-
eral Court convened:
1. Board of Education. Amend section 15 of Chapter 260 of the Laws
of 1893 by striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
following: Sect. 15. The general management and control of public
schools, and of the building and property pertaining thereto, shall be
vested in a board of education consisting of five members, three of
whom shall be designated ward members and two members at large.
The ward members shall be chosen one from -each ward by the voters
of the City at the annual election; and no person shall be eligible to
be a candidate from a ward unless he shall be a resident in such ward.
Ward mem,bers shall serve for a term of three years and until their
successors are elected and qualified. Members of the board shall
receive such compensa.tion as may be fixed by the Council, and
their term of office shall begin on the first Monday of January.
2. Present Incumbents. At the election held in 1959 ward members
shall be elected as follows: one from ward 1 for a period of one year,
one from ward 2 for a penod of two years, and one from ward 3 for
a period of three years. The persons holding office as members of
the board of education at the time of the passage hei'eof and whose
present terms extend beyond the Monday in January next following
shall, upon said next Monday, become the members at large, and
shall serve as such until the expiration of such present terms. The
successors of the ward members and of the (members at large shall
be chosen in the manner prescribed in section 1 hereof.
3. Takes Effect. This act shall take effect upon its passiage.
Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Norman A. Packard
President of the Senate
Wesley Powell
Governor
Approved July 16, 1959
Effective date July 16, 1959
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and sixty-one.
AN ACT relating to the salaries of mayor and councilmen of the Cisty
of Franklin.
Be it Enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in Gen-
eral Court convened:
1. Payment to Councilmen. Amend chapter 260 of the Laws of 1893
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by inserting after section 11 the following new section: Sect. ll^a.
Each councilman shall be paid from the City a sum to be established
by the Council, after notice and public hearing, not to exceed twenty-
five dollars, for each regular monthly meeting of the City Council
which he attends, but not exceeding twelve meetings in any year.
Said sums shall be paid to each councilman quarter-annually and shall
be in full payment for all services of any and every kind rendered by
him as councilman.
2. Salary of Mayor. Amend section 12 of chapter 260 of the Laws of
1893 by striking out after the word "cause" in the ninth line the
words "The mayor shall receive in full for his services an annual
salary of two hundred dollars, payable semi-annually, which shall be
in full for all services of every kind rendered by him in said office"
and inserting in place thereof the following: The mayor shall be paid
out of the City Treasury an annual salary to be established by the
Council, after notice and public hearing, not to exceed two thousand
dollars, payable quarter-annually which shall be in full for all services
of any and every kind rendered by him in said office. The mayor
shall not be paid any fixed sum as an expense account but shall
be reimbursed only for such specific expenses made by him in con-
nection with his office as may be authorized and approved by the
Council prior to being incurred, provided, however, that the sums so
authorized by the Council shall not exceed two hundred fifty dollars
for any one year, so that said section as amended shall read as
follows: Sect. 12. The mayor of said City shall be chosen annually,
and shall have a negative upon all the actions of the Council to which
his vieto power would extend had the city government herein con-
stituted provided for a board of aldermen. He shall preside in the
meetings of the City Council, but shall have no vote except in case
of an equal division. In his absence the Council may elect one of their
number chairman, who shall have aU the powers and perform all
the duties of mayor during his absence or disability, or a vacancy in
said office from any cause. The mayor shall be paid out of the city
treasury an annual salary to be established by the Council, after
notice and public heai'ing, not to exceed two thousand dollars, payable
quarter-annually, which shall be in full for all sei'vices of any and
every kind rendered by him in said office. The mayor shall not be
paid any fixed sum as an expense account but shall be reimbursed
only for such specific expenses made by him in connection with his
office as may be authorized and approved by the Council prior to
being incurred, provided, however, that the sums so authorized by
the Council shall not exceed two hundred fifty dollars for any one
year.
3. Construction of Act. Nothing in this act shall be constnied as
legislative endorsement of the maximum limits specified in section 1
and 2 as presently suitable pay or remuneration for either the mayor
or members of the City Council, it being the intent hereby merely to
remove the previously specified amounts and to vest in the City
Council the determination of suitable remuneration.
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4. Takes effect. This act shall take effect January 1, 1962.
Stewart Lampa-ey
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Samuel Green
President of the Senate
Wesley Powell
Governor
Approved June 30, 1961
Effective date January 1, 1962
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Nine.
AN ACT relating to the City Assessor of Franklin.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court convened:
1. City of Franklin. Amend section 14 of chapter 260 of the Laws
of 1893, being the charter of the City of Franklin, as amended by
1957, 425:1, by stiriking out the words "a board of three assessors
who shall receive for services fifty dollars each per annum", so that
said section as amended shall read as follows: Sect. 14. Said Council
shall also, within thirty diays after said annual meeting, appoint a
board of health of three persons, a city treasui'er who shall also
serve as treasurer of the board of education and receive as compen-
sation fifty dollars per annum, a collector of taxes, a city solicitor, a
chief engineer and assistant engineers, a highway oo'mmissioner or
commissioners, and such other officers or agents as are necessaiT
for the good government of the City, not otherwise provided for.
The term of such officers shall be for one year and until their suc-
cessors are elected and qualified, unless sooner removed by the
City Council, except that highway commissioners may be appointed
for one, two and three years, subject to removal. The compensation
of said officers whose salai-y is not fixed shall be only such as may be
fixed by the City Council.
2 City Assessor. Amend Laws of 1893, chapter 260, by inserting
after section 14-a, as inserted by 1957, 425:2, the following new sec-
tions: Sect. 14b. The City Council shall appoint a city assessor who
shall perform the duties of assessors by law within and for the City.
The compensation of the city assessor shall be established by the
City Council; and he shall hold office during good behavior unless
removed for cause by the City Council, after notice and hearing.
Sect. 14-c. There shall be a tax advisory board composed of three
persons, one from each ward, to be appointed by the City Council.
The term of office of the members of said board shall be three years,
but the first appointments hereunder shall be made as follows: for
the member from ward 1, a term of one year; for the member frcan
ward 3, a term of two years; and for the member from ward 3, a
term of three years. Not more than two of the members shall be
of the same political party. It shall be the function and duty of the
tax advisory board to consult and advise with the city assessor at- his
request or at the request of any taxpayer, and the city assessor shall
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take into consideration the recommendations of said board in the mak-
ing of assessments. The members of the boai'd shall receive such
compensation as may be voted by the City Council.
3. Temporary Appointment. Notwithstanding other provisions of law
the Council may at any time after July 1, 1959 appoint some qualified
person to serve as an assessor on the board of assessors. Said tempor-
say assessor shaJl have no vote in the deliberation of the board of
assessors and nothing herein shall be deemed to affect in any way
the term of office of the board of assessors in office as of July 1, 1959.
4. Takes Effect. The provisions of section 3 hereof shall take effect
as of July 1, 1959. The remaining provisions of this act shaU take
effect as of the first Monday of January, 1960.
Stewart Lamprey
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Norman A. Packard
President of the Senate
Wesley Powell
Governor
Approved May 14, 1959
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